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Abstract 

Mitigating climate change necessitates the adoption of a clear decarbonisation 

pathway, with the residential building sector being a priority for the UK Government. 

To date, the high heating demand of existing domestic buildings constitutes a 

significant barrier to the smooth transition to a decarbonized future. The deployment 

of low-carbon heating technologies as well as the upgrade of building fabric is 

considered to be imperative in order for the UK to achieve the target of net-zero 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. In this direction, the UK Government has 

recognised the high potential of targeting towards the large-scale electrification of 

domestic heating, which will come in parallel with the increasing share of renewables 

in electricity generation. In this context, electrically driven Air-to-Water-Heat-Pumps 

(AWHPs) are considered to be a very promising alternative to fossil-fuel based heating 

systems. Although the current uptake of heat-pumps is low in the UK compared to 

other European countries, the UK heat-pump market is expected to grow within the 

next few decades. Following the suggestions of the Committee on Climate Change 

(CCC), the connection of new-built UK houses with the gas grid will be banned by 

2025, with this being a significant step to phase-out the installation of gas boilers. 

Nevertheless, apart from new-built houses, CCC mentions that retrofitting the existing 

building stock is a major UK infrastructure priority in order to tackle climate change. 

The thesis describes the development of a methodology to assess heating system 

retrofit linked with fabric retrofit targets for dwellings using building performance 

simulations at the stock level. The developed methodology is generic and directly 

applicable to any housing stock within the UK context. For the case of this thesis, the 

effectiveness of AWHPs to be used as a retrofit heating solution is explored across the 

range of 756 unique house archetypes, which are selected to represent the housing 

stock of the North-East region of England. The data used to model the selected housing 

stock is derived from the national English Housing Survey (EHS), with the included 

house archetypes covering a wide range in built form, size and age of construction, the 

age of construction, in particular, resulting in various levels of fabric insulation and 

states of repair. The constructed house models are suitable to be studied using the 
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EnergyPlus dynamic simulation engine and the adopted modelling approach is verified 

through an inter-model comparison technique. An AWHP model coupled with 

auxiliary electric heating is integrated in each house archetype to meet its heating 

demand throughout the entire heating season, with the AWHP model being 

representative of actual AWHP systems that are available in the UK market. The 

heating performance of the AWHP retrofit is assessed across the range of the modelled 

housing stock for both current and future weather scenarios, the future weather 

scenarios incorporating probabilistic climate change projections for 2050 and 2080 

under different carbon emissions scenarios. A novel graphical representation of the 

simulation outputs is employed aiming to make the results communicable to 

consumers, stakeholders and policy-makers and support retrofit decision-making. The 

results obtained from this thesis allow for the distribution of the system’s energy use 

and overall effectiveness, level of under-heating and degree of thermal discomfort to 

be identified across the stock. In addition to that, as a result of this novel visualisation 

way of the simulation outputs, the AWHP retrofit can be assessed in conjunction with 

fabric retrofit targets for dwellings under current and future heating requirements.   

The results reveal that the simulated Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) of the AWHP 

itself is around 3.0 across the stock. The contribution of supplementary electric heater 

to the dwellings’ total heating demand reduces the overall effectiveness of the system 

at 2.0-2.5. Generally, the need to provide supplementary heating is found to be 

significant for all dwellings due to employed controlled strategy of the system. Using 

a current weather scenario, indoor temperatures are found to be within acceptable 

limits for most houses. However, only few houses manage to achieve an average 

annual Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) within the comfort band, these mainly being 

highly insulated semi-detached and mid-terrace houses with floor area lower than ~160 

m2 as well as medium-insulated mid-terrace houses with floor area lower than ~72 m2. 

Under the future weather scenarios, the applicability of AWHPs is found to become 

more favourable across the modelled stock from both an energy use and thermal 

comfort perspective. As a result of the milder outdoor air temperatures, the need for 

supplementary electric heating reduces by 40.0 % on average for the 2050 weather 

scenarios (compared to the current weather scenario), while this reduction is in the 

range 55.0 % - 66.0 % for the 2080 weather scenarios (depending on the carbon 
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emissions level). Nevertheless, although thermal discomfort is more limited across the 

stock for the 2050 weather scenarios (compared to the current weather scenario), the 

AWHP retrofit still fails to maintain indoor comfort for a significant number of houses 

across the stock. These cover all houses with uninsulated walls (independently of size 

and built form) as well as those medium-insulated houses being either detached 

(independently of size) or having a floor area greater than ~160 m2 (independently of 

built form). 
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Introduction 

 Background knowledge and problem statement 

Following the recommendations of the Committee on Climate Change (CCC), the UK 

Government has set a ground-breaking target of net-zero Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 

emissions by 2050 (i.e. at least a 100.0 % reduction relatively to 1990 levels) (CCC, 

2019b). To achieve this, emission reductions is an imperative across all sectors (power, 

buildings, transport, agriculture, industry, bioenergy); power sector, in particular, is 

one of the top priorities, with the electricity generation market currently being under a 

fundamental transformation. Further, in line with the CCC’s advice (CCC, 2019b), the 

UK Government also focuses on increasing the energy efficiency of the built 

environment, this being one of the most cost-effective ways to reduce carbon 

emissions and as such, it should be prioritised and carefully planned (BEIS, 2019c).  

The domestic sector attracts much attention due to its large share in the total energy 

consumption and GHG emissions. More specifically, based on provisional national 

statistics for 2018, it is estimated that residential buildings are responsible for about 

18.0 % of the total GHG emissions in the UK (BEIS, 2019a). Additionally, in 2018, 

the domestic sector itself accounted for almost  30.0 % of the total energy use in the 
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UK (41.2 million tonnes of oil equivalent) having the second largest share after 

transport (BEIS, 2019b). Space and water heating, in particular, cover approximately 

80.0 % of the final domestic energy consumption (BEIS, 2018c). According to the 

same source, 64.4 % of the energy used in residential buildings is being provided by 

natural gas, which has been by far the dominant fuel in the UK for the last four decades.  

Considering that 70.0 % - 80.0 % of the houses that will exist in the UK in 2050 have 

already been built, a deep national energy retrofit of the existing building stock has to 

be urgently put into practice (Timperley, 2018). A very recent report by the CCC 

highlighted that the UK Government should focus on making the 29 million existing 

houses low-carbon, low-energy and resilient to climate change (CCC, 2019c). The 

undertaking of energy efficient measures to limit residential space-heating and hot 

water demand is of vital importance for the UK in order to not only reduce carbon 

emissions to desired levels, but also limit fuel poverty1, which appeared to affect 10.3 % 

of the total households in England in 2018 (BEIS, 2020). These measures include the 

upgrade of building fabric (e.g. upgrade of insulation levels, increase of air tightness) 

as well as the integration of renewable energy technologies. The latter, in particular, is 

highly promoted by the UK Government through legislative incentives such as the 

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) scheme, which provides income to households for 

the use of low carbon heating technologies (Ofgem, 2019). The technologies, which 

are considered to be eligible for householders to claim support through the domestic 

RHI, are: biomass boilers, biomass pellet stoves with integrated boilers providing 

space heating, Ground-to-Water-Heat-Pumps (GWHPs), Air-to-Water-Heat-pumps 

(AWHPs) and solar thermal panels for Domestic Hot Water (DHW) (Ofgem, 2019). 

Other low-carbon heating technologies (which, however, are not listed as eligible for 

the RHI) are micro-CHP (combined heat and power) and hydrogen boilers.  

Currently, around 1 million houses in the UK are served by low-carbon heating 

technologies, with most of them using biomass boilers and wood stoves (CCC, 2019c). 

Nevertheless, although the replacement of conventional fossil fuels with biomass can 

 
1 The English definition for fuel poverty adopts the Low-Income-High-Cost indicator. Based on that, a 

household is considered to be fuel poor if its required fuel costs are above the national median level and 

if by spending this amount, it would be left with a residual income below the official poverty line (BEIS, 

2020). 
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contribute to meeting the UK’s emissions targets, an extensive use of biomass for 

domestic applications is not considered to be consistent with the long-term best 

utilization of the limited bioenergy resources (CCC, 2018). Generally, biomass (when 

it comes from sustainable sources) is recommended to be used only in cases where 

other low-carbon alternatives do not exist (e.g. in aviation or industrial high-grade 

heating processes) (BEIS, 2010; CCC, 2018). Furthermore, in terms of cost, biomass 

boilers are not considered to be the optimal replacement of gas boilers (Dodds, 2014). 

Instead, a substantial electrification of the domestic heating (as well as transportation 

services) is strongly believed to be the key element for reducing GHG emissions (CCC, 

2019a); this is further supported by the fact that renewables’ share in electricity 

production is getting more and more significant with a record of  33.3 % in 2018 (BEIS, 

2019d).  

In this context, the wide deployment of electrically driven AWHPs (and electric 

vehicles) is an integral part of the UK’s 2050 decarbonisation pathway (CCC, 2019a). 

However, compared to other European countries with similar climatic characteristics, 

AWHPs have had a limited uptake in the UK market. The increased electricity prices 

compared to other available fuels as well as the inadequacy of policy to effectively 

drive the adoption of low carbon heating are attributed as the main reasons for the low 

penetration of heat-pumps in the UK market (Nowak, 2018a). Especially when it 

comes for the heat-pumps to be used for dwelling refurbishment in the UK, their 

effectiveness (most commonly expressed by the Coefficient of Performance, COP) 

drops due to the high heating demand of the existing houses. In fact, the existing UK 

housing stock constitutes one of the oldest and least energy efficient stocks across 

Europe (Nicol et al., 2014a). Based on the same source, in 2014, the UK appeared to 

have the largest percentage of old houses and one of the lowest percentages of new-

built houses across Europe. More specifically, 37.8 % of UK houses have been built 

before 1946, while the average percentage of those houses equals 22.3 % for the entire 

Europe. Further, only 6.9 % of the existing UK houses have been built after 2000, 

while for the whole of Europe, the figure is 9.8% (Nicol et al., 2014b). 

Although AWHPs have been generally proven to be more effective when installed in 

new-built and well-insulated houses (Fawcett, 2011), recent field studies and policy 
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reports have highlighted its promising potential to play a significant role in the 

refurbishment of the existing UK residential buildings. The Energy Saving Trust (EST) 

monitored the heating performance of a large number of AWHPs in both new-built 

and existing houses across the UK and concluded that their average effectiveness1 can 

be as high as 2.45±0.11; this, however, is being highly dependent on the correct sizing 

and wise operation of the installed system (Dunbabin et al., 2013). Nevertheless, heat-

pumps cannot compete gas boilers in terms of running costs due to the significant 

electricity to gas price ratio, with this making the technology a less appealing heating 

solution in the eyes of consumers (Le et al., 2019). On the other hand, the same authors 

showed that retrofitting an AWHP to typical Irish Hard To Treat2 houses (previously 

heated by gas-boilers) has the potential to reduce annual carbon emissions in the range 

of 6.0 % to 33.0 % depending on the control of the retrofitted system. Compared to 

GSHPs, the significantly lower capital and installation cost as well as the convenience 

in both installation and maintenance make AWHPs to be regarded as a preferable 

solution (McMahon et al., 2018).  

In order for the AWHP technology to be widely accepted as a viable solution for the 

refurbishment of the UK housing stock, policymakers and researchers should work 

together to overcome the issues associated with the current low uptake of AWHPs in 

the UK. As highlighted in a recent CCC report, UK Government policy should focus 

on raising the awareness of both installers and consumers about low-carbon heating 

(CCC, 2019c). The same source draws special attention to the provision of appropriate 

training to installers and designers in order to create a mature heat-pump market and 

limit common faults often occurring during the design and installation stage. In the 

same direction, the UK Government should prioritise the introduction of effective 

schemes through which consumers can see a real benefit for switching to low-carbon 

heating. Unfortunately, the current RHI (which will be in force until 2022) “has 

 

1 This accounts for the heating output and electric input of all the components of the system including 

any source of supplementary electric heating 

2 BRE defines a “Hard To Treat” house as follows: “one that, for whatever reason, cannot accommodate 

‘staple’ or cost-effective fabric energy efficiency measures”. For example, these could be houses with 

solid walls, no loft, high-rise flats, etc. (BRE, 2008). 
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significantly underperformed on the Government’s expectations” (BEIS, 2018a). To 

support policy development, research must be oriented to explore the performance of 

heat-pumps and other low-carbon heating technologies at scale and gather more 

evidence from in-situ operation. To date, most of the existing studies in the field 

focused on investigating the applicability of AWHPs from a single-building 

perspective. Although findings from previous studies are optimistic for AWHP’s 

suitability to be used in the retrofit of UK houses (Arteconi et al., 2013; Kelly et al., 

2014; Le et al., 2019), the viability of AWHPs should be further investigated and this 

should be conducted at housing stock level. This is a gap in knowledge that requires 

attention. Currently, the development of Housing Stock Energy Models (HSEMs) 

coupled with high-resolution Building Performance Simulation (BPS) tools has 

received increasing attention for producing decarbonisation pathways and informing 

policy. This approach may offer a means for addressing the question of AWHPs’ 

viability by consideration at the housing stock level. To the author’s knowledge, such 

an approach has not been taken before in the evaluation of heat-pumps for residential 

applications in the UK. 

In this thesis, a methodology is developed to assess the applicability of AWHPs using 

dynamic BPS at the stock level based on current and future heating requirements. The 

methodology is then applied to evaluate the effectiveness of AWHPs to be used as a 

retrofit heating solution for 756 house archetypes that have been selected to represent 

the housing stock of the North-East (NE) region of England. The simulation results 

are being presented in a novel way and are suitable to be communicated to both experts 

and non-experts in the field including policy-makers, stakeholders and consumers. The 

findings of this thesis will establish a deeper understanding of the potential of AWHPs 

to be used across the range of UK domestic buildings and drive future policy.  

 Aim and objectives 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a methodology for using stock-level building 

energy modelling to evaluate the extent to which a heating technology (in this case 

applied to AWHP) is an effective retrofit solution when applied across the range of 
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UK houses in terms of both the system’s energy use and the extent to which occupant 

thermal comfort can be maintained; the developed methodology will be used to assess 

heating system retrofit linked with fabric retrofit targets at the housing stock level 

based on current and future heating requirements.     

The above research aim will be addressed through five individual objectives, which 

are:  

1. to verify the suitability of a dynamic bottom-up HSEM to be used for 

representing the diversity of the energy demand across the housing stock 

2. to model an AWHP coupled with thermal energy storage using a previously 

established dynamic BPS engine; the configuration and control of the AWHP 

model will be representative of actual AWHP systems that are available and 

sold in the UK market 

3. to investigate the size (represented by nominal heating capacity) of the AWHP 

that should be retrofitted in various houses covering a wide range in physical 

characteristics 

4. to investigate the distribution of the energy use, level of under-heating and 

degree of thermal discomfort across the housing stock as a result of the AWHP 

retrofit 

5. to investigate the impact of future weather scenarios on the distribution of the 

energy use, level of under-heating and degree of thermal discomfort across the 

housing stock (as a result of the AWHP retrofit) and to discuss implications for 

future retrofit policy design; the future weather scenarios result from detailed 

weather files incorporating data for various climate change projections. 

 Thesis outline  

This section provides an outline of the structure of the thesis. The content of the 

included chapters is summarized as follows.  
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Chapter 1 outlines the background knowledge, makes the problem statement and 

declares the aims and objectives of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents a literature review on AWHPs and HSEMs within the UK context. 

Firstly, the AWHP technology is introduced and the metrics used to evaluate its 

heating performance are reviewed. Drawing evidence form previous research studies 

and standards, Chapter 2 then focuses on reviewing the architecture (configuration) 

and sizing of AWHP systems used for domestic applications. Following that, the trends 

of the UK heat-pump market within the last decade are discussed and the reasons for 

the low uptake of heat-pumps in the UK compared to other countries with similar 

climatic characteristics are summarized. Finally, Chapter 2 provides a review on the 

different types of HSEMs and data sources used, with the focus being on models 

developed for the UK housing stock.  

Chapter 3 outlines the methodology developed in the thesis, starting with the 

description of the employed bottom-up HSEM and the data used to construct it. Further, 

it provides a description of the modelled house archetypes (representing the existing 

housing stock of the NE region of England) and explains how these have been 

categorized in different groups for the purpose of the analysis of the thesis results 

(based on this categorisation, the results of this work will be presented in Chapter 4 

and Chapter 5). Finally, Chapter 3 focuses on presenting the characteristics, 

configuration and control of the AWHP system that has been modelled to meet each 

house’s space-heating and DHW demand. 

Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the annual heating performance of AWHPs at the 

stock level using a current weather scenario. Firstly, the chapter investigates AWHP’s 

size selection based on house’s physical properties. Then, the impact of AWHP size 

on the overall performance of the heating system is analysed and discussed. Finally, 

the distribution of energy use, need for supplementary electric heating, level of under-

heating and degree of thermal discomfort (as a result of the AWHP retrofit) is explored 

across the modelled stock. 

Chapter 5 evaluates the impact of various future weather scenarios on the heating 

performance of AWHPs for the housing stock of the NE region of England under the 
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assumption that houses are at their current state (no fabric energy efficiency 

interventions are considered). The different weather scenarios incorporating 

probabilistic climate change projections for 2050 and 2080 (under different carbon 

emissions levels) are presented. The distribution of the system’s energy use and degree 

of thermal discomfort is then explored across the stock and for the different future 

weather scenarios.  

Chapter 6 provides a discussion on how the research addressed the aim and particular 

objectives of the thesis, discusses the applications of the developed methodology and 

implications of the simulated results, makes clear the contribution to knowledge and 

summarizes the limitations of the research.  

Chapter 7 presents the key conclusions of the thesis and provides recommendations 

and extensions of this work for future research in the field.  
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Literature review 

 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to review the current literature in order to identify research 

gaps, formulate research questions and justify the importance of this study. It is mainly 

organized in two parts with the first part exploring heat-pump technology and its 

heating performance in UK domestic buildings using findings from field, monitoring 

and simulation studies. A particular focus is given on the coupling of AWHPs with 

Thermal Energy Storage (TES) water tanks including systems’ configurations and 

sizing and this is achieved through the review of academic literature, regulatory and 

industrial guides. All these data are necessary for developing a detailed AWHP system 

model suitable to be studied using dynamic BPS tools. This first part of the literature 

review concludes with highlighting the reasons for the current inadequate uptake of 

heat-pumps in the UK compared to other European countries with similar climatic 

characteristics. In the second part, housing stock energy models developed within the 

UK context are reviewed including their data sources, followed by the criteria and 

standards that are recommended to be used to assess thermal comfort conditions in 

domestic environments.
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 Heat-pump technology 

Based on the second law of thermodynamics, heat is spontaneously transferred from a 

region of higher temperature to another region of lower temperature. A Heat-pump 

(HP) is a device that transfers heat from a lower temperature heat source to a higher 

temperature heat sink using a relatively small amount of external energy such as 

electricity, gas or waste heat. In other words, HPs absorb low-grade heat from a source 

and converts it to high-grade heat to be used for space-heating and hot water 

applications. The important benefit of HPs is that the amount of heat that they are able 

to transfer is much greater than the amount of energy required to drive them. In this 

context, HP is considered to be a very cost-effective technology to be used as heating 

and/or cooling system in both residential and commercial applications. Furthermore, 

it is argued that a wide use of HPs can significantly contribute to the reduction of 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, as HPs simply transfer heat rather that burn fuel to 

create it (Gagneja and Pundhir, 2016).  

Based on the heat source, which can be the air, ground or water, HPs are divided into 

Air-Source-Heat-Pumps (ASHPs), Ground-Source-Heat-Pumps (GSHPs) and Water-

Source-Heat-Pumps (WSHPs), respectively. In addition, they are further divided in 

Air-to-Air-Heat-Pumps (AAHPs), Air-to-Water-Heat-Pumps (AWHPs), Ground-to-

Water-Heat-Pumps (GWHPs), etc. depending on the type of heat sink used. AWHPs 

are by far the most common type of HP used for domestic applications in the UK. HPs 

operate either on heating or cooling mode and their operation is most commonly based 

on a vapour-compression or absorption cycle, with absorption HPs being outside the 

scope of the thesis. Typical examples of HPs operating on cooling mode are 

refrigerators and air-conditioning units. 

The volatile substance or alternatively, the working fluid, which circulates inside the 

components of a HP and is responsible for transferring, absorbing and releasing heat 

is called refrigerant. In the past decades, the most common refrigerants for HP 

applications were chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). However, since CFCs have been 

strongly criticized for their significant contribution to the depletion of the ozone layer, 

they have been banned and replaced with other products such as hydrofluorocarbons. 
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Among the most widely used refrigerants are R-134a and R-410A, which are non-

toxic, non-flammable and have zero Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP). Nevertheless, 

both R134a and R-410A present relatively high values of Global Warming Potential 

(GWP), with these values being 1430 and 2088, respectively (Makhnatch, 2013; Nyers 

et al., 2015)1. It is evident that HP technology will move towards the replacement of 

conventional refrigerants with natural ones, such as ammonia, propane, etc. (Rony et 

al., 2019).  

2.2.1 Heating mode operation 

The main components of a HP unit are as follows: 

Compressor: a unit that compresses the refrigerant, which is in the form of a gas, 

to increase its pressure and temperature 

Condenser: a heat exchanger, through which the circulating refrigerant releases 

its heat to the indoor environment and becomes liquid 

Expansion valve: a valve that reduces the pressure and temperature of the 

refrigerant when leaving the compressor 

Evaporator: an air heat exchanger, where the liquid refrigerant extracts heat from 

the outside environment and is boiled to become a low temperature vapour. 

Figure 2.1 (a) illustrates the main components of a HP and Figure 2.1 (b) depicts an 

ideal vapour-compression cycle based on which a HP operates. As shown in Figure 

2.1 (b), A→B process represents the adiabatic compression of the refrigerant. In this 

stage, the low-pressure and low-temperature refrigerant passes through the compressor, 

where its molecules are compressed and becomes a superheated vapour of high 

pressure and high temperature. This process obviously requires external work to be 

completed, as heat does not spontaneously flow from low to high temperatures. Then, 

the saturated vapour leaves the compressor and enters the condenser (B→C process), 

through which it releases its heat to the environment (e.g. indoor space of a building) 

(C→D process). In D→E process (expansion), the condensed and liquid refrigerant 

 
1 GWP is a metric showing how much heat is trapped in the atmosphere by 1.0 ton of a greenhouse gas 

over a specific period of time compared to the heat trapped by 1.0 ton of CO2. 
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passes through an expansion valve, which drops its pressure and temperature. Finally, 

in E→A process (evaporation), the low-pressure and low-temperature refrigerant 

enters the evaporator heat exchanger as a mixture of liquid and vapour, where it 

absorbs heat (e.g. from outdoors). In this stage, the refrigerant has lower temperature 

than ambient air, and therefore heat can be spontaneously transferred from the warmer 

outside environment to the colder refrigerant. In the evaporator, the liquid-vapour 

refrigerant is now completely vaporized and becomes a low-pressure and low-

temperature saturated vapour again. After that, the vapour-compression cycle starts 

again (Staffell et al., 2012).  

 

Figure 2-1: (a) HP components, adapted from: Gagneja and Pundhir (2016) (b) temperature-

entropy graph for an ideal vapour-compression cycle of a heat-pump. 

Figure derived from: Staffell et al. (2012) 

All the above refer to an ideal vapour-compression cycle. The effectiveness of this 

ideal system only depends on the temperature of the condenser (Tcond) and evaporator 

(Tevap), as follows: 

ηideal - heating = 
𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅

(𝑻𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅−𝑻𝒆𝒗𝒂𝒑)
,     (Equation 2-1) 

Equation (2-1) provides the theoretical maximum effectiveness of a HP and assumes 

that the system has no losses. In practice, a vapour-compression HP cycle presents 

extra heat losses due to: 

• fluid and mechanical frictions causing pressure drops 
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• irreversibility during the compression process (as seen in Figure 2-1(b), the 

compression process is considered isentropic in the ideal vapour-compression 

cycle) 

• non-ideal gas  behaviour (Staffell et al., 2012) 

Equation (2-1) clearly shows that the effectiveness of a HP operating on heating mode 

is higher than 1.0 and decreases as the temperature difference between the condenser 

and evaporator increases. Assuming a standard condenser temperature (Tcond), the 

effectiveness of the HP decreases as Tevap decreases, with Tevap, in the case of ASHPs, 

being equal to air temperature. This fact explains why GSHPs usually perform more 

effectively compared to ASHPs as ground temperatures do not present significant 

fluctuations throughout the entire year. In the UK, the mean ground temperature at 

100.0 m depth varies between 7.0oC–15.0oC (Gale, 2005), with this being generally 

higher than ambient air temperature during winter and lower than ambient temperature 

during summer. As a result, GSHPs are expected to be more effective to provide 

heating during winter and cooling during summer. However, ASHPs are much easier 

to be installed compared to GSHPs and further, their capital and maintenance cost is 

significantly lower (Cabrol and Rowley, 2012) and as such, ASHPs are considered to 

be a more appealing heating solution in the eyes of consumers. 

2.2.2 Evaluation of performance  

The main energy exchanges taking place within a vapour-compression HP cycle are 

the heat transferred to the warmer location (Qh), the heat removed from the cooler 

location (Qc) and the work needed to operate the compressor (W). Rather than using 

the theoretical maximum effectiveness of an ideal HP system (ηideal – heating), the 

Coefficient of Performance (COP) is used instead as a more representative metric to 

assess the thermal performance of an actual HP. It is defined as the ratio of the heat 

output of the HP itself to the amount of electricity supplied to drive the HP itself.  

𝑪𝑶𝑷 =  
𝑼𝒔𝒆𝒇𝒖𝒍 𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝑯𝑷

𝑬𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄 𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒕𝒐 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝑯𝑷
=

𝑸𝒉

𝑾
,     (Equation 2-2) 
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It should be mentioned at this point that the COP refers to the effectiveness of the HP 

unit itself (excluding any other additional heaters operating to provide supplementary 

heating) and may or may not include the consumption of condenser’s pump or 

evaporator’s fan.    

As seen in Equation (2-2), COP is dimensionless. It expresses the effectiveness of the 

HP in such a way that as COP increases, the effectiveness of the HP increases as well. 

For example, a HP with a COP of 3.0 needs 1.0 unit of energy (e.g. electricity input) 

to produce 3.0 units of heat. In the UK, COP typically ranges from 1.0 on extremely 

cold winter weather conditions to 3.0 during autumn or spring (Etude, 2018). The COP 

and heating capacity of HPs are subject to ambient air and condenser water 

temperature variations. The COP of an AWHP, in particular, is likely to decrease at a 

range 2.0 % - 4.0 % when ambient temperature decreases 1.0 K or the delivered water 

temperature has to be increased 1.0 K (Welch, 2009).  

Based on BS EN 14511, the performance of AWHPs should be tested under various 

combinations of heat source and heat sink temperatures and this information should be 

provided by manufacturers in order to enable the comparison of the different devices 

that are available in the European market. More specifically, manufacturers’ technical 

guides should include the nominal heating capacity and nominal COP of each HP 

device accompanied by supplementary data showing how these nominal values vary 

with the variations of outdoor air and water temperature. Nominal heating capacity 

and COP are most commonly provided under the specification A2/W35 or A7/W35, 

which means that they have been measured for ambient and water temperatures equal 

to 2.0oC and 35.0oC or 7.0oC and 35.0oC  respectively. BS EN 14511 recommends 

testing AWHPs and measuring their COP and heating capacity under the combination 

of five inlet air temperatures with four condenser water outlet temperatures (British 

Standard Institution, 2013)1. The data for COP and heating capacity variations are 

usually provided by HP manufacturers in the form of performance curves.  

 
1 Ambient temperature: -15.0oC (A-15), -2.0oC (A-2), 2.0oC (A2), 7.0oC (A7) and 12.0oC (A12) and 

condenser water temperatures: 35oC (W35), 45oC (W45), 55oC (W55) and 65oC (W65) 
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ASHPs should not operate under very low ambient temperatures due to the possibility 

of frost accumulation on the evaporator side of the device, which results in decreasing 

the rate of air flow and inevitably leads to COP degradation (Changqing and Liang, 

2006). After a period of 4.0 h of frosting, the COP of an ASHP can be reduced by up 

to 0.7 units (Hewitt and Huang, 2008). To avoid the formation of frost, ASHPs are 

controlled to perform reverse/defrost cycles. In this case, the refrigerant performs a 

reverse cycle, where the evaporator becomes the condenser, and the condenser 

becomes the evaporator. In other words, the refrigerant absorbs heat from the interior 

spaces of the building and rejects it to melt the ice periodically. Mitsubishi Electric 

recommends the application of defrosting operation when ambient temperature falls 

below 2.0oC (Mitsubishi Electric, 2015). Other methods to defrost ASHPs include 

direct use of electric energy and hot gas defrosting (Dunbabin et al., 2013). 

Another metric used to evaluate the thermal performance of a HP is the Seasonal 

Performance Factor (SPF). This is defined as the ratio of the annual amount of heating 

delivered by the HP to the annual amount of electricity used to produce it.  

𝑺𝑷𝑭 =  
𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒉𝒆𝒂𝒕−𝒑𝒖𝒎𝒑

𝑨𝒏𝒏𝒖𝒂𝒍 𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄 𝒊𝒏𝒑𝒖𝒕
,    (Equation 2-3) 

As seen in Equation 2-3, SPF is similar to COP. However, when it comes to assess the 

annual performance of HPs, the SPF term is used instead. It should be noted at this 

point that SPF can be evaluated for different boundaries. This means that apart from 

the HP unit itself, the expression of SPF may or may not include other parts of the 

system such as fan, supplementary heaters, circulation pump, etc. (Dunbabin et al., 

2013).  

The EST carried out a series of heat-pump field trials (both ASHPs and GSHPs) for 

domestic buildings (new-built and older houses) located in various regions across the 

UK. The monitoring of 15 ASHPs showed that the average SPF of the ASHP unit 

including fan’s consumption (referred as SPFH2) was 2.68 with this varying from 2.20 

to 4.00. When it comes to the effectiveness of the whole system (including energy 

consumption of auxiliary electric heater, DHW immersion heater, circulation pump 

and fan), the average SPF (referred as SPFH4) was found to reduce at 2.45 with this 
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varying from 2.00 to 3.60 (Dunbabin et al., 2013). Based on a meta-analysis study, the 

SPFs reported by the EST were found to be very low when compared with similar field 

trials of other European countries (Gleeson and Lowe, 2013). The same authors 

mentioned that the inconsistency in performance for the UK HPs (resulting from the 

wide range of performances between the monitored houses) can be attributed to 

installation and sizing faults, proving that the UK HP industry is immature compared 

to other European countries such as Denmark; this will be discussed later in this 

chapter (see Section 2.5.1).    

2.2.3 Comparison with conventional heating systems 

This section presents the findings from previous works investigating the impact of 

replacing conventional heating systems with heat-pumps in existing houses located in 

the UK or countries with similar climatic conditions.  

Kelly and Cockroft (2011) investigated the effectiveness of AWHPs to replace gas 

boilers and direct electric heaters in terms of energy use, associated carbon emissions 

and energy cost for an existing Scottish house using the ESP-r (Environmental Systems 

Performance-Research) dynamic simulation engine. The AWHP retrofit was found to 

reduce annual energy use and carbon emissions by 12.0 % and 69.0%, respectively 

compared to the gas boiler, while it was found to increase energy cost by 10.0 %. The 

energy cost penalty associated with the AWHP retrofit is due to the high electricity to 

gas price ratio. More specifically, electricity price is approximately 3.5 times higher 

than that of gas in the UK (the impact of the high electricity to gas price ratio on the 

roll-out of heat-pumps within the UK context will be more extensively discussed in 

Section 2.5.1). However, when compared with the direct electric heaters, the AWHP 

was found to reduce both carbon emissions and energy use by 55.0 %. In the same 

direction, Le et al. (2019) used TRNSYS (Transient System Simulation Tool) dynamic 

simulation engine to evaluate the economic and environmental impact of replacing gas 

boilers with high temperature AWHPs coupled with TES in two hard-to-treat mid-

terrace houses located in Northern Ireland. The results showed that carbon emissions 

can reduce by 6.6 % - 33.0 % depending on the efficiency of the gas boiler (the highest 

reduction corresponds to a new 90.0 % efficient condensing boiler and the lowest 
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reduction to an older 60.0 % efficient boiler were considered). However, the total 

energy costs were found to increase in the range of 18.0 % to 36.6 % for the AWHP 

retrofit. On the other hand, Kelly et al. (2016) carried out an economic evaluation of 

replacing fossil-fuel based heating systems with ASHPs for the Irish housing stock. 

The performed analysis revealed that there is a significant economic and 

environmental benefit if consumers switch from oil-boilers to ASHPs with energy 

costs, in particular, reducing up to €600 per year (Kelly et al., 2016). This confirms 

that heat-pumps can more effectively compete with oil than gas boilers (although oil 

price is lower than that of electricity, their difference is not as high as in the case of 

gas).  

Finally, Asaee et al. (2017) evaluated the techno-economic feasibility of AWHPs to 

be used as a retrofit heating solution across the range of the Canadian housing stock 

(some 17,000 unique properties were studied) using the ESP-r simulation tool. In their 

study, the AWHP was considered to be an eligible retrofit solution only for those 

houses that had a basement or were previously heated by a system that requires a 

mechanical room (~71.0% of the studied houses including those with gas and oil-fired 

boilers as well as some with wood-fuelled systems or other electrified heating systems). 

The modelled AWHP unit was coupled with an auxiliary gas fired-boiler and a thermal 

energy storage tank. The results showed that if all eligible houses were retrofitted with 

AWHPs, energy consumption could reduce up to 36.0 % resulting in 15.16 Mt GHG 

emissions savings across the entire stock. However, the AWHP was not found to be a 

cost-effective alternative for all cases. More specifically, there are provinces across 

Canada, where the high electricity price in comparison with that of gas does 

considerably increase payback period with this being a deterring factor for such an 

investment. Although this particular study was not carried out within the UK context, 

it revealed the high potential of moving towards the large-scale deployment of AWHPs. 

This, however, requires significant support from the government through profitable 

incentives that will effectively persuade consumers to switch to low carbon heating 

systems such as heat-pumps.  
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 Thermal Energy Storage (TES) 

TES refers to the concept of storing thermal energy and utilizing this stored energy at 

a later time for domestic and industrial thermal applications. Thermal energy can be 

stored as sensible, latent or thermochemical. More specifically, sensible TES refers to 

systems in which heat is accumulated in the mass of a storage medium such as water 

and rock due to its temperature differences. Latent heat storage involves the 

mechanism of storing thermal energy when a material (e.g. water, salt hydrates, etc.) 

changes phase (from solid to liquid, liquid to gas or vice versa). Last, thermochemical 

heat storage relies on the energy stored as a result of a completely reversible chemical 

reaction (Hasnain, 1998). In each case, the storage medium is situated in specific 

containers (usually tanks) equipped with necessary input and output devices.  

This section focuses on providing a description of sensible TES (Section 2.3.1) and 

reviewing previous works combining AWHPs with water storage tanks as a heating 

system for the case of UK residential buildings (Section 2.3.2). 

2.3.1 Sensible TES 

The amount of heat stored by a sensible TES system is calculated as follows: 

𝑸 = 𝒎 ∗ 𝑪𝒑 ∗ 𝜟𝜯,   (𝒊𝒏 𝑱𝒐𝒖𝒍𝒆𝒔),   (Equation 2-4) 

where m and Cp is the mass (kg) and specific heat capacity (J/kgK) of the storage 

medium respectively, and ΔΤ is the difference between the input and output 

temperature of the storage medium. Gasses are not recommended for sensible TES 

applications due to their low density. A key factor in the design of a TES system is the 

utilization of strong and well-insulated tanks to withstand the weight of the water and 

minimize heat losses. The rate of heat losses through TES tank is calculated as follows: 

𝒒 = 𝑺 ∗ 𝑼𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒖𝒆 ∗ 𝜟𝜯,    (𝒊𝒏 𝑾𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒔),     (Equation 2-5) 

where S is the area of the tank in m2, U-value is the thermal transmittance of the storage 

tank in W/m2K and ΔΤ is the difference between the input and output temperature of 
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the storage medium in K. Water is among the most well-known thermal energy storage 

mediums. It can store a relatively high amount of heat per unit of weight due to its high 

specific heat capacity. In addition to that, it is free and available (in most cases), easily 

pumped, nontoxic, nonflammable and mildly corrosive in the absence of oxygen 

(Kaygusuz, 1999).  

The most typical sensible TES systems used for domestic applications include mixed 

or stratified water tanks. As seen in Figure 2-2, stratified tanks separate cold and hot 

water volumes in the bottom and top of the tank, respectively. The intermediate region 

between the two different water volumes is called a thermocline. Water is a naturally 

stratified medium as it has different values of density at different temperatures. Thus, 

hot water, which has lower density than cold water, moves to the top of tank and cold 

water remains in the bottom. Water stratification is achieved through the utilization of 

relatively tall tanks supplied with diffusers, which are located in the inlet of the tank  

(Eames et al., 2014). Storage tanks operate by either direct or indirect heating mode. 

In a direct TES system, the storage medium itself has the role of the storage mechanism, 

while indirect systems include additional heat exchangers providing supplementary 

heating when needed (Arteconi et al., 2012).  

 

Figure 2-2: Stratification level of a water thermal energy storage tank (a) highly stratified, (b) 

moderately stratified and (c) mixed 

Figure derived from: Arteconi et al. (2012) 
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2.3.2 Coupling AWHPs with TES  

The coupling of TES with renewables and low-carbon technologies is considered to 

be a powerful Demand-Side Management (DSM) strategy 1  to increase demand 

flexibility by shifting electricity loads to off-peak periods and balancing the mismatch 

of energy supply and demand, thus maintaining the stability of electricity grid (Dincer, 

2002). In this context, TES can be short-term or long-term ranging from diurnal to 

seasonal load-shifting e.g. from summer to winter (Hesaraki et al., 2015). Further to 

that, the combination of load-shifting strategies with suitable pricing schemes 

(providing peak and off-peak electricity rates throughout the day) can also contribute 

to the reduction of consumers’ electricity bills (Krajačić et al., 2011). 

Many previous studies focused on investigating the required storage volume in order 

to effectively shift heating loads from high-tariff to low-tariff periods of the day as 

determined by electricity tariffs that are available within the UK context. Nevertheless, 

load-shifting was not always found to be a viable solution for the following two 

reasons. Firstly, the required storage volume for an effective load-shifting was found 

to be significant when water storage tanks were considered with this being a restriction 

for many existing UK houses that have very limited available space. In addition to that, 

the most recognized electricity tariffs (e.g. E7 and E10 2) do mainly offer low prices 

at night. However, operating an AWHP during nighttime (where ambient temperature 

is usually lower than daytime) results in COP degradations and consequently, in 

increased energy use and costs. Eames et al. (2014) investigated the required TES 

volume to shift morning and evening peak heating loads (7-9 am and 4-7 pm, 

respectively) for a large detached house located in Derby, UK. Their work showed that 

a 560.0 L water tank was needed when the house was considered to comply with the 

2010 Building Regulations, while if the house was built before 1980, the required 

storage volume was found to exceed 2,500 L. Similar results were also reported by 

 
1
 Gellings and Smith define DSM as follows: “the planning and implementation of utility activities 

designed to influence the time pattern and/or the amount of electricity demand in ways that will increase 

customer satisfaction and coincidentally produce desired changes in the utility’s load shape” (Gellings 

and Smith, 1989).  
2  E7 and E10 stand for Economy 7 and Economy 10 electricity tariffs with E7 offering reduced 

electricity prices from midnight to 7.00 am and E10 from midnight to 5.00 am, from 1.00 pm to 4.00 

pm and from 8.00 pm to 10.00 pm. The low-tariff hours do slightly vary from one region to another.  
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Kelly et al. (2014), who assessed the load-shifting potential of an AWHP coupled with 

a phase-change enhanced tank for a typical UK detached house using the low-tariff 

hours provided by the E10 electricity tariff. In this case, energy use was found to 

increase by 60.0 %, while a storage volume in the range of 500.0 L to 1000.0 L was 

required depending on the volume of the utilized phase-change material. In this context, 

the employment of dynamic Time-of-Use (ToU) tariffs, which are increasingly 

penetrating the UK electricity market, might be a means to overcome problems 

associated with conventional electricity tariffs and make the coupling of AWHPs with 

TES a viable and cost-competitive heating solution (Renaldi et al., 2017). 

 Design of AWHP systems 

Through the review of academic papers, manufacturers’ guides and UK Standards, this 

section provides guidelines regarding the design of AWHPs. More specifically, 

Section 2.4.1 includes examples of AWHP system configurations and Section 2.4.2 

discusses different approaches for selecting AWHP’s size.  

2.4.1 System configuration 

AWHPs can be located either outdoors or indoors, with indoor installations requiring 

extra ductwork to draw in outdoor air. Focusing on outdoor installations (being the 

most common for the case of domestic buildings), AWHP devices are mounted on an 

exposed wall of the building and draw ambient air using a fan. Depending on the 

location of the condenser heat exchanger, AWHPs are divided into all-in-one and split 

types. All-in-one AWHPs have all their components in the outdoor unit, while split 

types include an additional indoor unit containing the condenser heat exchanger. Thus, 

in all-in-one systems, the vapour-compression cycle of the refrigerant takes place 

solely in the outdoor unit, whereas in split systems, the refrigerant cycles between the 

indoor and outdoor units through pipes (see Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3: DAIKIN split type air-to-water-heat-pump 

For the case of AWHPs serving both the dwelling’s space heating and hot water 

demand, the DHW (used for shower, cooking, etc.) should be separated from the water 

circulating inside radiators or under-floor heating systems. Therefore, two different 

circuits, the central-heating and DHW circuit, are connected in parallel and controlled 

using valves, which determine which of the two circuits must be fed with hot water. 

As seen in the following figures, the heat produced by the AWHP can either pass 

directly to the DHW tank of the house (Dunbabin et al., 2013) (see Figure 2-4) or pass 

to the TES tank through which is then transferred to the DWH tank and wet hydronic 

distribution heating system of the house (Kelly et al., 2014) (see Figure 2-5).   

 

Figure 2-4: Configuration of AWHP with TES system retrofitted in UK residential buildings  

Figure adapted from: Dunbabin et al. (2013). 
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Figure 2-5 illustrates an AWHP coupled with a TES water tank that was modelled to 

be retrofitted in a typical detached UK house to meet its space-heating and DHW 

demand. As seen, the heat produced by the AWHP is transferred to the water storage 

tank using an indirect heating coil. The hot water is then transferred through the TES 

tank to the DHW tank and radiators of the building using a circulation pump (Kelly et 

al., 2014). 

 

Figure 2-5: Configuration of AWHP coupled with TES system modelled for a typical UK house 

Figure derived from: Kelly et al. (2014) 

2.4.2 Sizing  

The Microgeneration Installation Standard 3005 (MIS 3005) states as follows: “A heat-

pump shall be selected that will provide at least 100% of the calculated design space-

heating power requirement at the selected internal and external temperatures…, the 

selection being made after taking into consideration the flow temperature at the heat-

pump when it is doing space-heating… Heat-pump thermal power output for the 

purposes of this selection shall not include any heat supplied by a supplementary 

electric heater” (BEIS, 2017). In this case, the calculation of the design space-heating 

power requirement follows the methodology recommended in BS EN 12831:2017 

assuming steady-state conditions. Internal and external design temperatures are 

provided in Table 1 and Table 2 of the MIS 3005-issue 5.0 (p.14-15) based on BS EN 

12831:2017, the external design temperatures, in particular, being criticized for being 
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higher than those usually used for designing purposes and thus, resulting in 75.0 % 

power coverage as opposed to the aforementioned 100.0 % power coverage “rule” 

(Dunbabin and Wickins, 2012). 

Since there is a limited range of HP capacities in practice, the exact matching of HP’s 

capacity with the design heating load of the building is not always possible. The high 

fabric heat loss of existing UK dwellings might mean that many installed HPs will 

have insufficient capacity during some periods of the heating season, with the result 

that thermal discomfort and consequently, need for supplementary electric heating will 

increase. Considering the above, the installation of an under-sized HP might increase 

the overall operational cost due to the increased utilization of back-up electric heating 

with this limiting both the economic and environmental potential associated with the 

replacement of conventional heating systems with HPs (Renaldi et al., 2017). On the 

other hand, the installation of an over-sized HP might increase capital cost and result 

in operating the system under part-load conditions for a significant amount of time, 

which, in turn, leads to the degradation of COP (Madonna and Bazzocchi, 2013). In 

this context, the adoption of HPs with variable-speed rather than on-off compressors 

can effectively limit the drawbacks associated with part-load operation (Adhikari et 

al., 2012).   

A significant proportion of actual heat-pump installations were found to fail due to the 

selection of the incorrect size (EST, 2013), this being significantly associated with the 

lack of a trained installers network further delaying the roll-out of heat-pumps. In an 

attempt to investigate the suitable AWHP’s heating capacity for a single family house 

located in Padua, Italy, Bagarella et al. (2016) varied the AWHP’s nominal heating 

capacity in successive simulations so that the AWHP was capable of meeting different 

proportions of the dwelling’s peak heating load (from 33.5%-94.0%). The results 

showed that the system achieved the highest SPF when peak space-heating load 

coverage was in the range of 59.0%-72.0%, this being significantly lower than the 100% 

coverage suggested by the MIS 3005. Asaee et al., (2017) assessed AWHPs to be used 

as a retrofit heating solution for the Canadian housing stock (the content of this study 

was explicitly described in Section 2.2.3). In their work, the characteristics and 

nominal heating capacity of the retrofitted AWHP in each individual house were 
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selected based on the existing heating system of the house. More specifically, three 

different AWHP sizes were used with each reflecting on houses with existing heating 

system’s capacity >21 kW, 11-16 kW and <11 kW, respectively. The authors 

mentioned that the retrofitted AWHP was capable of satisfying major part of the 

dwelling’s design heating load without further specifying the range of this coverage.       

Based on the literature, there is not a best practice yet regarding the selection of the 

correct size for heat-pumps. The present thesis adopts the recommendations of the 

MIS3005 based on which the heat-pump itself should be capable of meeting 100% of 

the house’s design heating load without the contribution of any supplementary electric 

heater. However, it should be acknowledged that this practice might result in over-

sized systems.  

 Heat-pumps in the UK 

In an attempt to draw evidence for best practice of heat-pumps’ deployment, this 

section reviews the trends of HP market in several European countries, compares the 

situation in the UK with other countries having similar climatic conditions and finally, 

indicates the reasons for the low uptake of heat-pumps within the UK context.  

2.5.1 Heat-pump market trends  

The graph in Figure 2-6 illustrates the total number of HP sales in Europe within the 

last decade. It should be noted that data refers to those European countries that are 

members of the European Heat Pump Association (EHPA) (22 countries in total as 

depicted in Figure 2-7). Based on EHPA statistics, the European HP market presented 

an annual growth of more than 10.0 % in 2015, 2016 and 2017 reaching to 1.1 million 

installations in 2017. This fact led to 29.8 Mt CO2 reduction and 148.0 TWh final 

energy reduction compared to 2016 levels (Nowak, 2018a).  
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Figure 2-6: European heat-pump market development 2007-2017. Source: European Heat-

pump Association. 

Graph adapted from: Nowak (2018a) 

Figure 2-7 illustrates the number of HPs being in operation by country. As seen, the 

deployment of HPs varies across Europe with the UK having one of the least developed 

markets.  
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Figure 2-7: Number of heat-pumps in operation in several European countries in 2018. Source: 

European Heat-pump Association 

Figure derived from: Nowak (2018a) 

Nowak (2018a) identified the possible reasons why countries such as France, Italy, 

Norway and Switzerland have more developed HP markets compared to the UK as 

follows: 

• Energy supply in countries without gas distribution infrastructure (such as 

Sweden and Switzerland) mainly relies on coal, oil, electricity or biomass and 

this makes the adoption of HPs easier for multiple reasons. Firstly, HPs gain 

ground against direct electric heating systems as they reduce operational costs 

due to their higher effectiveness. The high HP installation costs compared to 

direct electric heaters are effectively balanced by the significantly lower 

operational costs of HPs. In addition to that, compared to oil-fired heating 

systems, the utilization of HPs does not include costs for the maintenance of 

chimneys. Thus, provided that electricity prices are not too high in these 

countries (compared to oil), HPs can also compete with oil boilers from an 

economic perspective. Finally, one of the most significant problems associated 

with HPs is the fact that they require enough space to be installed. This is a 
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major concern for UK houses, which have very limited free spaces. However, 

in houses with oil burners, HP retrofit will be simply located where the oil tank 

is. 

• In Scandinavian countries as well as in France, electricity has already a 

significant share in the overall heating energy use. Therefore, the transition 

from conventional electric heaters to HPs is smooth mainly due to the fact that 

users do not suspect electricity as being an ineffective fuel, this being the case 

for those countries mainly relying on fossil-fuel-based heating systems such as 

Germany and the UK.  

• Governments play a crucial role in establishing electricity as a competitive fuel 

for heating and thus, in accelerating the penetration rate of HPs in the market. 

This can be achieved through the adoption of suitable schemes encouraging 

and financially supporting people to switch to renewable energy systems. An 

example of this is the UK’s RHI, which, however, was found to have 

significantly underperformed based on the UK Government’s expectations 

(BEIS, 2018a). For the case of the UK, government policies should learn from 

the misapplication of previous practices and address the significant installation 

costs of HPs in a way that is of real benefit for consumers. 

• Finally, the official ban of conventional fuels, such as coal, oil and gas can 

significantly contribute to a faster adoption of HPs. For example, Denmark 

banned the use of oil and gas boilers in new buildings, and later on, oil boilers 

were also banned for those existing buildings, which could be connected to the 

gas grid or have access to district energy. Similar actions have been taken by 

Swedish, Norwegian and Dutch governments. Lately, following the suggestion 

of the CCC, the UK Government announced that new buildings will be banned 

from the gas grid by 2025 and this is a very significant step for the development 

of the HP market.  

Figure 2-8 illustrates the share of the different HP types to the overall HP sales in each 

of the 22 European countries being members of the EHPA. The prevailing type is 

ASHPs with AWHPs in particular being almost the only HP type used in the UK. 

Based on the EHPA statistics, exhaust air HPs have an increased uptake in the 
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European market and are expected to play a vital role in the future (Nowak, 2018b). 

Moreover, the adoption of technologically advanced ASHPs such as two-stage 

compressor units (Safa et al., 2015) or bivalent heating systems consisting of ASHP 

units supported by condensing gas boilers (Di Perna et al., 2015; Klein et al., 2014) 

have already drawn the attention of many recent research studies as alternatives to the 

conventional heat-pumps. 

 

Figure 2-8: Heat-pump sales by heat-pump type. 

Figure derived from: Nowak (2018b) 

2.5.2 Factors affecting the uptake of heat-pumps in the UK  

As discussed in the previous section, HPs have had a low penetration in the UK market 

so far compared to other European countries. Apart from the installation costs, which 

are comparatively high in all countries, electricity price in the UK is about 3.5 - 4.0 

times higher than gas depending on fuel suppliers. More specifically, although the UK 

electricity price itself is comparable with that reported for most of the European 

countries, the price of gas in the UK is the lowest after Romania across Europe. Thus, 

gas is considerably more appealing in the eyes of consumers from a price perspective. 

The following paragraphs address other factors that further limit the uptake of HPs in 

the UK.  
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HPs are low-inertia heating systems and as such, they operate much more effectively 

at lower supply temperatures than conventional boilers. Thus, AWHPs should ideally 

serve underfloor heating systems or low-temperature radiators designed to operate at 

temperatures varying between 35.0oC–45.0oC (Fawcett, 2011). However, the common 

practice followed in UK heat-pump retrofit applications is to integrate the heat-pump 

to the existing distribution heating system of the building as the retrofit of the 

distribution heating system will significantly increase cost and cause disturbance to 

occupants. Most of the existing UK houses have high-temperature radiators (with 

design flow and return temperature of 75.0oC and 65.0oC, respectively), which have 

been originally sized to serve gas boilers. When these radiators are used with typical 

HPs, their actual flow temperature is significantly lower than the design value with 

this resulting in reducing their heat emission capacity. More specifically, the heat 

output of radiators with design flow temperatures at 75.0oC might decrease around 

40.0% when the flow temperature reduces to 55.0oC with the result that thermal 

comfort will significantly deteriorate (Shah and Hewitt, 2015). These authors 

monitored the heating performance of AWHPs supplying water at 76.0oC. These high-

temperature AWHPs were selected to be retrofitted in two hard-to-treat test houses 

located in Northern Ireland. The results showed that when the retrofitted AWHP was 

configured to directly supply the radiators of the house (no storage tank was considered 

in this case), it was capable of achieving  a COP of 2.38. 

Another factor that affects the penetration of heat-pumps in the UK is the condition of 

the existing housing stock. Heat-pumps operate much more effectively when installed 

in new-built and well-insulated houses (Fawcett, 2011). The existing UK housing 

stock is one of the oldest and least energy efficient housing stocks in Europe. A 

significant percentage of existing houses present high fabric heat losses mainly due to 

insufficient levels of wall and loft insulation. Based on data provided by the English 

Housing Survey (EHS), around 23% of the existing dwellings in the UK were built 

before 1920 (MHCLG, 2015). In addition, noise and aesthetic factors have been 

reported to delay the penetration of heat-pumps in the UK (Singh et al., 2010). 

As discussed in the previous section, the UK does mainly rely on the utilisation of gas. 

As a result, people are not familiar with low carbon heating technologies and generally, 
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the low carbon living concept. The UK Government in conjunction with research 

institutes should contribute to this direction by gathering and publishing more evidence 

from in-situ performance of heat-pumps and other low carbon technologies in the UK 

and other countries with comparable climates. Nevertheless, this cannot be done 

without investing towards the creation of a mature heat-pump market including a 

trained and certified installers network in order to eliminate the common faults 

reported during the design and installation stage of heat-pumps. To conclude, the 

concerted effort from the government, research, installers and manufacturers is now a 

priority in order to reverse the bad publicity that heat-pumps have received so far in 

the UK.  

2.5.3 Summary 

The market trends have shown that from 2015, there is a low but stable growth in heat-

pump sales across the UK. In this direction, it is expected that heat-pumps will be 

widely used within the next few decades and play an important role in the 

decarbonisation of the UK domestic sector. More specifically, based on provisional 

estimations, heat-pump sales are expected to double by 2025 (reaching around 48,000 

installations) across the UK (Pieterse, 2019). Nevertheless, although several previous 

studies focused on assessing the employment of AWHPs as a retrofit heating strategy 

for UK domestic buildings, most of them examined its effectiveness from a single 

building perspective. However, if heat-pumps are going to become a major part of 

UK’s residential energy evolution, then it is very important to evaluate their 

applicability at the stock level. 

 Housing stock energy models (HSEMs) 

HSEMs can be constructed at local, regional, national, international or global level to 

estimate the overall energy use and associated carbon emissions at the stock level. 

Although the first HSEMs appeared in the UK in the mid-1970s (Sousa et al., 2017), 

they have recently received attention, as they are considered to be effective tools for 

helping to achieve the ambitious decarbonisation targets set by the UK Government. 
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HSEMs are used to inform policies and encourage investments through the exploration 

and prioritisation of suitable interventions, such as fabric upgrades, integration of 

renewables and low-carbon technologies, smart metering and others, that can 

contribute to the reduction of domestic energy demand (Dodds, 2014). To represent 

reality and reliably predict the impact of energy strategies within a HSEM, the model 

should include all the information required to achieve satisfactory levels of accuracy. 

A house comprises a complex system in terms of both housing (geometry, 

constructions, heating system) and household characteristics (income, socio-economic 

status, age), the combination of which may be unique amongst the population.  

Sousa et al., (2017) carried out a systematic literature review on the existing UK 

HSEMs focusing on the different model data sources and adopted modelling 

approaches, the modelling approaches, in particular, varying with the scope, quantity 

of available data and required level of detail. In this context, the creation of a HSEM 

can follow either a house-by-house (Steadman et al., 2020) or an archetype-based 

modelling approach (Rosser et al., 2019; McCallum et al., 2020) or alternatively, a 

sampling modelling approach (Taylor et al., 2013). The adoption of a house-by-house 

modelling approach requires time, human resources and increased computational 

effort, which are not always available or feasible. The use of theoretical building 

archetypes instead does significantly reduce simulation time and at the same time, 

facilitate and allow for the targeting of those houses that e.g. are eligible for an energy 

efficiency measure or require attention from policy. A house archetype represents all 

those houses amongst the entire population that share similar characteristics. More 

specifically, each particular house characteristic (e.g. built form, level of wall 

insulation, total floor area) is clustered in various groups and for each group, a 

representative value is assigned, with the number of groups being dependent on the 

scope of the HSEM. In other words, a house archetype does not match any real building, 

but it is considered to have an average behaviour of all the dwellings that are 

represented by that archetype (Loga et al., 2016). Lastly, a sampling modelling 

approach requires the study of a significant number of real houses included in a 

database, with the selection of house samples being random or systematic (Sousa et 

al., 2017). Both archetype-based and sampling modelling approaches use weighting 
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factors to aggregate results (e.g. energy demand) at the stock level (Buckley and King-

Hele, 2014).  

Another important aspect of HSEMs is the quantity of data required to model each 

dwelling, this depending on the type of the HSEM (e.g. steady-state, dynamic) as well 

as the level of detail included in the available data sources. One could expect that as 

the number of input data increases, the capability of a model to make reliable 

predictions increases. However, HSEMs using very detailed input data are neither 

economically and timely feasible (in most cases) nor necessarily advisable. As the 

number of input data increases within a HSEM, the possibility of input errors increases 

as well (Chapman, 1991). In cases where more data are required than available, a way 

of filling the missing values is to make suitable assumptions (imputations), which 

should be consistent for the entire stock and based on manufacturers’ datasheets and 

recognised guidelines such as the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP), National 

Calculation Methodology (NCM), Chartered Institution of Building Services 

Engineers (CIBSE), etc. (Sousa et al., 2017).  

The reliability and accuracy of a HSEM is subject to various sources of uncertainty, 

with these resulting from input data manipulation, heat flow calculation methods, 

nature of the sampling and archetyping approaches, weather data used, representation 

of occupancy-related factors, assumptions made for gapping missing values, errors in 

surveys and measurements, etc. Thus, HSEMs should quantify the impact of these 

multiple uncertainties on model estimates through the identification of the uncertain 

input data on which the HSEM is sensitive and the assessment of the simultaneous 

impact of these inputs on model outputs (Hughes et al., 2013). The following sections 

focus on different categories of HSEMs and provide an overview of the existing UK 

HSEMs.   

2.6.1 Top-down and bottom-up HSEMs 

Generally, HSEMs can be broadly categorized as top-down and bottom-up based on 

the level of input information, adopted calculation and simulation methods and 

applicability of results provided (Swan and Ugursal, 2009). More complex and 
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sophisticated HSEMs can combine aspects of both top-down and bottom-up modelling 

techniques (hybrid HSEMs). 

Top-down HSEMs work at an aggregated level and are typically used to explore the 

relationship between energy related variables and macroeconomic factors. More 

specifically, they use historical data of energy use estimated at the stock level to assess 

how this varies in relationship with e.g. fuel prices. However, these models rely on 

past trends and thus, they are not appropriate to deal with climate-change issues and 

evaluate the impact of future technologies aiming to reduce energy demand of the 

housing sector. Top-down HSEMs are further divided in econometric and 

technological with econometric accounting for factors such as income, fuel prices, 

unemployment rates, gross domestic product, climatic conditions, etc. and 

technological accounting for saturation effects, technological progress and structural 

evolution (Swan and Ugursal, 2009; Kavgic et al., 2010). The present work does not 

focus on top-down HSEMs and thus, a further discussion about existing top-down 

HSEMs is beyond the scope of the thesis. 

Bottom-up HSEMs work at disaggregated level and are used to calculate the energy 

consumption of individual groups of houses, which are then suitably weighted to 

estimate energy consumption at the stock level (Swan and Ugursal, 2009). The 

construction of these particular HSEMs is based on building engineering principles 

(building physics) and/or statistics. More specifically, bottom-up models can be used 

to assess the impact of particular house properties (e.g. type of constructions, geometry, 

insulation levels, air tightness, Heating Ventilation and Air-Condition (HVAC) system) 

and occupancy-related factors on the energy consumption and associated carbon 

emissions of the built environment. Bottom-up models utilise data sets including 

information derived from multiple sources such as Energy Performance Certificates 

(EPCs), national census, Geographic Information Systems (GIS), surveys, interviews, 

smart meter data, etc. Depending on the scope of the model, building physics-based 

HSEMs do employ either steady-state or dynamic calculation methods.  
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2.6.2 Sources of information – English Housing Survey (EHS) 

In the UK, an official national census regarding housing stock characteristics and 

household composition is carried out every ten years, this being updated on an annual 

basis using regional data, local surveys and estimates from electricity bills and gas 

sales (BEIS, 2018b; Office for National Statistics, 2018). The UK census contains data 

for the entire UK housing stock consisting of around 29 million houses. Other sources 

including UK housing data, as presented by Sousa et al., (2017), are the Energy Follow 

Up Survey (EFUS) ( 2.5k samples) being derived from the English Housing Survey 

(EHS), Homes Energy Efficiency Database (HEED) (15.0M samples), National 

Energy Efficiency Data (NEED) framework (25.0M samples) and  Digest for UK 

Energy Statistics (DUKES) (27.0M samples).  

English Housing Survey (EHS) 

EHS is a national survey commissioned by the Ministry of Housing, Communities & 

Local Government (MHCLG) about the condition and energy efficiency of housing 

and household composition in England. Although this survey has run since 1967, it 

was firstly composed in its current form in 2008-09. Since then, it is consisted of two 

separate surveys, these being the English House Condition Survey and the Survey of 

English Housing (MHCLG, 2017). The  survey runs on a continuous basis as part of 

the Office for National Statistics (ONS) Household Integrated Survey (HIS) and its 

findings are provided annually in the form of detailed reports (Office for National 

Statistics, 2017). The EHS is conducted in three stages as follows:  

1) annual questionnaire-based interviews of around 16,000 English houses 

concerning household characteristics, this being the full survey sample  

2) annual follow-up physical inspections of a sub-set sample of the initial full 

survey sample (around 8,000 dwellings) to evaluate their condition and 

energy efficiency, this being the dwelling sample and 

3) market value survey of the dwelling sample (only physically inspected 

houses).  
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As seen, although the full survey sample is based on household characteristics, both 

the follow-up physical inspection and market value surveys are based on dwelling 

characteristics. The MHCLG  defines “household” as follows:  one person or a group of 

people, who have the accommodation as their only or main residence and (for a group) 

either share at least one meal a day or share the living accommodation, that is, a living 

or sitting room. On the other hand, a “dwelling” is defined as: a self-contained unit of 

accommodation (normally a house or flat) where all the rooms and amenities (i.e. kitchen, 

bath/shower room and WC) are for the exclusive use of the household(s) occupying them 

(MHCLG, 2009).  

The EHS data are available to the public through the website of the MHCLG in the 

form of two separate data sets. The first data set (EHS Household Data) includes 

information about household conditions and refers to the full survey sample (all 

interviewed households). The second data set (EHS Housing Stock Data) includes data 

about the condition of the physically inspected dwellings and covers a two-year period 

sample. For example, the 2009 Housing Stock Dataset includes data covering the 

period between April 2008 and May 2010. The Housing Stock Dataset includes the 

primary data gathered by the interviewer, surveyor and valuer as well as the derived 

and time-series data, which are provided in the form of SPSS (Statistical Package foe 

the Social Sciences) files. The derived data in particular, which are used for the 

purposes of this thesis, have been created by calculating or recoding the primary data 

and are mainly organized in three SPSS files (General, Physical and Interview data 

files). More specifically, information such as tenure type, nature of area and region is 

included in the General data file, while information such as built form (detached, semi-

detached, terrace, flat), wall construction type, levels of loft insulation, usable floor 

area, main heating system type, etc. is included in the Physical data file. Finally, the 

Interview file includes data related to occupancy, such as number of adults, number of 

children, etc (MHCLG, 2009).  

At this point, it should be noted that sample sizes used in the EHS may change every 

year. The size of the household and dwelling samples mentioned before, refers to the 

EHS of 2008-09, this being the version used for the purposes of this thesis. Each 

separate house included in the dwelling sample will be referred to hereafter as house 
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archetype. For each house archetype, a weighting factor is provided by the EHS, this 

corresponding to the number of “real” English houses that are represented by this 

respective house archetype. The weighting factors are used to aggregate results and 

derive estimates of energy use and associated carbon emissions at the stock level.  

The EHS data sets have been used (in combination with others) as the input data for 

many UK housing stock models such as the Building Research Establishment’s 

Housing Model for Energy Studies (BREHOMES) (Shorrock and Dunster, 1997), 

Johnston’s model (Johnston et al., 2005), Domestic Energy and Carbon Model 

(DECM) (Cheng and Steemers, 2011), UK Domestic Carbon Model (Natarajan and 

Levermore, 2007) and the Cambridge Housing Model (CHM) (Hughes et al., 2013). 

All these models perform steady-state calculations and use the Building Research 

Establishment Domestic Energy Model (BREDEM) as the core module for calculating 

buildings’ energy use and associated carbon emissions. The following sections provide 

a brief description of the CHM and BREDEM calculation methodology. It should be 

noted at this point that although the present thesis is based on the dynamic simulated 

performance of houses, some of BREDEM’s assumptions about zoning, occupancy 

and heating patterns will be used. In addition to that, the results obtained by the CHM 

will be used to verify the modelling approach adopted for the purposes of the present 

thesis (see Section 3.3).  

2.6.3 BREDEM methodology 

BREDEM, which is consistent with BS EN ISO 13790 Standard, is a steady-state 

month-to-month calculation methodology that is used to estimate annual energy 

consumption of UK dwellings (Anderson et al., 2008). Version 9 of BREDEM is also 

the basis for the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP), which is the UK’s primary 

methodology adopted to evaluate the energy performance of dwellings.  

BREDEM requires a number of input data regarding dwelling’s location, fabric, 

HVAC system, controls, occupancy, lighting, electric and cooking appliances. The 

model employs a combination of analytical and empirical techniques to perform a 

simple heat balance calculation, where heat losses are balanced against heat gains and 
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their difference is multiplied by the temperature difference between inside and outside 

temperature to calculate heating (or cooling) demand on a monthly basis.  

BREDEM recommends that dwellings should be divided in two thermal zones as 

follows: one living zone including the main living-room of the house (Zone 1) and one 

non-living zone including the rest of the house (Zone 2) (Anderson et al., 2008). As 

shown in Figure 2-9, BREDEM suggests the application of different heating durations 

and set-point temperatures between zone 1 and zone 2. More specifically, zone 1 is 

heated at 21.0oC for 9.0 h during a typical weekday and for 16.0 h during the weekend , 

while zone 2 is heated at 18.0oC for 7.0 h per weekday and 11.0 h during the weekend  

(Anderson et al., 2008).  

 

Figure 2-9: BREDEM Heating Regimes for living and non-living zones of a dwelling during 

weekdays and weekends  

Figure adapted from: Anderson et al. (2008) 

Although, the above heating patterns can be valid and reasonable for a “typical” 

working family with children, it is far from the expected for elderly people tending to 

remain at home all day or for young couples without children. The variations of 

households’ composition and the fact that people have different heating preferences 

are neglected by BREDEM and most of the existing HSEMs. This means that many 

HSEMs do not account for variations of occupants’ behaviour such as variations in the 

number of rooms that occupants choose to heat during the day, duration of heating and 

set-point temperatures. However, all these are important factors that might 

significantly affect the heating energy use of a dwelling. For example, by increasing 

the heating set-point from 20.0oC to 22.0oC, the heating energy use can increase by 
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15.0 % (Firth & Wright, 2008). Thus, while current HSEMs can be effectively used to 

compare different design and retrofit scenarios, they often fail to precisely predict the 

actual energy use (or associated carbon emissions) of buildings. Another weakness of 

the BREDEM methodology is the simplified equations that are employed to calculate 

energy consumption for lighting and electric equipment, with these two depending 

only on usable floor area of the house and total number of occupants. Such a 

simplification implies that energy consumption is not influenced by peoples’ lifestyle 

and socio-economic group.  

2.6.4 The Cambridge Housing Model (CHM) 

One of the most recognised BREDEM-based HSEMs is the CHM developed by 

Cambridge Architectural Research to support the UK Housing Energy Fact File (HEFF) 

(Palmer and Cooper, 2013) and the Energy Consumption in the UK (ECUK) (BEIS, 

2018c). The following paragraphs focus on providing a description of CHM, the data 

set of which is used for the purposes of this thesis.  

CHM ranks among the most transparent and functional UK HSEMs, as it provides a 

clear and detailed explanation of the calculations and assumptions performed within 

the model (Sousa et al., 2017). It is an archetype-based HSEM using a data set derived 

from the national EHS to estimate the energy consumption and associated carbon 

emissions of the entire UK Housing Stock 1  (BRE, 2011). The core of CHM is 

BREDEM 8 and SAP 2009 calculation methodologies (Anderson et al., 2008; BRE, 

2011). Nevertheless, CHM relatively improves the geometric representation of the 

modelled dwellings (by also modelling individual house storeys, basements and attics) 

and accounts for different ventilation types (Sousa et al., 2017). CHM Version 2.7 is 

used in this thesis, with its data set being derived from the 2009 EHS (Hughes et al., 

2013). Figure 2-10 illustrates the structure of CHM. 

 
1 Although the main input data of the CHM is the EHS datasets, variables are appropriately scaled 

(England-to-GB and GB-to-UK scaling factors) based on the number of houses located in England, GB 

and UK in such a way that the CHM can be also used to calculate the total energy consumption and 

carbon emissions of the GB and UK, respectively (Hughes et al., 2013) 
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Figure 2-10: Structure of Cambridge Housing Model (CHM)  

Source: Hughes et al. (2013) 

The CHM model is built in Microsoft Excel worksheets and runs through Visual Basic 

for Applications (VBA) macros (Hughes et al., 2013). It contains a total of eight 

spreadsheets as follows: 

Housing Data spreadsheet contains all the required house characteristics used to 

describe the English housing stock. Selected data from various EHS datasets were 

“cleaned” (to remove any inconsistent elements) and ran through suitable data 

converters. Whilst most of the data could be directly used from the EHS, suitable 

converters were employed when data needed to be interpreted, combined or even 

assumed. After the end of this process, the selected data were copied from the 

converters to the Housing Data spreadsheet to construct the data set of the CHM 

(Hughes et al., 2013). CHM Version 2.7 contains 16,150 rows and 109 columns with 

each different row referring to a single house archetype. Each house archetype is used 

to represent a certain number of “real” UK houses. As a result, the CHM data set 

contains information for the entire English housing stock. The information provided 

for each separate house archetype is as follows: age band, tenure and dwelling type, 
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number of occupants (adults and children, separately), region, number of storeys, floor 

area of each separate storey, storey height, infiltration rate, type of ventilation system, 

total door area and door U-value, type of glazing (single, double or mixed), total 

glazing area of each different glazing type, type of window frame, ground-floor 

construction, ground-floor heat loss area, ground-floor exposed perimeter, living area 

fraction, external-wall construction type, total external-wall area, external-wall 

thickness, total roof area and roof construction type, amount of loft insulation, total 

party wall/floor/ceiling areas and construction types, internal wall/floor/ceiling areas 

and construction types, basement characteristics, DHW and main and secondary 

heating system. 

About the Model spreadsheet presents a flowchart depicting the link between the 

different spreadsheets included in the model and briefly describes the contents of the 

model and the calculations performed in it. Climate Data spreadsheet provides 

monthly weather data for different regions throughout England (outdoor air 

temperature, wind speed and solar radiation). Physics Parameters spreadsheet contains 

an explanation of all the data included in the Housing Data spreadsheet. Building 

Physics Model spreadsheet contains all the calculations performed within the model. 

In this spreadsheet, the user has the possibility to input the code corresponding to a 

specific house archetype or choose the entire housing stock and run the model. Physics 

Output spreadsheet presents all the available outputs regarding energy consumption 

and associated CO2 emissions for a single house archetype or the entire housing stock 

(based on user’s selection). Data & Assumptions spreadsheet provides a list of data, 

assumptions and variables included in the model. Lastly, Version History spreadsheet 

contains a record of previous versions of the CHM model. 

2.6.5 Conclusions  

Following the shortcomings of the available UK HSEMs as described in the previous 

sections, there is an increasing need to move towards more sophisticated modelling 

approaches accounting for dynamic building responses and quantifying the impact of 

uncertain inputs to model outputs. Due to computational advances, HSEMs are very 

powerful and informative tools to support policymakers and encourage investments 
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aiming to upgrade the thermal performance of the housing stock. However, current 

HSEMs lack transparency in terms of modelling algorithms and employed datasets, 

which might significantly limit their functionality. The lack of open-source HSEMs 

that can be easily interpreted and used should be addressed as it constitutes one of the 

most important shortcomings of current models. Secondly, it is crucial to limit model’s 

imputations about occupancy-related factors by feeding HSEMs with information 

obtained from socio-economic and household surveys. Last but not least, with most of 

current HSEMs being based on steady-state calculations, it is important to develop 

models that are able to capture the dynamic interaction between building’s components, 

systems and occupants.  

 Thermal comfort  

ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning   

Engineers) Standard 55 defines thermal comfort as “that condition of mind which 

expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment” (ASHRAE, 2004). The sensation 

of comfort varies from one person to another due to physiological, psychological or 

cultural factors. In an attempt to assess and quantify the conditions of users’ comfort 

in buildings, several thermal comfort models have been developed and integrated into 

widely-used building design standards and regulatory documents such as ISO Standard 

7730 (BS EN ISO 7730:2005), BS EN 15251:2007 1  and ASHRAE Standard 55 

(ASHRAE, 2017).  

2.7.1 Fanger’s model 

The idea of quantifying thermal sensation was firstly introduced by Fanger based on a 

series of steady-state laboratory and climate chamber experiments. In these 

experiments, a relatively large group of people wearing standard clothes and 

 

1 This Standard has been recently replaced by BS EN 16789-1: 2019. However, at the time of the 

analysis carried out for the purposes of this thesis, BS EN 15251:2007 was used.  
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performing sedentary activities were exposed to various thermal environments.  Their 

thermal sensation was expressed using a seven-point scale known as the Predicted 

Mean Vote (PMV), which ranges from -3 (cold) and +3 (hot), with 0 expressing 

thermal neutrality. Based on heat balance principles and the subjects’ perception of 

comfort, Fanger concluded that the conditions of thermal comfort can be evaluated 

through the combination of six individual factors as follows: indoor air temperature, 

mean radiant temperature, air velocity, relative humidity, metabolic rate and clothing 

value (clo). Fanger developed another equation to relate PMV index with the 

percentage of people that are not satisfied within a specific environment, this being 

expressed with the Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) index (Fanger, 1970).  

Fanger’s PMV/PPD model does not account for thermal adaptation. This refers to the 

fact that people make their own conscious or unconscious decisions to adapt within a 

thermal environment, with thermal adaptation being broadly categorized as 

physiological,  behavioural and psychological (De Dear and Brager, 2001). In other 

words, people interact with the building, change their behaviour and adapt their 

expectations to match the thermal environment (De Dear and Brager, 1998). In this 

context, previous studies have shown that Fanger’s PMV/PPD model applies more 

effectively to buildings with a steady-state environment; these are sealed and 

mechanically cooled/heated buildings, usually offices, where users’ metabolic rate and 

clothing insulation are usually standard or vary within a narrow range (Peeters et al., 

2009). For free-running and naturally ventilated buildings, adaptive thermal comfort 

models should be used instead. Most of the current comfort models, which are included 

in reputed building design standards have incorporated adaptive comfort criteria. 

2.7.2 Standards for assessing thermal comfort in domestic buildings 

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends that during daytime, air 

temperature should not fall below 21.0oC and 18.0oC in living-rooms and bedrooms, 

respectively. At night, room temperatures should be approximately 2.0oC - 3.0oC lower 

than daytime. More specifically, the heating system of each house should be designed 

to reach a minimum air temperature of 21.0oC in bathrooms and living-rooms, 18.0oC 

in bedrooms and 16.0oC in kitchens and all other circulation areas, when outdoor 
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temperature is 0.0oC (Ranson, 1988). It should be noted that these recommendations 

are valid only in case where the difference between air and wall temperature is less 

than 3.0oC, as low radiant temperatures can reduce indoor comfort by causing events 

of local discomfort. In this case, the operative air temperature, which is defined as the 

average of air and wall temperature, should be considered instead. The Cold Weather 

Plan for England also mentions that indoor temperatures of no less than 18.0oC do not 

pose a significant health risk for a sedentary person wearing comfortable clothes 

(Katiyo et al., 2015). The following paragraphs review current comfort criteria 

incorporated in building design standards that can be used to assess thermal comfort 

conditions in mechanically heated domestic environments.  

As shown in Table 2-1, BS EN 15251:2007 standard establishes four building 

categories based on PPD/PMV ranges. Although category IV is considered to be 

outside comfort criteria, it might be acceptable for limited periods. The building 

categories I, II and III are also referred in ISO 7730 Standard as A, B and C, 

respectively (BS EN ISO 7730:2005, 2006). The lowest PMV value for each category 

is recommended to be considered as the lowest acceptable limit when designing 

mechanically heated buildings. In a similar way, highest PMV values should be used 

as limits when designing mechanically cooled buildings. Table 2-1 also reports the 

optimum operative temperature for each different building category. 

Table 2-1: Recommended ranges of PMV/PPD and operative indoor temperature for the design 

of mechanically heated and cooled buildings (BS EN 15251:2007) 

Category 

Thermal Comfort 
Operative Temperature 

(oC)  Level of Comfort/ 

Description PPD 

(%) 
PMV (-) 

Living 

spaces  

Other  

spaces  

I <6 0.2<PMV<0.2 21.0 18.0 

High 

vulnerable occupants 

  

II <10 0.5<PMV<0.5 20.0 16.0 

Normal 

new buildings 

 

III <15 0.7<PMV<0.7 18.0 14.0 

Moderate (acceptable) 

existing buildings 

  

IV >15 
PMV<-0.7 or 

PMV>0.7 
- - 

Outside comfort criteria 

acceptable only for limited 

periods 
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Table 2-2, provides the metabolic rate (met), clothing insulation value (clo) and 

optimum operative air temperature for various rooms of the house based on CIBSE 

Environmental Guide A (CIBSE, 2006). As seen, operative air temperatures required 

by CIBSE are generally higher compared to the EN 15251 standard.  

Table 2-2: Recommended operative temperature ranges for standard activity and clothing in 

different dwelling rooms (CIBSE, 2006) 

Room Type 
Activity: 

Metabolic Rate (met) 

Clothing: 

Clothing Insulation 

(clo) 

Operative 

Temperature Range 

(oC) 

Living room 1.1 1.0 22-23 

Bedroom 0.9 2.5 17-19 

Kitchen 1.6 1.6 17-19 

Bathroom 1.2 0.25 20-22 

Toilet 1.4 1.0 19-21 

Circulation areas 1.8 0.75 19-24 

 Chapter summary 

Chapter 2 was organized in two parts covering the following areas: a description of 

the AWHP technology and its application in UK domestic buildings; and an overview 

of the different housing stock modelling approaches (with a focus on UK HSEMs).  

Firstly, the AWHP technology was introduced and its operational mechanism was 

described from a component viewpoint. Then, the practicality of coupling AWHPs 

with TES was discussed and the most common system configurations were identified 

drawing evidence from academic literature and similar systems that are available and 

sold in the UK market. Following that, the penetration of heat-pumps in the UK market 

was discussed and compared with other European countries having similar climatic 

characteristics. For the purposes of this chapter, previous works in the field (simulation, 

monitoring, field studies) were reviewed and discussed with their findings being 

promising for the future of AWHPs in the UK. Finally, the second part of this chapter 

focused on describing existing housing stock modelling approaches adopted within the 

UK context.  

In contrast to most previous works evaluating the AWHP retrofit from a single-

building perspective, the present thesis aims to investigate their applicability at the 
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stock level using dynamic BPS.  The number of houses studied and the fact that these 

houses  have been modelled using data from real UK houses will help establishing a 

deeper insight into the heating performance of AWHPs. The findings form this thesis 

can then be used to inform policies and retrofit decision making for the applicability 

of AWHPs in combination with fabric retrofit targets for UK dwellings in a way that 

hitherto has not been possible. 
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Methodology 

 Introduction - overview of the methodological approach 

Chapter 3 presents the data, methods and tools that are employed to address the aim 

and individual objectives of the present thesis (as presented in Section 1.2). The 

developed methodology is based on the simulated performance of a number of house 

archetypes (selected to represent the housing stock of the NE region of England), 

which are used to explore the variation of AWHPs’ heating performance between 

buildings presenting a wide range in physical properties. Figure 3-1 illustrates a 

schematic diagram of the developed methodological approach.  

The selected housing stock is modelled using data that are derived from the data set of 

the CHM (Hughes et al., 2013), with the CHM using information from the national 

EHS of 2009 (2009 EHS) (MHCLG, 2009) (the contents and structure of both EHS 

and CHM were described in Section 2.6.2 and Section 2.6.4, respectively). An in-

house building generation tool, referred to hereafter as IDF (Input Data File) creator, 

reads the data set of the CHM and automatically generates house models suitable to be 

studied using a dynamic simulation engine, which in the case of this thesis is 

EnergyPlus (E+). In Section 3.2, the structure of the IDF creator is described combined 

with the assumptions required in order to make CHM data suitable to be used for the 
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case of constructing dynamic house models. Τhe adopted housing stock modelling 

approach is verified using an inter-model comparison technique, which focuses on 

investigating whether the created house models can effectively represent the 

distribution of the heating energy demand across the modelled stock (Section 3.3). The 

composition of the selected housing stock as well as the categorisation of the included 

house archetypes is presented in Section 3.4. An AWHP unit coupled with 

supplementary electric heating is then modelled for each individual house archetype 

as a retrofit heating solution to meet its space-heating and hot water demand 

throughout the entire heating season (from October to May included). The size, 

configuration, characteristics and control of the AWHP retrofit are selected based on 

AWHP systems that are available and sold in the UK market (Section 3.5). Each house 

model with the integrated AWHP system is simulated in E+ under both current and 

future weather scenarios (Section 3.6) Finally, the characteristics of the performed E+ 

simulations are described in Section 3.7.  
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Figure 3-1: Methodological approach 

 Housing stock representation 

Excluding flats (which are outside the scope of the present thesis), the housing stock 

of the NE region of England is represented in the CHM data set by 756 unique house 

archetypes with each archetype representing a number of real houses located in this 

region. The level of detail used to represent each house archetype in the CHM data set 

is not sufficient to construct dynamic house models suitable to be studied using a 

dynamic simulation engine. E+, in particular, requires an increased amount of data 

compared to most of the existing steady-state models developed for UK buildings 

(Badiei, 2018). Section 3.2.1 describes how the data set of the CHM is exploited in 
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order to construct dynamic house models and Section 3.2.2 presents the additional data 

used to define the full three-dimensional geometry of the selected house archetypes as 

well as some further assumptions that needed to be made regarding zoning, 

constructions and internal heat gains.   

3.2.1 IDF creator 

The IDF creator is an in-house building generation tool developed in Visual Studio 

using C# programming language. The C# code processes the data set of the CHM to 

automatically generate house models that can be simulated using the E+ simulation 

engine (He et al., 2014). More specifically, to run the IDF creator, three separate text 

files (txt) are required with the first including the house data as derived from the CHM 

data set and the second and third including user-defined E+ objects. For each separate 

run, the IDF creator processes all the house data included in the first txt file to create 

E+ objects, which are then combined with the user-defined E+  objects included in the 

second and third txt files to create comma delimited Input Data Files (IDFs). The 

number of IDFs generated per each run depends on the number of houses included in 

the first txt file (each row contains data for one house). Each generated IDF contains 

all the required information to perform an E+ simulation for a particular house. The 

contents of the three txt files are described in the following paragraphs.  

It should be noted that IDF creator runs separately for all those houses that have the 

same number of storeys, with the number of storeys determining the number of thermal 

zones (zoning will be explained in detail in Section 3.2.2). For the case of the housing 

stock of the NE region of England, the 756 included house archetypes might have one, 

two or three storeys and therefore, the IDF creator should be used three times to 

generate all the required E+ house archetype models.  

The first txt file used by the IDF creator contains selected house data from the Housing 

Data spreadsheet of the CHM (see Section 2.6.3) as well as some additional data 

directly derived from the original EHS data set. The included data for each house 

archetype are processed through the C# code to generate the geometry of each house 

archetype, distribute the windows and doors to its building envelope, create 

file:///C:/Users/cvpv4/Desktop/Thesis%20contents_31.docx%23_Assumptions
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constructions for its exposed-walls, floors, roof, etc. and assign infiltration rates, 

number of occupants etc., to each different house archetype. In other words, the first 

txt file includes all these data that vary from one house to another and need to be 

processed through the C# code in order to be appropriately assigned to each house 

archetype. Through the C# code, suitable E+ objects are created, which are 

automatically integrated in the final IDF of each house archetype. 

The second and third txt files contain user-defined E+ objects that are applied as they 

are to every separate house archetype. In other words, the user-defined E+ objects 

included in the second and third txt files are not processed through the C# code, but 

they are directly integrated in the final IDF of each individual house archetype. More 

specifically, in the second txt file, the user can define all those E+ objects that are 

common for all the house archetypes and are not associated with thermal zones such 

as schedules, simulation parameters (e.g. timestep, run-period), location-related 

factors (e.g. longitude, latitude), requested output variables, etc. The third txt file 

contains all the zone-dependent E+ objects with the number of objects depending on 

the number of thermal zones. For example, a two-storey house has three thermal zones 

and thus, it contains three baseboards heaters, which are represented by three different 

E+ objects. Similarly, a three-storey house with four thermal zones contains four 

baseboard heaters, which are represented by four E+ objects.  

To conclude, for each house archetype, the E+ objects created by the process of the 

first txt file plus the user-defined E+ objects included in the second and third txt files 

are put together by the IDF creator to form an IDF file including all the required 

information in order for each house archetype to be simulated using E+. 

3.2.2 Assumptions 

Geometry  

Dynamic energy modelling requires the definition of the full three-dimensional 

geometry of a building. The data set of the CHM only provides for each house 

archetype the number of storeys, the height and floor area of each storey and the 

external perimeter of the ground-floor. To generate the full geometry of the selected 
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house archetypes, additional data were extracted from the original EHS Housing Stock 

Datasets; these data include the shape of the building, the width and depth of its 

external-walls as well as the width and depth of the living-room.  

All houses are assumed to be either rectangular or L-shaped. For the case of L-shaped 

dwellings, the EHS data sets also provide the location of the additional rectangle in 

relationship with the main one. There are in total twelve possible locations of the 

additional rectangle, with these being in the middle, left or right corner of any of the 

four sides of the main rectangle. However, for simplicity reasons, the additional 

rectangle is modelled to be attached in the right-back side of the main rectangle for all 

the L-shaped house archetypes with this being its actual location in most cases (He et 

al., 2014).  

 

Figure 3-2: Geometry of rectangular and L-shaped house archetypes  

The living-room is considered to be a separate thermal zone located in the ground-

floor of each house. Based on the dimensions of the living room and dimensions of the 

external-walls of the house, there are five and four possible locations of the living-

room for the L-shaped and rectangular dwellings, respectively. The different ground-

floor layouts are illustrated in Figure A-1 and Figure A-2 in the Appendix A.  
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Zoning 

In the context of building energy modelling, a thermal zone is defined as follows “an 

air volume at a uniform temperature plus all the heat transfer surfaces bounding that 

air volume (external-walls, roofs, floors) and the heat storage surfaces inside that air 

volume (e.g. partitions separating spaces that have the same temperature) (EnergyPlus, 

2016a). In E+, the user has the possibility to implement as many thermal zones as 

desired. Based on the definition of thermal zone, the number of thermal zones in a 

building model could depend on its heating regime in a such a way that all rooms 

following the same heating pattern could be modelled as a separate thermal zone.  

SAP recommends to divide a house into two thermal zones, these being the living zone 

containing the largest room of the house (living-room or lounge usually following a 

different heating regime compared to the other rooms of the house) and the non-living 

zone containing the rest of the house (SAP, 2014) (see also Section 2.6.3 for BREDEM 

methodology). Nevertheless, thermal zones cannot be extended to more than one floor 

(Anderson et al., 2008). Therefore, the ground-floor of each house archetype is divided 

into two thermal zones, one living and one non-living zone, while each upper floor is 

assumed as a separate non-living thermal zone. For the case of the present thesis, the 

756 modelled houses have up to three storeys. Thus, all the one-storey houses are 

modelled to have two thermal zones, all the two-storey houses are modelled to have 

three thermal zones and all the three-storey houses are modelled to have four thermal 

zones.  

The living zone of each house is considered to include only the living-room. The non-

living ground-floor zone is assumed to include the kitchen, dining-room and a corridor, 

while bedrooms and bathrooms are located in the upper floors of the house. For the 

case of one-storey dwellings, bedrooms are considered to be accommodated in the 

non-living zone of the ground-floor. The internal heat gains (due to the occupancy, 

lighting and electric appliances) will be applied in each separate thermal zone of the 

house based on the type of the rooms that it accommodates. 
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External-wall constructions: 

The CHM data set specifies the external-wall type for each house archetype as: solid 

brick, cavity (no insulation), filled cavity (cavity wall filled with insulation), timber 

frame, system build (with no or external insulation) or metal frame. However, it does 

not include any further information regarding the particular materials used for each 

construction with this being a required input for generating E+ models. This issue was 

resolved using the recommendations given by the UK Government’s Standard 

Assessment Procedure in Appendix S: Reduced Data SAP for existing dwellings 

(RdSAP). RdSAP, in particular, was developed to be used for existing dwellings in 

case that their available data is not sufficient to perform a SAP calculation (SAP, 2014).  

Table S6 of RdSAP recommends the U-value for various external-wall types based on 

the age band of the house. In this work, the external-wall construction type (e.g. “filled-

cavity”) and the age band of the house (as both reported in the CHM data set) are used 

to select the U-value of external walls, the U-value then being used as an indicator to 

assign the different material layers in each case. In other words, the different materials 

combined with their thermal properties are selected in such a way that the overall U-

value of the wall matches the given RdSAP value. Table 3-1 illustrates the external-

wall constructions used for the case of this thesis.  

For example, if the construction of the external-wall is specified as “unfilled cavity” 

in the CHM data set and the age band of the house is E, the simulated U-value of 

external-walls is considered to be equal to 1.67 W/m2K. In this case, the materials used 

are modelled to be as follows: exposed brick (0.105m), airspace (0.050m), concrete 

(0.100m) and dense plaster (0.013m). It should be noted that the system build 

construction type refers to non-traditional wall constructions being built using some 

type of systemized process (not directly built on the construction site) and consisting 

of 200.0 mm heavy concrete blocks (SAP, 2014). Table 3-2 illustrates the different 

SAP age bands.  
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Table 3-1: External-wall constructions 

 

Wall  

type 

 

Age 

band 

Material layers 

(from outside to inside layer) 

Simulated 

U-value 

(W/m2K) 

Solid brick A-D 

 

0.225m brick 

0.013m dense plaster 
2.06 

 I 

 

0.020m external render 

0.050m  EPS 

0.225m brick 

0.013m dense plaster 

0.44 

Cavity wall 

(unfilled) 
A-E 

 

0.105m brick 

0.050m airspace 

0.100m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

 

1.67 

 

 

 F 

 

0.105m brick 

0.030m airspace 

0.020m mineral wool 

0.100m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

0.92 

 G, H 

  

0.105m brick 

0.050m EPS 

0.100m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

 

0.54 

 I, J 

 

0.105m brick 

0.050m airspace 

0.050m PF 

0.100m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

0.39 1 

Filled cavity  

wall 
A-E 

 

 

0.105m brick 

0.025m airspace 

0.025m PUR 

0.010m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

 

0.64 2 
 

 F 

 0.105m brick 

0.050m PUR 

0.010m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

0.40 
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 G-J 

 

0.105m brick 

0.025m airspace 

0.025m PUR 

0.050m mineral wool 

0.100m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

  

0.36 

 
 

C 

  

0.105m brick 

0.019m plywood 

0.013m plasterboard 

 

1.85 

Timber frame E 

 

0.105m brick  

0.050m airspace 

0.020m mineral wool 

0.013m plasterboard 

 

0.80 

 G, H 

 

0.105m brick 

0.050m airspace 

0.080m EPS 

0.013m plasterboard  

0.39 

Metal frame D 

 

0.006m LW metallic 

cladding 

0.050m airspace 

0.030m EPS 

0.013m dense plaster 

0.88 

System 

built/solid 

wall 

D 

 

0.200m concrete 

0.013m plasterboard 
2.06 

 E 

 

0.200m concrete 

0.050m airspace 

0.013m plasterboard 

1.70 

 F 

 
 

0.080m concrete 

0.050m EPS 

0.100m concrete 

0.013m dense plaster 

 

1.00 

System 

built/external 

insulation 

D, E 

 

0.020m external render 

0.025m PIR 

0.100m concrete 

0.013m plasterboard 

 

0.57  
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1 Based on RdSAP, for age bands I and J, U-values should be considered equal to 0.45 W/m2K 

and 0.35 W/m2K, respectively. An average U-value of 0.39 W/m2K is considered here for both 

age bands I and J 

2 Based on Table S6 RdSAP, the U-value for filled cavity walls being built before 1983 should 

be considered equal to 0.50 W/m2K. In this thesis, this is adjusted to 0.65 W/m2K based on 

CHM following DECC’s request (Hughes et al., 2013) 

 

Table 3-2: SAP Age Bands  

Period of Construction 
SAP Age 

Band 

Before 1900 A 

1900-1929 B 

1930-1949 C 

1950-1966 D 

1967-1975 E 

1976-1982 F 

1983-1990 G 

1991-1995 H 

1996-2002 I 

2003-2006 J 

2007- K 

 

Ground-floor construction: 

The CHM data set specifies the construction of ground-floor for the selected house 

archetypes as solid (slab on ground, screed over insulation) or suspended timber 

(insulation between joists). However, the insulation thickness (if present) used for each 

construction is not specified. Following a similar approach as for the case of external 

walls, the insulation thickness of the modelled ground-floor constructions is 

determined based on the age band of the house as recommended in Table S11 of 

RdSAP.  

Loft insulation: 

The modelled house archetypes have either pitched or flat roofs. For those houses with 

pitched roofs, insulation (if present) is considered to be located in the upper ceiling 
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level (insulation at joists). A unique construction with varying insulation levels is used 

for the upper ceiling of all the selected house archetypes. The CHM data set provides 

the loft insulation thickness for most of the selected house archetypes. Thus, for houses, 

in which the insulation thickness is known, Table S9 of RdSAP recommends that the 

U-value of loft construction varies between 2.30 W/m2K (no loft insulation) and 0.11 

W/m2K (insulation layer of more than 300.0 mm). In cases where loft insulation 

thickness is not known, the upper ceiling of the house has been modelled so that it 

achieves the U-value recommended in Table S10 of RdSAP based on the age band of 

the house (SAP, 2014).  

Windows: 

The CHM data set provides the total single and double-glazed area for each house 

archetype without further specifying the percentage of glazing area facing east, west, 

north or south. There are house archetypes that are partly double-glazed and thus, they 

have both single and double-glazed windows.  

For house archetypes that have either only single-glazed windows or only double-

glazed windows, it is assumed that the total glazing area is equally distributed in the 

exposed walls of the house. On the other hand, for house archetypes with both single 

and double-glazed windows, the fraction of the single-glazed to total glazed area is 

calculated and each individual window is divided into single and double-glazed area 

accordingly. For example, if the total single-glazed and total double-glazed area of one 

house are equal, then each window of that house is modelled as 50.0 % single-glazed 

and 50.0% double-glazed. In all cases, window height is modelled to be equal to 1.20m. 

Internal Heat Gains 

The CHM data set provides the number of adults and children for each house archetype. 

It is assumed that occupants’ presence in each thermal zone of the house follows space-

heating patterns in such a way that occupants are modelled to be active during those 

periods that the heating system is ON in that zone. For those periods that the heating 

system is ON in more than one zone, occupants are equally distributed in these specific 

zones.  
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Space-heating patterns have been derived from BREDEM for the living and non-living 

zones of the house (see Figure 2-10 in Section 2.6.3). It should be noted that all 

occupants are assumed to be away from home between 9 am and 4 pm during 

weekdays, while for the rest of the week (including the weekends), the house is 

considered to be fully occupied. Sleeping period is assumed to be from 11 pm to 7 am 

for the entire week, where all occupants are modelled to be in their bedrooms (and the 

heating system is modelled to be OFF).  

Regarding heat gains from artificial lighting and electric equipment, the CHM dataset 

does not contain any measured data for the modelled house archetypes. To address this 

issue, the database of the National Calculation Methodology (NCM) was used; this 

specifies design values for lighting and electric equipment heat gains for the different 

rooms of the house in Watts per square metre. It also contains schedules accounting 

for the hourly variation of design values during the day with these schedules being 

different for weekdays and weekends. Lighting and electric equipment heat gains were 

applied to each separate thermal zone of the house based on the specific use of the 

rooms that it accommodates. Thus, the living zone follows the daily patterns provided 

for the lounge in the NCM database and non-living zones of the upper floors follow 

the daily patterns provided for bedrooms. Similarly, the internal heat gains for the non-

living ground-floor zone are considered to be a weighted average of the internal heat 

gains provided in NCM for kitchen, dining room and corridors (plus bedrooms in the 

case of one-storey dwellings).  

 Inter-model comparison – model verification 

An inter-model comparison technique between E+ and CHM is employed in this thesis 

as a model verification technique to assess the suitability of the developed E+ house 

models to represent the variability of the heating energy demand across the modelled 

stock. Generally speaking, the inter-model comparison involves the direct comparison 

of the outputs obtained by two or more models, which use equivalent inputs. This 

technique does not require the use of real (measured) data in order to evaluate the 

validity of a model (Judkoff et al., 2008). The main drawback of applying comparative 

file:///C:/Users/cvpv4/Desktop/Thesis%20contents_31.docx%23_UK_Housing_Stock
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testing as a model verification technique is the absence of a truth model. The inter-

model comparison should be ideally applied between models that are based on 

completely different modelling or solution approaches. For example, when the 

comparison between a steady-state and dynamic modelling approach shows good 

agreement, it is quite possible that the building is adequately modelled and described 

by both the steady-state and dynamic model (Judkoff et al., 2008). In addition to that, 

comparative tests are inexpensive and quick and do not involve any significant input 

uncertainty as modellers can control the accuracy of every single input and eliminate 

the sources of external errors; these include any error that is not dependent on the 

internal workings (calculations) of the simulation and is linked to user’s inputs and 

assumptions (weather data, occupancy pattern and behaviour, etc.).  

In this thesis, the space-heating energy demand as obtained by the E+ simulations is 

compared for the modelled 756 house archetypes against CHM predictions. More 

specifically, the CHM predictions are used here as a benchmark against which the E+ 

model predictions can be compared. In CHM, the space-heating energy demand of 

each individual dwelling is given explicitly as space-heating requirement. In E+, the 

space-heating energy demand of each individual house archetype can be easily 

obtained by assuming that space-heating is provided using an ideal air load heating 

system with infinite capacity and 100.0 % efficiency.  

The purposes of this model verification technique are: 

• to confirm that the automatically created E+ models result in an appropriate 

distribution of heating energy demand across the modelled housing stock 

(Section 3.3.1) 

• to compare the magnitude of the predicted heating energy demand between E+ 

and the CHM (Section 3.3.2) 

The latter was the scope of a previous work focusing on the development of house 

models suitable to be simulated with E+ using SAP equivalent input data (Badiei, 2018). 

Having matched the input data between the two models, this author applied an inter-

model comparison between the outputs (space-heating energy demand and indoor air 

temperatures) obtained by E+ and SAP for 83 semi-detached houses. The results 
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showed that the differences of the space-heating energy demand between the two 

models were in the range of 1.0 %  – 17.0 % implying that the dynamic nature of the 

building physics cannot be fully captured by steady-state models. The effect of thermal 

mass was found, in particular, to have the greatest impact on models’ predictions.  

For the case of this thesis, matching the input data between E+ and CHM is outside the 

scope of the research. It is true that each of the 756 house archetype is defined by a 

large number of input parameters (heat gains from occupants/lighting/electric 

appliances, occupancy and heating patterns, heating set-point temperatures, 

infiltration/ventilation rates, weather data, etc.); the interpretation of these parameters 

as well as their relationship to the CHM and E+ model input parameter values is 

different in each case and therefore, difficult to compare. However, the magnitude of 

the predicted heating energy demand between the two modelling approaches is 

compared in Section 3.3.2 and the implications of the difference between the two for 

the simulations results will be discussed later in the thesis (Section 6.2.2).  

3.3.1 Distribution of the heating energy demand 

The shape of the probability distributions for the two modelling methods (CHM and 

E+) can be compared if the space-heating energy demand of each house archetype is 

normalised. In this case, for each modelling method, the normalisation is based on the 

following equation: 

𝝌𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒆𝒅 =  
𝝌−𝝌𝒎𝒊𝒏

𝝌𝒎𝒂𝒙− 𝝌𝒎𝒊𝒏 
     (Equation 3-1), 

where  χ  is the actual space-heating demand of the house,  χmin is the minimum space-

heating demand found among all house archetypes and χmax is the maximum space-

heating demand found among all house archetypes (with separate maxima and minima 

identified for the CHM and E+ results). This normalisation method scales all data to 

have values between 0.0 and 1.0 (feature scaling).  

Figure 3-3 illustrates that the (normalised) space-heating energy demand across the 

housing stock has almost identical frequency distribution when houses are modelled 
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by either the CHM (blue) or E+ (green). This conclusion is further supported by the 

similarity in the cumulative probability curves shown in Figure 3-4.  

 

Figure 3-3: Frequency distribution for the normalised space-heating energy demand (bins=100) 

The cumulative probability is used to predict the probability that a value has to fall 

within a specific range. As it can be seen in Figure 3-4, the probability of a house’s 

space-heating energy demand to be less than or equal to the first 50.0 % of the range 

of all houses’ space-heating energy demands is almost the same for both modelling 

methods.  

 

Figure 3-4: Cumulative probability distribution of the space-heating energy demand of the 

modelled housing stock 
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Figure 3-5, illustrates the annual space-heating energy demand of all the modelled 

house archetypes for both E+ and CHM. The Spearman Rank Correlation coefficient 

(R) for the two predicted space-heating energy demands is 0.94 with this revealing a 

very close positive correlation between the results obtained by the CHM and E+. The 

Spearman Rank Correlation coefficient (R) is calculated based on Equation 3-2: 

𝑹 =  
𝟏−(𝟔∗ ∑ 𝒅𝟐)

𝒏𝟑−𝒏
     (Equation 3-2), 

where Σd2 is the sum of the square difference of the CHM and E+ heating energy 

demand of each house archetype and n is the total number of the house archetypes 

(756).  

 

Figure 3-5: Rank-ordered predicted energy demand 

To conclude, the fact that the distribution of the space-heating energy demand across 

the modelled stock is similar for both the E+ and CHM models gives confidence that 

the adopted E+ modelling approach is suitable for representing the diversity of the 

energy demand across the stock. This conclusion is considered to be valid following 

the definition and principles of the inter-model comparison technique; this indicates 

that in the absence of a “true” model, comparative tests between different models can 

be used instead to increase the level of confidence that a model is suitable for a specific 

purpose (in this case, to represent the diversity of the energy demand across the stock).   
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3.3.2 Magnitude of the heating energy demand 

Although the CHM and E+ house models result in the same shaped distribution, E+ 

gives a lower predicted space-heating energy demand than the CHM. As shown in 

Figure 3-6, the mean difference between the two models is 54.0 % with a standard 

deviation of 8.0 %. 

 

Figure 3-6: Frequency distribution of the difference between the heating energy demand of 

CHM and E+ 

A complete resolution of the cause of the heating energy demand under-prediction by 

E+ is outside the scope of the present thesis. Section 6.2.2 will provide a discussion on 

possible reasons of this under-prediction by summarizing findings as included in 

Badiei (2018) as well as observations resulting from the present work (Section 6.2.2)  

3.3.3 Conclusions 

As shown, the distribution of the predicted heating energy demand across the modelled 

housing stock is very similar when the 756 house archetypes were modelled by either 

the CHM or E+; this increases the level of confidence that the automatically generated 

E+ models result in an appropriate distribution of the heating energy demand across 

the modelled stock. It should be highlighted again that the similarity of heating loads 

distribution obtained between the two models does not imply that both models are 
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correct. It just increases the level of confidence that the models can appropriately 

represent the variability of the heating energy demand across the stock. 

Each house’s peak space-heating demand power as predicted by E+ will be used to 

select the size of the AWHP (represented by nominal heating capacity) that will be 

integrated in each house archetype. More specifically, the nominal heating capacity of 

the retrofitted AWHP for each house archetype will be selected so that it is equal to or 

greater than the peak space-heating demand power of the house as predicted by E+.  

Based on the similarity of heating loads distribution between E+ and CHM, it is highly 

expected that E+ simulation gives a good (similar to the reality) prediction of the 

variation of heating loads across the housing stock (even if the absolute values of 

theses loads might be lower than reality). As a result, matching AWHP’s size to the 

house’s peak heating load as predicted by E+ will result in a good (similar to the reality) 

prediction of the pattern of AWHP’s heating performance across the examined housing 

stock. For example, it is expected that the pattern of under-heating (resulting from the 

AWHP retrofit) will be similar to the reality as the AWHP’s size is matched to the E+ 

simulated loads, and as such, will respond to the changes in simulated load.  

 Housing stock of the NE region of England 

The housing stock of the NE region of England consists of 756 house archetypes; these 

are selected to represent 978,490 real houses with flats and empty houses being 

excluded from this study. The modelled house archetypes cover a wide variation in 

size, built form (detached, semi-detached, terrace), level of infiltration, age of 

construction with the age, in particular, resulting in a wide range of wall and loft 

constructions and states of repair. This section presents the composition of the selected 

housing stock in terms of building characteristics (Section 3.6.1) and discusses the 

categorisation of the house archetypes based on which the results of the simulations 

will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of the present thesis (Section 3.6.2).  

file:///C:/Users/cvpv4/Desktop/Thesis%20contents_31.docx%23_Composition
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3.4.1 Composition 

Figure 3-7 illustrates the variations of the modelled house archetypes in terms of age 

band (period of construction), built form, construction of external-walls, glazing type, 

range of total conditioned floor area (in m2), range of total conditioned volume (m3), 

thickness of loft insulation (in mm) and range of infiltration rate (in air changes per 

hour, ach). The graphs depict the proportion of houses that share a specific 

characteristic (e.g. single-glazed windows) or belong to a specific category (e.g. have 

a total floor area in the range of 70-95 m2). The term mixed in the “Glazing Type” 

graph refers to those houses that are reported to be partially retrofitted with double-

glazed windows.  

In Figure 3-8, the 756 modelled house archetypes are grouped based on the 

combination of their age band and construction type of their external walls. The colour 

of each box indicates the number of houses lying in each group (see colour-bar next to 

the figure) and the number inside each box indicates the simulated U-value for their 

external walls. For example, the first green box indicates that some 40-60 houses have 

been built before 1900 and have solid brick external walls (no insulation) with U-value 

of 2.06 W/m2K. As seen, the lowest U-value across the modelled housing stock is 0.36 

W/m2K and this is observed for houses with filled cavity walls that have been built 

after 1983. Further, as seen, house archetypes that have been built after 1983 and are 

reported to have unfilled cavity external-walls also present relatively low U-values 

(0.54 W/m2K for houses being built between 1983-1990 and 0.39 W/m2K for houses 

being built between 1991-2006). Based on Table S6 of RdSAP, all house archetypes 

that have been built after 1983 (unless they are reported to have solid brick walls) 

should be considered to have insulated walls even if they are reported to have unfilled 

cavity walls. This means that the external-wall construction itself does not indicate the 

level of insulation and thus, does not reflect the level of fabric heat losses of a specific 

house. Therefore, it would be more reasonable to categorise house archetypes based 

on their U-value rather than external-wall construction type. For the rest of the thesis, 

houses will be reported as having no external-wall insulation (U-value ≥ 1.50 W/m2K), 

medium levels of external-wall insulation (0.50 W/m2K ≤ U-value < 1.50 W/m2K) and 

(relatively) high levels of external-wall insulation (U-value < 0.50 W/m2K).        
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Figure 3-7: Characteristics of the modelled housing stock 
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Figure 3-8: Simulated U-value (W/m2K) and number of houses per external-wall construction 

type and age band 

3.4.2 Categorisation of house archetypes 

The present thesis aims to identify which house archetypes across the modelled 

housing stock are suitable for adopting an AWHP as a retrofit heating solution. In other 

words, this study aims to indicate the combination of those characteristics that make a 

house suitable or not for the AWHP retrofit. Due to the number of the examined houses 

(756 house archetypes), the simulation results cannot be presented for each house 

separately. Thus, it is necessary to categorise houses; the categorisation should be 

based on those house characteristics that are considered to be the most influential for 

the houses’ thermal performance. In this work, all the house archetypes are modelled 

under the same weather conditions (same location) and heating regimes (same set-

point temperatures and duration of heating per day). Therefore, the construction of the 

house itself (size, shape, materials used, built form, etc.) and number of occupants are 

those factors that differentiate one house from another. 

Figure 3-9 illustrates the number of house archetypes per various categories, with the 

categorisation being based on the U-value of external walls, built form and total 
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conditioned dwelling’s volume. More specifically, Figure 3-9, consists of three 

separate plots, with each plot including houses with no, medium and high levels of 

exposed-wall insulation (U-value ≥ 1.50 W/m2K, 0.50 W/m2K ≤ U-value < 1.50 

W/m2K and U-value < 0.50 W/m2K, respectively). The x-axis of each plot represents 

different built forms; detached, semi-detached/end-terrace and mid-terrace houses 

(semi-detached and end-terrace houses are treated as the same building form, as their 

envelope is similarly exposed to the outside environment, and this means that when 

built at same standards and sizes, they have similar surface-to-volume ratios and thus, 

they are expected to present similar heat losses through their exposed walls). The y-

axis of each plot represents the total conditioned volume of each house archetype, with 

the attic being unconditioned in most of the modelled houses (only 7.5 % of the 

modelled house archetypes include habitable rooms in their roof).  

 

Figure 3-9: Number of house archetypes per external-wall insulation level, built form and floor 

area 

Each of these 45 house categories (3 U-value ranges x 3 built forms x 5 volume ranges) 

includes house archetypes with similar characteristics in terms of exposed-wall 

thermal properties, level of exposed surface area and size. These 45 house categories 

will be mainly used to perform the analysis of the simulated housing stock in Chapter 

4 and Chapter 5 of this thesis. For example, the energy consumption of a specific house 

category (e.g. semi-detached houses with no wall insulation and conditioned volume 
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between 180-250 m3) will be shown as the average value of the energy consumption 

of all house archetypes lying in this category. The categorisation of the examined 

house archetypes depends on the identification of those input parameters that 1) 

differentiate the heating demand between the selected houses and 2) are among the 

most influential for a house’s heating demand. In this context, the selection of the 

above characteristics (external-wall U-value, total conditioned dwelling’s volume and 

built form) are justified through the consideration of  basic engineering principles and 

a previous sensitivity analysis study conducted for the CHM by Hughes et al. (2013).  

A building’s heating demand depends on the balance between its heat losses (through 

fabric and due to ventilation/infiltration) and heat gains (due to solar and internal heat 

gains). Fabric heat losses are conducted through the external-walls, roof, ground-floor, 

windows and pedestrian doors with the external-walls having the largest share. More 

specifically, in an average UK house, external-walls account for approximately 33.0 % 

of the house’s total fabric heat losses. Thus, the U-value and total surface area of 

external-walls are considered to be critical parameters for the thermal performance of 

the house; the total surface area of the external walls, in particular, can be represented 

by the combination of the dwelling’s built form and total conditioned volume.  

The selection of the above characteristics for categorising the examined house 

archetypes is further supported by a sensitivity analysis that is implemented for the 

CHM in order to identify the most influential input parameters for the energy 

consumption of houses (Hughes et al., 2013). This sensitivity analysis is carried out to 

evaluate the significance of 29 input parameters by changing each parameter 

individually and assessing the impact of this change on the energy consumption of the 

house (one-at-a-time sensitivity analysis). Normalised sensitivity coefficients are 

extracted for each of the 29 input parameters and in descending order, the internal 

demand temperature, effectiveness of heating system, external temperature, total floor 

area, storey height and daily heating hours are found to be by far the most significant 

input parameters. Other parameters such as wall U-value, wind speed, infiltration rate, 

window U-value and roof U-value come after (in descnding order as well). However, 

in the case of this thesis, the internal demand temperature and daily heating hours are 

selected to be the same for all the examined houses. In addition to that, external 
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temperatures are also the same across the stock, as all houses are simulated under the 

same weather conditions. Furthermore, an AWHP is considered to be retrofitted in 

each house with the effectiveness of the system (represented by nominal COP) 

presenting very limited differences between the houses; the nominal COP for the 

different AWHP units is shown in Table 3.4 in Section 3.5.1. Thus, total floor area, 

storey height and also, U-value are the most influential parameters that differentiate 

the heating demand of the 756 modelled house archetypes used for the purposes of this 

thesis. The total floor area and storey height are combined and represented by the 

dwelling’s total conditioned volume.  

Further, it is evident from Figure 3-9 that there is a significant variation in the number 

of houses being included in each category, ranging from 1 to 133 houses. The low 

number of houses lying in some categories indicates that a strictly statistical 

comparison of the results is not possible. So, any comparison of results between 

different categories is justified through consideration of engineering principles (for 

instance, as the U-value and floor area increase, it would be expected that the annual 

heating energy demand would also increase). Figure 3-9 also shows that most of the 

simulated house archetypes (133 out of 756) are semi-detached houses with medium 

levels of external-wall insulation and total conditioned volume in the range of 180-250 

m3.  

 Retrofit of an AWHP heating system 

The heating system that is considered to be retrofitted in each house archetype consists 

of an electrically driven AWHP coupled with auxiliary electric heating; both the 

AWHP and auxiliary electric heater are linked to a storage water tank. The system is 

modelled to meet the space-heating and hot water demand of each individual house 

archetype for the entire heating season (from October to April included).  

Figure 3-10 illustrates the configuration of the retrofitted heating system. As shown, 

the energy produced by the heat-pump is transferred to a storage water tank through 

which is then delivered to the Domestic Hot Water (DHW) tank and radiators of each 
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house (with the radiators being modelled as convective baseboard heaters). The 

architecture of the retrofitted AWHP system is similar to these used in previous works 

(Kelly et al., 2014; Asaee et al., 2017). 

 

Figure 3-10: Configuration of the retrofitted heating system 

3.5.1 Air-To-Water-Heat-Pump system model 

The AWHP system is developed and modelled in E+ simulation engine using a 

compound object named WaterHeater:HeatPump:PumpedCondenser, which includes 

an ON-OFF fan (Fan:OnOff), a heat-pump unit containing the evaporator, condenser 

and compressor (Coi:WaterHeating:AirToWaterHeatPump:Pumped) and a mixed 

storage water tank (WaterHeater:Mixed).  

The heat-pump unit is considered to be the primary heating source, while the auxiliary 

electric heater located inside the storage tank is a secondary heating source operating 

when the heat-pump is either unable to meet the entire heating demand of the house or 

is scheduled to be OFF due to low ambient temperatures; the operation and control of 

the retrofitted heating system will be explained in detail in Section 3.5.5.   

AWHP unit 

The AWHP unit includes an air heat exchanger (evaporator), a water heat exchanger 

(condenser), an electric compressor and a water pump cycling ON and OFF with the 

compressor. The AWHP unit is considered to be located outdoors and thus, the 

file:///C:/Users/cvpv4/Desktop/Thesis%20contents_31.docx%23_Design_and_control
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temperature of the air entering the evaporator is modelled to be equal to the outdoor 

Dry-Bulb Temperature (DBT).  

In actual AWHP installations, the system is controlled to perform a defrost (or reverse) 

cycle when the combination of DBT and relative humidity is below a specific limit. 

This is applied in order to avoid the accumulation of frost on the evaporator side of the 

AWHP. During defrost cycling, the operation of the evaporator and condenser are 

reversed, and the AWHP operates in cooling mode. This means that heat is extracted 

from indoor environment and used to defrost the evaporator. To account for the 

possibility of frost accumulation in this present thesis, the compressor of the modelled 

AWHP system is controlled to switch OFF when DBT falls below 2.0 oC; this is 

employed as a frost-protection technique to prevent the AWHP from operating under 

severe weather conditions. In this case, heating is solely supplied by the auxiliary 

electric heater as it will be further explained in Section 3.5.5. The threshold of 2.0oC 

is selected based on performance curves provided for typical AWHP units that are 

widely used for UK domestic applications (Mitsubishi Electric, 2015). These 

performance curves show that the defrost operation starts when DBT falls below 2.0oC 

(the application of the frost-protection technique is considered in this thesis instead of 

reverse cycling as the employed AWHP E+ model does not account for defrosting 

through reverse cycling). 

Several AWHP systems that are available in the UK market have been reviewed 

(Viessmann, 2012; Mitsubishi Electric, 2015). The Ecodan AWHP units provided by 

Mitsubishi Electric offer a range of AWHPs suitable to be used for domestic 

applications in new and existing UK houses. The Ecodan AWHP unit comes in four 

different nominal heating capacities (A2/W35); 5.0 kW (AWHP Unit A), 8.5 kW 

(AWHP Unit B), 11.2 kW (AWHP Unit C) and 14.0 kW (AWHP Unit D). The 

manufacturer’s technical guides contain detailed information regarding their 

characteristics, performance, operation and control. All this information is gathered 

and used to model representative AWHP heating systems, which are considered to be 

retrofitted in the (756) selected house archetypes. For each individual house archetype, 

the nominal heating capacity of the retrofitted AWHP is selected to be equal to or 

higher than the (annual) peak space-heating power demand of the house. The selection 
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of AWHP’s heating capacity for each modelled house archetype is further discussed 

in Section 3.5.2. The characteristics of the four different AWHP units are presented in 

Table 3-3.  

Table 3-3: Characteristics of the four modelled AWHP units representing Ecodan AWHP 

products (Mitsubishi Electric, 2015) 

The nominal values of the heating capacity and COP specified in Table 3-3 imply that 

each AWHP unit is expected to achieve these respective values under a standard 

combination of DBT and condenser water temperature. In this case, as specified in 

manufacturer’s guide, these DBT and condenser water temperatures are 2.0oC and 

35.0oC, respectively. As the temperature difference between condenser water 

temperature and DBT increases, both heating capacity and COP of the AWHP are 

expected to decrease. In E+, the adopted AWHP model offers the possibility to specify 

suitable performance curves that vary the heat-pump’s heating capacity and COP as a 

function of DBT and condenser water temperature. Mitsubishi manufacturer’s guide 

contains detailed data that can be used to construct these performance curves, the 

required data being included in tables showing the value of heat-pump’s heating 

capacity and COP for various combinations of DBT and water temperature (Mitsubishi 

Electric, 2015).  

 

 

 

 

  
AWHP 

Unit A 

AWHP 

Unit B 

AWHP 

Unit C 

AWHP 

Unit D 

Heat-pump 

(A2/W35) 

Nominal Heating Capacity (kW)  5.0 8.5 11.2 14.0 

Nominal COP ()  3.50 3.17 3.34 3.11 

Power Input (kW) 1.43 2.68 3.35 4.50 

Pump Power Input (kW) 0.01 0.046 0.01 0.02 
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Table 3-4: Heating Capacity and COP Performance Curves for the four retrofitted AWHP units 

(Mitsubishi Electric, 2015)  

As shown in Table 3-4, for each of the four AWHP units, two performance curves are 

employed. These vary the nominal heating capacity (QNominal) and nominal COP 

(COPNominal) of each AWHP unit based on second-order polynomial equations 

depending on the temperature of the air entering the evaporator (x) and the temperature 

of the water entering the condenser (y). Therefore, for each simulation timestep, the 

maximum possible COP (COP,Max) and the maximum available heating capacity 

 

Unit A 

 

𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (1.2 + 8.5 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑥 − 3.4 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥2 − 1.3 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑦 +

                               1.4 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑦2 + 1.3 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑄𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙                     

                                                                                                                                                                     (Equation 3-3)                                                                                                                 

 

        𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (2.1 + 7.9 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑥 + 2.2 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥2 − 4.4 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑦 +
                               2.0 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑦2 + 1.2 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙              

              (Equation 3-4)  

                         

 

Unit B 

 

𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (0.9 + 1.1 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑥 − 3.4 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥2 + 3.1 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑦 −

                               3.2 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑦2 + 3.6 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑄𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙          

                                                                                                                                                                     (Equation 3-5) 

                              

        𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (2.2 + 6.6 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑥 + 3.3 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥2 − 3.9 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑦 +
                               2.0 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑦2 − 9.4 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙      

                                                                                                                                                                        (Equation 3-6) 

 

 

Unit C 

 

𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (1.0 + 7.0 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑥 − 4.7 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥2 + 3.3 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑦 −

                               5.3 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 𝑦2 + 2.8 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑄𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙    

                                                                                                              (Equation 3-7) 

 

 

         𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (1.4 + 5.2 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑥 + 4.2 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥2 − 6.7 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑦 −
                                1.5 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑦2 − 5.9 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙   

                                                                                                              (Equation 3-8) 

 

 

Unit D 

 

𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (1.0 + 6.4 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑥 − 4.2 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥2 − 7.3 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑦 +

                               6.3 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 𝑦2 + 7.3 ∗ 10−6 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑄𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙    

                                                                                                              (Equation 3-9) 

 

         𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (1.5 + 5.3 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑥 − 1.8 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑥2 − 9.0 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑦 −    8.4
∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑦2 − 6.5 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑥 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 

                                                                                               (Equation 3-10) 
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(QHeating, Max) of each AWHP is calculated for the current combination of DBT and 

condenser water temperature based on the above performance curves. It should be 

noted that the additional heat generated by the condenser’s pump is considered to be 

included in the QHeating,Max. Figure 3-11 illustrates the COP variations for the four 

modelled AWHPs based on DBT (ambient temperature) and condenser water 

temperature variations.  

 

 

Figure 3-11: COP Performance curves for the four selected AWHP units (Mitsubishi Electric, 

2015) 

In E+, the user can also specify a part-load fraction correlation curve accounting for 

efficiency losses due to the potential cycling of the compressor. In this thesis, the 

default curve recommended by E+ has been employed to calculate the Part-Load 

Fraction (PLF), which is used to parametrize the variation of electrical power input to 

the AWHP as a function of the Part-Load Ratio (PLR) (EnergyPlus, 2016b). The PLF 

varies for each simulation timestep as follows: 

𝑷𝑳𝑭 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟓 + 𝟎. 𝟏𝟓 ∗ 𝑷𝑳𝑹,     (Equation 3-11) 
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𝑷𝑳𝑹 =  
𝑸𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈

𝑸𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈,   𝑴𝒂𝒙
,    (Equation 3-12)  

As shown in Equation 3-12, the PLR is defined as the ratio of the total water heating 

that is actually delivered by the AWHP (QHeating) to its maximum (available) water 

heating capacity (QHeating, Max). Both PLR and PLF are equal to 1.0 only when the 

AWHP operates under full-load conditions, this implying that the compressor runs 

continuously for a specific simulation timestep and the heat-pump delivers its 

maximum (available) water heating output. 

To calculate the actual COP and the total electric power (electricity consumption) of 

the AWHP for each simulation timestep, Equation 3-13 and Equation 3-14 are 

employed by the E+ simulation engine as follows: 

𝑪𝑶𝑷 =  𝑪𝑶𝑷,𝑴𝑨𝑿 ∗ 𝑷𝑳𝑭,     (Equation 3-13) 

𝑷𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 =  
𝑸𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈

𝑪𝑶𝑷
,     (Equation 3-14) 

Storage water tank 

The AWHP unit is linked to a storage water tank, through which the heat is transferred 

to the radiators and DHW tank of each house. The storage water tank is supplied with 

a capacity-limited electric heater, referred to hereafter as auxiliary electric heater, 

which operates as a secondary heating source and provides supplementary heating only 

when the AWHP is not able to meet the entire heating demand of the house. More 

specifically, the auxiliary electric heater operates in two cases as follows: 1) to meet 

the entire demand of the house when the outdoor temperature is lower than 2.0 oC and 

thus, the AWHP is off due to the application of the frost-protection technique or 2) to 

top-up the energy supplied by the AWHP in case the latter is unable to meet the entire 

demand of the house.  

The storage water tank is modelled as a well-mixed (no water stratification is 

considered) and perfectly insulated tank (no parasitic or on-off cycle losses are 

considered). It indirectly heats both the radiators and the DHW tank using two heat 

exchangers (with the heat exchangers being modelled in E+ using the 
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HeatExchanger:FluidToFluid object). The storage water tank has a volume of 200.0 

litres for all the selected house archetypes and the maximum heating capacity of the 

auxiliary electric heater is modelled to be equal to 3.0 kW. 

3.5.2 Sizing 

This section presents the method applied to size the AWHP unit that is considered to 

be retrofitted in each of the 756 selected house archetypes. As discussed in Section 

2.4.2, based on MIS 3005, the size of the AWHP unit (represented by nominal heating 

capacity) shall be selected in such a way that the AWHP itself shall be capable of 

meeting 100.0 % of the design heating load of the house without considering the 

contribution of any supplementary electric heater (BEIS, 2017). It should be noted that, 

in this case, the design heating load shall be calculated when the AWHP operates on 

space-heating mode.   

In the present thesis, the design space-heating load of each house archetype is 

considered to be equal to the hourly peak heating power (throughout the entire heating 

season) that should be supplied in order to meet the space-heating requirement of the 

house. This results from the dynamic simulation of each house archetype using the 

CIBSE weather file for Newcastle, UK (referring to a current weather scenario) and 

assuming that space-heating is supplied by an “ideal” heating plant with infinite 

capacity and 100.0 % efficiency. Hence, the size of the retrofitted AWHP for each 

house archetype is selected so that the nominal heating capacity of the AWHP matches 

or exceeds the peak space-heating demand power of the house.  

As previously mentioned, the AWHP unit, which is selected to be retrofitted in the 

modelled houses, comes in four different nominal heating capacities; these are equal 

to 5.0 kW, 8.5 kW, 11.2 kW and 14.0 kW. Figure 3-12 illustrates the number of house 

archetypes that are retrofitted with each of the four selected AWHP units. As seen, 

most of the houses have a 8.5 kW AWHP unit; this is the most typical AWHP size for 

UK domestic applications (Kelly and Cockroft, 2011; Kelly et al., 2014).   
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Figure 3-12: Number of house archetypes per AWHP unit 

3.5.3 Domestic Hot Water (DHW) tank  

A DHW tank is modelled for each house archetype in order to store the hot water, 

which will used by the occupants for showering, bathing, dishwashing, etc. The DHW 

tank is also supplied with an immersion heater operating to maintain the tank 

temperature in the range of 54.0 to 55.0 oC (the control of AWHP, auxiliary and 

immersion heater is explained in detail in Section 3.5.5).  

The DHW tank is linked to the taps of the house and hot water is drawn at specified 

time intervals throughout the day. The daily number of the modelled draw-off events 

as well as their flow rate and duration vary for each separate house archetype based on 

the household size. The hot water draw-off events used in this thesis are derived from 

the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 812/2013, this being developed to 

establish a standard regarding domestic water heaters and hot water storage tanks that 

are available and sold in the European market (European Commission, 2013). More 

specifically, domestic water heaters are categorized based on the hot water load profile 

(tapping cycle) of each household, which is provided in a 24-hour period. Table 3-5 

presents the characteristics of the different hot water load profiles based on different 

household sizes. The starting time, required flow rate, target water temperature as well 

as the amount of hot water energy used (in kWh) are specified for each separate hot 

water draw-off event in Table 3-6. The modelled hot water draw-off events are 
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considered to cover cleaning, showering, bathing, dishwashing and other events 

described as “small” and “large”. Table 3-6 illustrates the type and characteristics of 

the different draw-off events as included in the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 

No 812/2013.  

Table 3-5: Hot water profiles for various household sizes  (European Commission, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3-6: Characteristics of various domestic draw-off events  (European Commission, 2013) 

No of 

occupants 

Hot water  

load profile 

No of daily 

draw-off events 

Daily DHW 

energy use [kWh] 

1 S 11 

 

2.1 

 

2-3 M 23 
5.8 

 

4-6 L 24 
11.7 

 

More than 6 XL 30 
19.1 

  

 

Draw-off type 

 

Energy used 

[kWh] 

 

Volume 

[litres] 

 

Flow Rate 

[litres/min] 

 

Duration 

[minutes] 

 

Showering (small) 

 
1.400 40.0 6.0 6.67 

Showering (large) 

 
1.820 52.0 6.0 8.67 

Bathing (small) 

 
3.605 103.0 10.0 10.30 

Bathing (large) 

 
4.420 126.0 10.0 12.60 

Small dishwash 

 
0.315 6.0 4.0 1.50 

Medium dishwash 

 
0.420 8.0 4.0 2.00 

Large dishwash 

 
0.735 14.0 4.0 3.50 

Cleaning 

 
0.105 2.0 3.0 0.67 

Small  

 
0.105 3.0 3.0 1.00 

Large  0.525 15.0 5.0 3.00 
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Provided that the minimum timestep in an E+ simulation is one minute, all draw-off 

events should be modelled to have an integer number of minutes as a duration. This 

means that, in some cases, the flow rate provided in the above table should be modified 

to the closest integer number in order to achieve an equivalent event in terms of energy 

use and hot water volume. For example, assuming a shower of 40.0 litres with a 

duration of 11.40 minutes and a flow rate of 3.50 litres/min, its duration is modified to 

12.00 minutes and therefore, its flow rate is decreased to 3.33 litres/min. It should be 

noted that no hot water draw-off event is assumed to happen between 10 pm to 7 am 

in any of the modelled house archetypes.  

3.5.4 Radiators 

Room heaters are modelled as convective baseboard heaters using the 

ZoneHVAC:Baseboard:Convective:Water E+ object. It is argued that heat-pumps are 

much more effective when serving low-inertia distribution heating systems such as 

underfloor heating systems or low-temperature radiators (Arteconi et al., 2013). 

However, the majority of existing UK houses have high temperature radiators with 

flow and return water temperatures being at least 75.0oC and 65.0oC, respectively 

(BS:EN 442:2014). To limit the installation costs, the common practice in residential 

retrofit applications is to install the AWHP without further retrofitting the distribution 

heating system of the house. Nevertheless, the output of a radiator can significantly 

decrease when its actual flow temperature is lower than its design temperature (Shah 

and Hewitt, 2015). Considering all the above, this thesis considers that the distribution 

heating system of each house is retrofitted so that baseboard heaters are capable of 

delivering the maximum output of the AWHP acknowledging the fact that retrofitting 

the house’s existing distribution heating system has important cost implications for the 

wide deployment of heat-pumps. The flow temperature of the modelled baseboard 

heaters varies between 40.0oC and 50.0oC based on the operation of the heating system 

(see Section 3.5.5). Each baseboard heater is modelled to serve one individual thermal 

zone of the house and its heating capacity is auto-sized by E+. 

The schedule of the modelled room heaters is based on the UK Government’s 

recommendations (SAP, 2014). Thus, the living zone is heated to 21.0oC from 7 am to 
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9 am and from 4 pm to 11 pm during weekdays and from 7 am to 11 pm during 

weekends, while the rest of the house is heated to 18.0o C from 7 am to 9 am and from 

6 pm to 11 pm during weekdays and from 7 am to 9 am and from 2 pm to 11 pm during 

weekends.  

3.5.5 Design and control of the modelled AWHP system  

The design of an HVAC system in E+ is based on the definition of one or multiple 

plant loops, the simulation of which is performed simultaneously with that of the 

building and the system to provide a physically realistic solution. Plant loops are closed 

loops using a liquid transport medium, which in the case of this research is water, and 

are divided into sub-loops for better controlling and handling the information during 

the simulation. More specifically, for each separate plant loop, a supply and demand 

sub-side loop should be defined by the user in such a way that the equipment included 

in the demand side sub-loop places a load, which is supposed to be satisfied by the 

equipment included in the supply side sub-loop. In other words, the demand side of 

each loop contains equipment such as baseboard heaters, coils, etc., while the supply 

side contains primary equipment such as boilers, chillers, heat-pumps, etc.  

Sub-loops consist of a set of branches, where each branch describes one or more 

equipment components. For each individual branch, one inlet and one outlet node 

should be defined in such a way that the outlet node of one component is the inlet node 

of the following downstream component. Branches can be placed either in series or in 

parallel within a sub-loop. Parallel connection requires the definition of one splitter 

before the set of the (parallel) branches and one mixer connector after the set of the 

(parallel) branches. A splitter divides a single stream into multiple streams, while a 

mixer merges multiple streams into one single stream. It is recommended to include 

one splitter and one mixer in every separate sub-loop even if all of its branches are 

connected in series (EnergyPlus, 2016b). Only one splitter and one mixer is permitted 

in each sub-loop.  

The employed AWHP system is defined in E+ by creating five separate water loops, 

the connections and controls of which compose a representative AWHP system 
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operating to meet the space-heating and DHW demand of each house archetype. 

Figure 3-13 illustrates a schematic of the individual loops modelled. 
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Figure 3-13: Loops for the modelled AWHP system 
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Loop 1 includes the AWHP unit providing heat to the storage water tank. Loop 2 

operates the storage water tank to heat two separate heat exchangers, which are then 

used to provide heat to the radiators (Loop 3) and the DHW tank (Loop 4). Last, loop 

5 operates to deliver hot water from the DHW tank to the taps, shower heads, etc. when 

needed. Adiabatic pipes have been assumed to connect the  various components of the 

system. The following paragraphs describe the control strategies applied to each 

separate loop; the control of the system is representative of the operation of Ecodan 

AWHP products as described in manufacturer’s technical guides (Mitsubishi Electric, 

n.d.). 

AWHP systems that are used in actual domestic installations are recommended to 

operate either in space-heating or in DHW mode, which means that space-heating and 

hot water cannot be provided simultaneously. It is recommended to schedule the 

system so that the DHW tank is heated overnight or during selected periods throughout 

the day when the house is unoccupied. However, under extreme weather conditions, 

the system can be controlled so that the AWHP provides space-heating and the 

immersion heater located in the DHW tank water heater is used for the DHW; this, 

however, is not advisable under normal circumstances as it will significantly increase 

electricity use (Mitsubishi Operational Manual). 

The modelled heat-pump and auxiliary electric heater (located in the storage water 

tank) (Loop 1) are controlled using an ON-OFF control strategy with the operation of 

the two devices being separated by their set-points and control differentials as depicted 

in the following figure.  

Figure 3-14 illustrates the system controls when the AWHP operates in space-heating 

mode. In this case, the AWHP is modelled to have a water set-point of 50.0oC, while 

the auxiliary electric heater (referred as Tank Heater in Figure 3-14) is modelled to 

have a water set-point of 45.0oC. Both devices operate with a control differential of 

1.0oC. This strategy results in three possible system operating modes: heat-pump only 

operating (a); heat-pump and electric heater operating (b); electric heater only 

operating (c). Figure 3-14 illustrates these scenarios.  
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During operating period (a) the energy demand is low enough for the tank 

temperature to be maintained between 49.0oC and 50.0oC by cycling the AWHP alone. 

Operating period (b) illustrates the case where the energy demand has resulted in the 

tank temperature falling below the ON temperature of the auxiliary electric heater; this 

temperature is 44.0oC (auxiliary heater’s set-point temperature minus the control 

differential of 1.0oC). Provided that the ambient temperature is above the frost limit of 

2.0oC, the AWHP will also be ON (since its ON temperature is also higher than the 

tank temperature). Both the auxiliary electric heater and AWHP would operate until 

the tank temperature rises above the 45.0oC (set-point of the auxiliary electric heater), 

at which point, the auxiliary electric heater would be turned OFF; the AWHP would 

continue to operate alone until the tank temperature reaches its set-point of 50.0oC. 

The operating period (c) illustrates the case where the ambient temperature is below 

2.0oC, and so the tank temperature is maintained (between 44.0oC and 45.0oC), by the 

auxiliary electric heater alone.  

 

Figure 3-14: AWHP operating in Space-Heating mode  

Although the auxiliary electric heater has a lower set-point than the AWHP, the 

adopted control strategy can result in significant use of the auxiliary electric heater. 

This is particularly expected to happen when the ambient conditions result in long 

periods of ambient temperature being below the frost-protection limit of 2.0oC. 

Extensive use of the auxiliary electric heater will reduce the annual effectiveness for 

the AWHP as well as annual effectiveness for the whole system; the latter is a function 

of not only the AWHP operation, but also the use of the electric heaters. 
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When the system operates in DHW mode, the heat-pump and the storage tank electric 

heater use the same ON-OFF control strategy as described previously, but they have 

different set-points. Based on WHO recommendations, the common practice in UK 

houses is to maintain the temperature of the DHW tank at 60.0 oC to prevent the growth 

of Legionella bacteria. However, heat-pump installers across the UK market as well 

as previous works state that the threat of Legionella can be prevented with the 

occasional increase of the tank temperature to 60.0oC. More specifically, Mitsubishi 

Electric recommends the operation of the heat-pump system under ‘Legionella 

prevention mode once per 15 days. In this case, the hot water should reach the 

temperature of 65.0o C  for at least 30 min (Mitsubishi Electric, n.d.). However, 

Legionella prevention cycle is not considered in this study as the energy use is assumed 

negligible throughout the year. The annual energy used to raise the temperature of the 

tank to 60.0oC once per ten days using an electric heater has been estimated to be 

approximately 180.0 kWh in a typical UK detached house (Kelly et al., 2014). 

In DHW mode, the AWHP and auxiliary electric heater are modelled to have a set-

point temperature of 55.0oC and 50.0o C, respectively (with a control differential of 

1.0oC). The AWHP with the auxiliary electric heater provide heat to the DHW tank 

through a heat exchanger seven days a week from 5 am to 7 am and from 2 pm to 4 

pm on weekdays, where no space-heating is required. During these periods, the 

immersion heater located in the DHW tank is deactivated to avoid its operation instead 

of the AWHP. The DHW tank’s immersion heater is controlled using an ON-OFF 

control strategy and is ON only when the AWHP operates under space-heating mode 

to maintain the DHW tank temperature between 54.0oC and 55.0oC. In other words, 

the DHW tank is heated by the heat-pump only when occupants are sleeping or are 

away from home (and thus, space-heating is OFF), while during active occupancy, the 

immersion heater is ON to maintain DHW tank temperature at desired levels (54.0oC 

– 55oC).  

It is worth mentioning at this point that the AWHP unit could have been alternatively 

modelled to provide heat directly to the heating circuit and DHW tank. In this case, 

the storage water tank would have been modelled to have almost zero volume (tankless 

system). However, this would not allow for the existence of the auxiliary electric 
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heater with this being necessary for taking into account the impact of low ambient 

temperatures on the heating performance and effectiveness of the AWHP system 

(especially for this case that the employed model does not include a reverse cycling 

operation). Another alternative would be to consider that the DHW is directly drawn 

from the storage water tank and the same storage water tank supplies heat to the heating 

circuit. For this arrangement, two different circuits are required in order to ensure that 

the DHW is not mixed with the water circulating inside the radiators. However, this 

configuration would not allow controlling the set-point temperature to be different for 

space-heating and DHW. For these reasons, the configuration shown in Figure 3-10 

was selected acknowledging that the existence of two tanks might have space 

implications for the wide adoption of the proposed heating system, the latter being 

discussed in Section 6.3.2.  

 Weather data 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the AWHP retrofit, the selected 756 house archetypes 

are simulated using both current and future weather scenarios. However, it should be 

noted that when using the future weather scenarios, the heating performance of the 

AWHP retrofit is assessed for the housing stock at its current condition and without 

considering any further refurbishment measures (such as increase of insulation levels, 

upgrade of windows, etc.). The implications of using future weather scenarios for the 

existing stock is discussed in Section 5.3 of this thesis.    

The current and future weather scenarios are provided by CIBSE  in the format of EPW 

(EnergyPlus Weather) files including a set of climatic variables such as DBT, wet-

bulb temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, direct solar irradiation, 

diffuse solar irradiation, cloud cover, wind speed, wind direction etc. All climatic 

variables are reported at hourly intervals throughout an entire year. CIBSE weather 

files include current and future weather scenarios for 14 different locations across the 

UK. For the present thesis, the weather file referring to Newcastle, UK is chosen as it 

is considered to be the closest location to represent the weather conditions of the NE 

region of England.  
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For both current and future weather scenarios, CIBSE provides Test Reference Year 

(TRY) and Design Summer Year (DSY) weather files; these are suitable to be used to 

determine average energy use within buildings and assess the risk of overheating 

during summer, respectively (Virk and Eames, 2016). This thesis studies the heating 

performance of AWHPs throughout the entire heating season and thus, only the TRY 

weather files are used. The TRY weather files used are composed of twelve separate 

months selected to be the most average months from a 30-year baseline (1984-2013). 

They were morphed using the ISO methodology (BS EN ISO 15927-4:2005, 2005), 

based on which the most average months are selected using four daily parameters as 

follows: mean DBT, total global horizontal radiation, mean relative humidity (as 

primary parameters) and mean wind speed (as secondary parameter). However, CIBSE 

weather files use mean wind speed as a primary parameter rather than relative humidity 

(Eames et al., 2016).  

Based on the probabilistic UK Climate Projections of 2009 (UKCP09), CIBSE in 

collaboration with the UK Climate Impacts Program (UKCIP), Arup and Exeter 

University created detailed weather files suitable to be used for BPS (CIBSE, 2019). 

The future weather files were developed assuming various emission scenarios (low, 

medium and high), while for each different emission scenario, three probabilistic 

projections were included representing the 10th percentile, 50th percentile (median, 

central estimation) and 90th percentile. The selected housing stock with the integrated 

AWHP is simulated using 15 different future weather scenarios in total as illustrated 

in Table 3-7.  
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Table 3-7: Simulated future weather scenarios 

Year 
Emission 

Scenario 
Probability 

2050 Medium 

10th percentile 

50th percentile  

90th percentile 

2050 High 

10th percentile 

50th percentile  

90th percentile 

2080 Low 

10th percentile 

50th percentile 

90th percentile 

2080 Medium 

10th percentile 

50th percentile 

90th percentile 

2080 High 

10th percentile 

50th percentile 

90th percentile 

The content of these future weather scenarios is further explained and discussed in 

Chapter 5 of this thesis (see Section 5.2).  

 Simulations 

Whole building thermal simulation is a key tool for studying the complex interaction 

between building fabric, occupant behaviour, HVAC systems and control, thus 

allowing for the analysis of design alternatives and their impact on thermal comfort 

conditions and building’s energy consumption. Thermal modelling is based on heat 

and mass balance mechanisms describing the main heat transfers that take place in 

buildings; conduction, convection and radiation (heat flow through building elements, 

air movement through windows and cracks of the building envelope, solar heat gain 

through windows, heat added to or removed from building’s mass and internal heat 

gains from occupants/lights/electric appliances) (De Wilde, 2018). There is a number 

of powerful dynamic BPS tools used in both industry and academia such as EnergyPlus 

(E+), DesignBuilder, TRNSYS, IES-VE (Integrated Environmental Solutions-Virtual 

Environment), ESP-r, etc. For the purpose of this thesis, E+ is selected as the BPS 

engine to study the heating performance of the AWHP retrofit at the stock level. E+ is 

a well-established whole building energy simulation software developed by the 

file:///C:/Users/cvpv4/Desktop/Thesis%20contents_31.docx%23_Future_weather_scenarios
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National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) under the United States Department 

of Energy (EnergyPlus, 2020). It is capable of providing a simultaneous solution for 

energy loads, systems and plant equipment of a building at a user-specified timestep 

varying from one minute to an entire year (Crawley et al., 2001) and validated through 

analytical, comparative, sensitivity and empirical methods (Witte et al., 2001; 

Henninger et al., 2004). Jankovic (2017) mentions that E+ “has the most comprehensive 

list of heat transfer and HVAC models than any other building simulation software,” 

these being described in regularly updated documents that are available online. In 

addition to that, E+ is an open-source simulation engine enabling the engagement of 

the entire building simulation community to expand the program’s capabilities 

(Jankovic, 2017). Since its development, E+ has been used in a range of different 

studies including the calculation of heating and cooling loads as well as the 

performance of advanced and complicated HVAC systems. Griffith and Crawley 

(2006) developed a methodology for evaluating the zero-energy potential for a fairly 

large number of US commercial buildings; Boyano et al. (2013) evaluated the impact 

of climatic conditions, orientation and various retrofit scenarios (improvement of 

lighting, upgrade of insulation and glazing properties) on the energy consumption of a 

European office building; Hong et al. (2016) used E+ to develop a VRF-HP (Variable 

Refrigerant Flow Heat-pump) model incorporating advanced control techniques 

(validated using measured data).  

In this thesis, E+ simulations are carried out using one-minute simulation timestep for 

both loads and HVAC calculations, this being the shortest (available) timestep that can 

be used in an E+
 simulation. Based on that, heat balance calculations are performed 

every minute throughout the selected run period, which in the case of this research, is 

an entire year. The selection of the one-minute simulation timestep is based on the fact 

that the DHW draw-off events have a duration ranging from one to approximately 

thirteen minutes and thus, the selection of a longer timestep would not “catch” all these 

events. The selection of short timesteps (10 minutes or less) improves the numerical 

solution of the zone heat balance model as it improves the coupling of the different 

models used for surface temperature and zone air temperature calculations. 

Nevertheless, this inevitably results in increasing the run time of each simulation. 
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Generally, the use of short timesteps is highly recommended for E+
 models including 

one or more HVAC systems (EnergyPlus, 2016b).   

Having generated the IDFs for all house archetypes (with the retrofitted AWHP 

system), the E+  simulations are run using the JEPlus tool (Zhang, 2009). The recent 

version of JEPlus (version 1.7.2) offers the possibility to call Python scripts for post-

processing of the E+ simulation results; this is the approach adopted in this study. For 

the simulation of each building, several output variables were reported either in hourly 

or in annual interval. More specifically, output variables such as water temperatures 

or zone air temperatures are reported hourly throughout the year and are then post-

processed using Python scripts to derive other outputs that are not directly available 

from E+ simulations (e.g. the number of hours throughout the year that zone 

temperature or PMV falls below specific thresholds).  

 Chapter summary 

The present thesis utilizes an existing in-house bottom-up HSEM deriving information 

from the national EHS and CHM to automatically generate house models that are 

suitable to be studied using E+. The work presented in this thesis builds up on this 

existing HSEM by improving the representation of houses (geometry, internal heat 

gains) and integrating new features such as a detailed AWHP model (coupled with 

supplementary electric heating) to be used as the only heating source for meeting the 

dwelling’s space heating and hot water demand. 

Chapter 3 presented the approach adopted to model the housing stock of the NE region 

of England consisting of 756 house archetypes. This modelling approach was tested 

using an inter-model comparison technique and was found to be suitable for 

representing the distribution of the houses’ heating demand across the stock. Then, the 

chapter presented the methods and tools used to model an AWHP heating system, this 

being considered to be retrofitted in each house archetype in order to meet its space-

heating and hot water demand throughout the entire heating season. The chapter 

presented the configuration and control strategies applied in order for the modelled 
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AWHP system to be representative of actual systems that are used for space-heating 

and hot water applications of UK residential buildings. The developed methodology is 

generic and can be easily applied to every housing stock. For this thesis, it is applied 

to explore the applicability of AWHPs across the housing stock of the North-East 

region of England for both current and future weather scenarios. The analysis of the 

results will be presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
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Results 1: The applicability of AWHPs 

under current weather conditions 

 Introduction 

Chapter 4 sets out to evaluate the heating performance of AWHPs for 756 house 

archetypes selected to represent the existing housing stock of the NE region of England. 

The AWHP heating system is considered to be retrofitted in each house archetype to 

meet its space-heating and hot water demand throughout the entire heating season. In 

this chapter, the applicability of AWHPs for the selected building stock is studied for 

a current weather scenario. The individual aims of this chapter are summarised as 

follows:  

 

• to investigate the sizing (selection of nominal heating capacity) for the AWHP 

retrofit across the modelled stock (Section 4.2)  

• to investigate the distribution of AWHP’s energy use and annual effectiveness 

(Section 4.3) 

• to evaluate the need for supplementary electric heating as a result of the AWHP 

retrofit and explore the relationship between the energy use of the AWHP 

(itself) and auxiliary electric heater for various house categories (Section 4.4) 
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• to assess the suitability of the AWHP retrofit to limit the level of under-heating 

across the stock (Section 4.5) and  

• to assess the suitability of the AWHP retrofit to maintain conditions of thermal 

comfort across the stock (Section 4.6).  

Simulation results are mainly presented as average values per various house categories 

with each category including a certain number of house archetypes (for the 

categorisation of the modelled building stock see Figure 3.9). In addition to that, 

suitable examples are used across the chapter to compare the operation and heating 

performance of the retrofitted AWHP system between different house archetypes.  

 Nominal heating capacity of the AWHP unit 

The AWHP unit that is considered to be retrofitted in each of the 756 house archetypes 

comes in four different sizes (5.0 kW, 8.5 kW, 11.2 kW and 14.0 kW) with the size 

being represented by AWHP’s nominal heating capacity. For each house archetype, 

the size of the AWHP is selected based on the house’s peak space-heating load so that 

the AWHP itself (without considering the contribution of any supplementary electric 

heater) should have enough capacity to meet 100.0 % of this load. The method used to 

size the AWHP is explicitly described in Section 3.5.2.  

Figure 4-1 illustrates the peak space-heating power demand of each house archetype 

(house archetypes are sorted in ascending order based on their annual peak space-

heating power demand). The four different colours refer to the size of the AWHP unit 

that is selected to be retrofitted in each house archetype. For example, all houses that 

are considered to be retrofitted with the 5.0 kW AWHP are depicted with blue colour. 

As seen, the houses with peak space-heating power demand higher than 14.0 kW (92 

houses in total) are considered to be retrofitted with the 14.0 kW AWHP even if in this 

case, the nominal heating capacity of the AWHP is lower than the peak space-heating 

power demand of the house. Although these 92 houses are under-sized, this does not 

automatically imply that the AWHP retrofit is ineffective for them. In other words, 

even if the rule of the 100.0% coverage cannot be met for a particular house (due to 
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the limited AWHPs’ capacities in practice), the AWHP might still be effective if the 

level of under-heating and degree of thermal discomfort are within acceptable limits 

throughout the heating season. (The assessment of under-heating and thermal comfort 

conditions across the entire housing stock are discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, 

respectively). 

 

Figure 4-1: Peak space-heating power demand (throughout the year) of each house archetype 

(in an ascending order) 

It is obvious that since the AWHP is sized to meet the entire peak space-heating load 

of the house, it will operate under part-load conditions for the rest of the time. More 

specifically, if the average hourly heating load of the house is significantly lower than 

its peak heating load, then the AWHP will operate far from its full-load conditions for 

a significant amount of time throughout the heating season. For example, if a particular 

house has a peak space-heating power demand slightly higher than 5.0 kW, then the 

8.5 kW AWHP is selected to be retrofitted in that house and in this case, the AWHP 

will always operate far from its full-load conditions. Operating the AWHP far from its 

full-load conditions results in the reduction of the COP based on Equation 3-11 and 

Equation 3-12; this is further discussed in Section 4.3 with the use of a suitable 

example.  

However, although the AWHP is sized to meet the peak heating load of the house, 

supplementary electric heating might be needed even for those houses that are 

adequately sized. This can happen for two reasons as follows. First, as discussed in 
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Section 3.5.1, the AWHP is modelled to operate at its nominal heating capacity under 

a specific combination of DBT and condenser water temperature (2.0oC and 35.0oC, 

respectively). For different combinations of these two temperatures, the maximum 

heating capacity that can be achieved by the AWHP is adjusted using the equations 

illustrated in Table 3-5. As a result, when the peak heating load occurs, the DBT might 

be lower than 2.0oC and/or condenser water temperature might be higher than 35.0oC 

and thus, the actual heating capacity of the AWHP might be lower than its nominal 

value. In this case, supplementary heating will be needed to top-up the energy provided 

by the AWHP itself in order for the peak heating load to be entirely met. Second, if 

the peak heating load of a house occurs when DBT is below 2.0oC, then the AWHP 

will be OFF due to the application of the frost-protection technique and heating will 

be entirely supplied by the auxiliary electric heater1. This would, however, increase 

the extent of AWHP’s over-sizing and part-load conditions.  

Figure 4-2 illustrates the annual peak space-heating power demand per house category 

(for the categorisation of the 756 house archetypes, see Section 3.4.2). The value 

corresponding to each particular house category represents the average annual peak 

space-heating power demand of all house archetypes lying in that category. For 

example, all the semi-detached houses with volume lower than 180.0 m3 and no wall 

insulation (U-value > 1.50 W/m2K) have an average peak space-heating power 

demand of 5.5 kW. The colour of each box indicates the range to which the annual 

peak space-heating power demand of each category belongs (see colour-bar next to 

each figure). For example, if the annual peak space-heating demand for one specific 

category ranges between 3.0 and 6.0 kW, the colour of the box will be orange. The use 

of the colours makes the “reading” of the figures easier as it helps the reader identify 

at a glance which categories have similar behaviour. (These apply to all graphs that 

have the same structure and are included in this thesis). It should be noted that for the 

rest of the thesis, when referring to a dwelling’s volume, this involves only conditioned 

volume. Moreover, when referring to wall insulation, this means exposed-wall 

insulation. It should be clarified that the simulated results presented in this thesis refer 

 
1 Frost-protection technique forces the AWHP to switch-off when temperature is lower than 2.0oC to 

avoid frost accumulation on the evaporator side 
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to the 756 unique house archetypes and are not aggregated at the stock level using the 

weightings provided by the EHS; weightings refer to the number of real houses 

represented by each unique house archetype.  

It is clear from Figure 4-2 that the annual peak space-heating power demand generally 

increases as exposed-wall U-value and dwelling’s volume increases and the house 

becomes “more detached”. For all house categories with volume greater than 390.0 m3 

as well as for almost all the categories with no wall insulation (U-value > 1.50 W/m2K) 

and volume in the range of 320.0 m3 to 390.0 m3, the (average) peak space-heating 

power demand is greater than 14.0 kW. As a result, these house categories might 

include a significant number of houses with under-sized AWHPs.  

 

Figure 4-2: Average peak space-heating power demand (throughout the year) per house 

category 

Figure 4-3 illustrates the mode nominal heating capacity of the retrofitted AWHP per 

house category (above figure) as well as the percentage of houses per category having 

the AWHP with the mode nominal heating capacity (below figure). For example, 88.0 % 

of the mid-terrace houses with volume lower than 180.0 m3 and no wall insulation are 

selected to be retrofitted with an 8.5 kW AWHP. As also seen in Figure 4-3, there are 

five categories to which two mode values correspond (see black circles). The latter 

means that the same percentage of houses within each of these particular categories is 

selected to be retrofitted with either AWHP unit. For example, half of the semi-
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detached houses with no wall insulation and volume lower than 180.0 m3 are selected 

to be retrofitted with a 5.0 kW AWHP, while the other half of them with an 8.5 kW 

AWHP. In statistics, mode is used to describe the most frequent value of a dataset.  

 

 

Figure 4-3: Mode nominal heating capacity and percentage of house archetypes having the 

AWHP with the mode nominal heating capacity per house category  

It is important to discuss the extent to which the mode value corresponding to each 

separate category (as presented in Figure 4-3) can be considered as representative for 

this particular category. First and most importantly, the low number of houses included 

in some of the categories (see Figure 3-9) decreases the level of confidence for 

recommending these values as representative of these categories even if all the 

included houses have the same AWHP size. For example, all the mid-terrace houses 

with volume lower than 180.0 m3 and high insulation level (U-value < 0.50) are 
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selected to be retrofitted with a 5.0 kW AWHP. Nevertheless, as seen in Figure 3-9, 

this particular category contains only 3 house archetypes, which means that the sample 

size is too small to be used in order to determine the statistical significance of these 

mode values. On the other hand, 92.0 % of the semi-detached houses with medium 

insulation levels (0.5 W/m2K < U-value < 1.50 W/m2K) and volume in the range 180.0 

m3 - 250.0 m3 are selected to be retrofitted with an 8.5 kW AWHP with this category 

including 133 house archetypes in total. In this case, the large sample size coupled 

with the (relatively) large percentage of houses having the same AWHP increases the 

level of confidence for recommending the 8.5 kW AWHP as representative for this 

particular house category. The implementation of statistical tests (e.g. one-sample t-

test) is highly suggested (where sample size permits it) in order to determine the level 

of confidence for using these mode values as representative.  

Further, although the number of houses included in some of the categories is not low, 

the results show that that the size of the AWHP cannot be directly connected with the 

built form, insulation level and volume of the house. For example, there are in total 64 

semi-detached houses with medium wall insulation level and volume in the range 

250.0 m3 - 320 m3. Nevertheless, 30 of them were selected to be retrofitted with an 8.5 

kW AWHP, 30 with an 11.2 kW AWHP and 4 with a 14.0 kW AWHP. Hence, 

although houses have been categorised based on the most critical characteristics for 

the determination of their heating demand (as described in Section 3.4.2), the analysis 

confirms that the range of the heating demand within each category might be large and 

this might lead to a wide variation of AWHP’s size (within the same category). In fact, 

the houses within each particular category cover a wide variation in loft insulation 

level, glazing-type (single, double or both), infiltration, number of occupants, etc. with 

all these factors having an impact on heating demand and consequently on the selection 

of AWHP’s size. Thus, this confirms that the selection of the AWHP’s heating 

capacity cannot be based on some of the “most typical” house characteristics, but on 

the precise calculation of the house’s demand. Many previous works confirm that a 

very common reason for the failure of actual AWHPs’ installations is that installers 

fail to select the “right” size (Staffell et al., 2012; Dunbabin et al., 2013; Etude, 2018).  
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The limitations arisen due to the low number of houses included in some of the 

categories as well as the wide variation of AWHP’s sizes within some of the categories 

limit the effectiveness of directly linking AWHP’s size with some of the most “typical” 

house characteristics such as built form, level of wall insulation and volume range. 

However, in the present thesis, each house archetype is sized separately with its peak 

heating load resulting from dynamic calculations using a well-established and 

validated simulation engine (E+). Therefore, the AWHP’s size selected for each 

individual house allows for the development of a tool in the future, where the user will 

provide the detailed characteristics of the house to get the recommended AWHP’s size. 

Currently, there is a number of similar tools available online that can be used to 

estimate the required heating capacity of the AWHP for either new-built or existing 

houses. In these online tools, the user usually needs to provide a small amount of data 

such as dwelling’s age of construction, number of bedrooms, built form, location and 

presence of external-wall insulation (or not). Although the calculation methodology 

adopted by these commercial tools is not explicitly described by AWHP manufacturers, 

the amount of input data (provided by the user) is not sufficient for a detailed 

representation of the house. This means that these tools do not usually account for 

factors that are significant for the thermal performance of a particular house (such as 

dwelling’s volume, glazing type, total glazed-area, number of occupants, infiltration, 

etc.). AWHP installers and designers are recommended to make an accurate estimation 

of the building’s energy demand and not be based on a high-level inspection of the 

property in order to select system’s size. 

 AWHP energy use 

Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 illustrate the annual heating output and annual electric input 

of the AWHP itself (without considering the contribution of the auxiliary electric 

heater) per various house categories. The heating output involves the annual amount 

of heating energy produced by the AWHP to meet the heating demand of the house 

(space-heating and DHW), whereas the electric input involves the annual amount of 

electricity consumed by the AWHP. Both the heating output and electricity input of 
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the AWHP for each separate house category are shown as average values of all houses 

lying in that specific category.  

Comparing Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, it can be seen that the amount of the AWHP’s 

heating output is approximately 3x the amount of its electric input for almost all the 

examined house categories. This means that the annual effectiveness of the AWHP 

itself is around 3.0. As shown in Equation 2-3 (see Section 2.2.2), the annual 

effectiveness of the AWHP is expressed by the Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF). 

This is defined as the ratio of the annual heating output to annual electricity input of 

the AWHP. For each modelled house, SPF being an annual expression of COP, 

depends on nominal COP of the retrofitted AWHP, differences between DBT and 

condenser water temperature and extent to which AWHP operates under part-load 

conditions (throughout the year) for this particular house. The variation of SPF 

between the selected house categories is discussed in the following section.  

 

Figure 4-4: Average annual heating output of the AWHP per house category 
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Figure 4-5: Average annual electricity input of the AWHP per house category 

4.3.1 Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF)  

Figure 4-6, Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 depict the average SPF of the 

retrofitted AWHP for the various house categories with each of these figures including 

house archetypes that are selected to be retrofitted with a 5.0 kW, 8.5 kW, 11.2 kW 

and 14.0 kW AWHP unit, respectively. The four retrofitted AWHP units vary, amongst 

others, in nominal COP (see Table 3-3 in Section 3.5.1) and therefore, SPF is compared 

separately for house archetypes that have been retrofitted with the same AWHP unit. 

It should be noted that the SPF shown in the above figures does not include the 

electricity consumed by the AWHP’s fan. The simulated SPF is found to be similar 

when compared with previous works. More specifically, based on EST field trials, the 

monitoring of several AWHPs installed in various UK regions showed that SPF might 

vary between 2.4 and 3.21 (EST, 2013).  

Those house archetypes retrofitted with the 8.5 kW AWHP (see Figure 4-7), which 

presents the lowest nominal COP between the four different units, have slightly lower 

SPF compared to the rest house archetypes. However, it is evident from the above 

figures that the variability of SPF is almost negligible across the entire stock. The 

 
1 In EST, the SPF accounting only for the heating output and electric input of the AWHP itself is referred 

as SPFH1 
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highest variation of SPF occurs for the house archetypes that have the 14.0 kW AWHP 

unit (Figure 4-9) with SPF ranging between 2.89 and 3.06. Whilst SPF’s variability is 

also very limited in this case, what is notable is the fact that SPF generally increases 

as the heating demand of the house is expected to increase. In other words, SPF appears 

to increase as dwelling’s volume and exposed-wall U-value increases and the house 

becomes more “detached”. More specifically, the higher SPFs are associated with 

those house categories including a relatively large number of inadequately sized 

houses. The reasons for that are discussed in the following section through the 

comparison of AWHP’s performance (in terms of COP) for two different house 

archetypes with both houses being retrofitted with a 14.0 kW AWHP.  

 

Figure 4-6: Average SPF of the 5.0 kW AWHP (COPNominal = 3.50) per house category 
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Figure 4-7: Average SPF of the 8.5 kW AWHP (COPNominal = 3.17) per house category 

 

 

 

Figure 4-8: Average SPF of the 11.2 kW AWHP  (COPNominal = 3.34) per house category. 
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Figure 4-9: Average SPF of the 14.0 kW AWHP (COPNominal = 3.11) per house category 

4.3.2 Comparison of hourly COP for two house archetypes (example) 

The following analysis aims to explore the variation of several parameters on which 

the simulated COP depends and to compare how these parameters vary for two 

different house archetypes (House A and House B). Both houses are retrofitted with 

the 14.0 kW AWHP unit. The characteristics of House A and House B are illustrated 

in Table 4-1.  

Table 4-1: Characteristics of House A and House B  

 House A House B 

Built form [-] Detached Detached 

Total conditioned volume [m3] 495.82 1136.34 

Exposed wall Uvalue [W/m2K] 0.359 2.06 

Loft Insulation thickness [mm] 300 100 

Infiltration rate [ach] 0.74 1.21 

Simulated SPF [-] 2.91 3.31 

As seen, House B has significantly larger conditioned volume, lower levels of wall and 

loft insulation and higher infiltration rate compared to House A. However, the 

retrofitted AWHP in House B  appears to achieve a higher SPF compared to House A. 

To identify the reasons for that, the one-minute variation of several parameters that 

affect the COP are compared for these two houses during a typical working-day (11 

January). This particular day is selected, because outdoor air temperature is always 
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above 2.0 oC and thus, the operation of the AWHP is not restricted due to the 

application of the frost-protection technique, which, as said, forces the AWHP to 

switch-off when DBT is below 2.0oC. The variation of DBT for the 11th of January is 

illustrated in Figure 4-10. (It should be reminded that during working days, the AWHP 

is modelled to operate from 5-7 am on DHW mode, 7-9 am on space-heating mode, 2-

4 pm on DHW mode and 4-11 pm on space-heating mode. From 9 am to 2 pm and 

from 11 pm to 5 am, the AWHP system is considered to be completely switched-off).  

 

Figure 4-10: DBT for 11 January (CIBSE Test Reference Year weather file for Newcastle, UK) 

Figure 4-11 illustrates the one-minute variation of the simulated COP for House A and 

House B. During the periods that the AWHP does not operate, the COP is shown to be 

zero. As seen, even for periods that the AWHP is scheduled to be ON, there are 

timesteps that the COP is zero. This means that the energy demand is low enough for 

the tank temperature to be maintained at desired levels and the AWHP operates on 

float mode (compressor is OFF, but tank’s water temperature is equal to or higher than 

the specified set-point temperature). It is evident from Figure 4-11 that the simulated 

COP in House B is higher than that of House A for almost the entire day. The average 

daily COP is estimated at 2.85 and 3.59 for House A and House B, respectively. Also, 

it can be seen that COP has a more significant variation in House B compared to House 

A. 

For each simulation timestep (one-minute), the COP of the AWHP is modelled to vary 

based on two different curves. The first curve (COP performance curve) is used to 
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adapt the nominal COP of the AWHP based on the combination of DBT and condenser 

water temperature (see Table 3-5), whereas the second curve (part-load correlation 

curve) is used to reduce the COP when the AWHP operates under part-load conditions 

(see Equations 3-11 and Equation 3-13). Hence, for each simulation timestep, the 

employed AWHP model uses the COP performance curve and part-load correlation 

curve to parametrize the nominal COP (COPNominal) in order to estimate the actual COP 

of the AWHP at the current air/water temperatures and operating conditions as follows: 

𝑪𝑶𝑷 =  𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑵𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 ∗ 𝒛−𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓 ∗ 𝑷𝑳𝑭                   (Equation 4-1), where  

𝒛−𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓 = (𝟏. 𝟓 + 𝟓. 𝟑 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 ∗ 𝒙 − 𝟏. 𝟖 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 ∗ 𝒙𝟐 − 𝟗. 𝟎 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 ∗ 𝒚 −    𝟖. 𝟒 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 ∗ 𝒚𝟐 −

𝟔. 𝟓 ∗ 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 ∗ 𝒙 ∗ 𝒚)                                                      (Equation 4-2) 

z-factor expresses the effect of the combination of DBT (x) and condenser water 

temperature (y) on the nominal COP, whereas the PLF expresses the effect of part-

load operation on the nominal COP.  

 

 

Figure 4-11: COP variation per simulation timestep (one-minute) on 11 January for House A 

and House B 
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Figure 4-12 depicts the one-minute variation of the z-factor for House A and House B. 

z-factor reduces as the difference between condenser water temperature and DBT 

increases. However, since House A and House B are simulated under the same weather 

conditions, the temperature of the air entering the evaporator (DBT) is the same for 

both houses during a specific simulation timestep. Considering that, any variations of 

z-factor between House A and House B will arise due to the variations in the 

temperature of the water entering the condenser. And more specifically, as the 

temperature of the water entering the condenser increases, z-factor decreases. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the house with the higher z-factor (House B) will 

have lower condenser water temperatures; this is further confirmed in the following 

figure.     

 

 

Figure 4-12: z-factor variation per simulation timestep (one-minute) on 11 January for House A 

and House B 

Figure 4-13 illustrates the one-minute variation of the temperature of the water 

entering the condenser for House A and House B. It should be noted that since the 

AWHP is linked to the storage water tank, the heat is transferred from the condenser 
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of the AWHP to the storage tank and therefore, the storage water tank temperature is 

very close to the condenser water temperature. As seen, in House A, the AWHP 

achieves to reach the set-point temperature of the storage water tank, which is 55.0oC 

and 45.0oC, when the AWHP runs in DHW and space-heating mode, respectively. On 

the other hand, the temperature of the water in House B is quite often lower than the 

specified set-point temperatures (especially between 7 and 9 am). Comparing Figure 

4-11, Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 for House B, it can be seen that the maxima in COP 

and z-factor correspond to minima in condenser water temperature. To summarise, one 

reason because of which House B appears to achieve higher simulated COP compared 

to House A is the fact that the retrofitted AWHP system in House B does not manage 

to reach the desired water set-point temperatures. Thus, the difference between the 

temperature of the water entering the condenser and the ambient air temperature is 

lower for House B and this results in operating the AWHP system “more effectively” 

in terms of COP compared to House A. In other words, the comparatively higher 

simulated COP in this case is connected with the ineffectiveness of the AWHP retrofit 

to reach the desired water temperature and meet the heating demand of the house.  

 

Figure 4-13: Condenser water temperature variation per simulation timestep (one-minute) on 

11 January for House A and House B 
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Figure 4-14 illustrates the one-minute variation of the PLF for House A and House B. 

As said, besides DBT and condenser water temperature fluctuations, the simulated 

COP also depends on the PLF. This is a factor ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, which is 

multiplied by the nominal COP to account for efficiency losses due to compressor’s 

cycling (see Equation 4-1). (The calculation of PLF is explicitly explained in Section 

3.5.1.) When PLF equals to 1.0 for a specific simulation timestep, this means that the 

AWHP operates at its maximum available capacity (full-load operation). As shown in 

Figure 4-14, the retrofitted AWHP in House A cycles on and off more often in 

comparison to House B. The PLF in House A is around 0.80 for a significant amount 

of time throughout this specific day, which results in reducing the COP of the AWHP 

by up to 20.0%. This means that the extent of the part-load operation in House A is 

higher compared to House B, which results in a more significant degradation of the 

simulated COP.  

 

 

Figure 4-14: Part Load Fraction (PLF) of the AWHP per simulation timestep (one-minute) on 

11 January for House A and House B 
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Conclusions 

The focus of the previous example was to offer an insight into the reasons why the 

simulated AWHP results in achieving relatively higher SPFs for houses with relatively 

higher heating demand and mostly, for those houses that are not adequately sized (see 

Figure 4.9). This happens for two reasons as follows. 

• First, in non-adequately sized houses, the retrofitted AWHP will run closer to 

its full-load conditions and thus, no significant degradation of COP is expected 

to occur (due to compressor’s cycling).  

• Second, in non-adequately sized houses, the differences between DBT and 

condenser water temperature are expected to be low due to the fact that the 

retrofitted AWHP does not manage to achieve the water set-point temperature. 

The example used demonstrates that part-load operation can have a significant impact 

on COP, and consequently on SPF of the AWHP. This means that AWHP’s size 

selection (represented by nominal heating capacity) is critical for the system’s 

effectiveness. Although the AWHP should have enough capacity to meet house’s 

heating demand, the designer/installer should ensure that this does not result in a long 

period, where the AWHP operates under part-load conditions. As a result, although 

MIS Standard recommends 100.0 % peak space-heating load coverage by the AWHP 

itself (BEIS, 2017), this should be always evaluated in combination with the extent to 

which this strategy increases part-load operation and thus, limits the effectiveness of 

the installed AWHP. This example highlights the need to revise current guidelines for 

AWHPs’ size selection and suggests the adoption of a more sophisticated sizing 

method in the future addressing over-sizing issues that might arise from the current 

recommended heat-pump sizing method.   

 Supplementary energy use  

This section investigates the distribution of the supplementary electric heating that is 

needed to top-up the energy provided by the AWHP itself across the modelled housing 

stock. Supplementary heating can be provided by either the auxiliary electric heater 
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(which comes as a part of the AWHP retrofit) or DHW immersion heater. The 

configuration of the modelled heating system is illustrated in Figure 3-10.  

The retrofitted AWHP unit is linked to a storage water tank, and the tank transfers heat 

to the radiators and DHW tank. The storage water tank incorporates an auxiliary 

electric heater, which is scheduled to operate when the AWHP is either OFF due to 

the application of the frost-protection technique or incapable of meeting the entire 

heating demand of the house. As it happens for actual AWHP installations, the 

modelled AWHP system cannot provide hot water and space-heating simultaneously. 

Thus, a DHW immersion heater is also considered to be located in the DHW tank to 

maintain water in a temperature range of 54.0 - 55.0 oC; this is scheduled to be ON 

only when the AWHP operates on space-heating mode. The control of the modelled 

heating system is explicitly described in Section 3.5.5. Both the auxiliary electric 

heater and DHW immersion heater are modelled to have a maximum heating capacity 

of 3.0 kW and effectiveness of 0.90.   

Figure 4-15 illustrates the hourly electric input of the AWHP itself, auxiliary electric 

heater and DHW immersion heater for a semi-detached house with medium levels of 

wall insulation (0.50 < U-value < 1.50) and volume in the range 180.0 m3- 250 m3. 

This house is considered to be an “average” house lying in the category, which 

contains the highest number of house archetypes across the modelled stock. This figure 

is used as an example to demonstrate the operation and control of the employed heating 

system over two consecutive working days in January (30-31 January). The vertical 

dashed lines show the operation mode of the system (OFF, DHW mode, Space-Heating 

(SH) mode). Further, the horizontal red line shows the limit of DBT below which the 

AWHP is forced to switch-off in order to avoid the accumulation of frost on its 

evaporator side. From 5 am to 7 am and from 2 pm to 4 pm, where all occupants are 

considered to sleep or be away from home, respectively, the space-heating is OFF and 

the AWHP operates on DHW mode to pre-heat the DHW tank. During these periods, 

the DHW immersion heater is scheduled to be OFF and heat is provided by the AWHP 

and auxiliary electric heater. From 7 am to 9 am and from 4 pm to 11 pm, where 

occupants are considered to be active (at home), the AWHP with the auxiliary electric 

heater operate to deliver heat only to the radiators. During these periods, the DHW 
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immersion heater is ON to maintain the temperature of DHW tank at desirable levels 

(54.0 oC - 55.0 oC).  

As seen in Figure 4-15, the electric input of the auxiliary heater can be significant 

throughout the day with this resulting from the application of the frost-protection and 

not from the incapacity of the AWHP to meet house’s heating demand. Thus, it should 

be acknowledged that the selection of the DBT threshold is a critical parameter for the 

total energy use and overall effectiveness of the modelled heating system and the 

results presented in this section do significantly depend on that. The threshold of 2.0oC 

is determined based on actual AWHP systems that are sold by Mitsubishi Electric 

(Mitsubishi Electric, 2015) (for more details, see Section 3.4.1). 

 

Figure 4-15: Operation of the modelled AWHP heating system in one house archetype (example) 

Figure 4-16 illustrates the annual electric input of the auxiliary heater per house 

category. The value corresponding to each category represents the average of all house 

archetypes lying in that specific category. As seen, there is need for auxiliary heating 

even for house archetypes, in which the retrofitted AWHP has enough capacity to meet 

the entire heating demand of the house. Generally, for house archetypes, where the 

AWHP is  adequately sized, the auxiliary electric heater is forced to operate only due 

to the application of the frost-protection technique; this happens for almost 10.0% of 

the annual heating hours (379 out of 3,499 hours), where DBT is lower than 2.0oC. On 

the other hand, for house archetypes, where the retrofitted AWHP has not enough 

capacity to meet the entire heating demand of the house, the auxiliary electric heater 
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also operates to top-up the energy provided by the AWHP itself. It is evident from 

Figure 4-16 that the auxiliary electric input has a similar pattern with the AWHP’s 

electric input (see Figure 4-6) with both increasing as building size, exposed-wall U-

value and exposed-wall area increases. However, although the maximum heating 

capacity of the auxiliary electric heater is fixed for all house archetypes (3.0 kW), the 

heating capacity of the AWHP varies based on the dwelling’s peak heating load and 

as a result, the AWHP’s electric input presents a wider variation between the different 

house categories compared to auxiliary electric input.  

 

Figure 4-16: Average annual auxiliary electric input per house category 

Figure 4-17 illustrates the ratio of the annual electricity consumed by the AWHP itself 

to the annual electricity consumed by both the AWHP and auxiliary electric heater per 

house category. For each separate house, this ratio (RElectric) is calculated as follows: 

𝑹𝑬𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒄 =  
𝑬𝑨𝑾𝑯𝑷

𝑬𝑨𝑾𝑯𝑷+𝑬𝑨𝒖𝒙𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒓𝒚   
,     (Equation 4-3) 

where EAWHP and EAuxiliary is the annual electric input of the AWHP unit and auxiliary 

heater, respectively. The RElectric corresponding to each category represents the average 

RElectric of all houses lying in that particular category. RElectric shows the contribution of 

the AWHP itself to the overall electricity used by the system (excluding DHW tank’s 

immersion heater).  
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It is evident from Figure 4-17 that RElectric decreases as the insulation level increases, 

dwelling’s volume decreases, and the house becomes “more terraced”. More 

specifically, RElectric varies from 0.52 for mid-terrace houses with U-value lower than 

0.50 and volume lower than 180.0 m3 (house category A) to 0.73 for detached houses 

with no wall insulation and volume higher than 390.0 m3 (house category B) (for house 

categories A and B, see annotations in Figure 4.17). This implies that as the heating 

demand of the house is expected to decrease, the share of the auxiliary heater to the 

total electricity consumption becomes more significant. Considering the houses 

belonging to category A (in which the retrofitted AWHP has enough capacity to meet 

even the peak heating load of the house), the significant contribution of the auxiliary 

heater to the total electricity consumption comes as a result of the application of the 

frost-protection technique.  

 

Figure 4-17: Average ratio of AWHP’s to auxiliary heater’s electric input per house category 

To more clearly show the contribution of the auxiliary electric heater to the total 

electricity consumption and how this may vary for different categories, the hourly 

electricity input of the AWHP and auxiliary heater is plotted for two separate houses 

belonging to categories A and B; see Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19, respectively. It is 

evident that the distribution of the AWHP’s electric input does more significantly 

differ between the two houses compared to the distribution of the auxiliary heater’s 

electric input. First, in the case of the detached house (Figure 4-19), which is retrofitted 
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with a 14.0 kW AWHP, the AWHP itself operates for a significantly longer period of 

time throughout the heating season with an average hourly rate that is significantly 

higher than in the case of the mid-terrace house, which is retrofitted with a 5.0 kW 

AWHP (Figure 4-18). Second, the hourly electric input of the auxiliary electric heater 

seems to have a similar pattern between the two houses due to the fact that its operation 

is mainly controlled by the application of the frost-protection technique. These two 

facts, however, result in a greater contribution of the auxiliary heater for the case of 

the mid-terrace house to the total electricity consumed, which as it will be discussed 

in the following pages, has an important impact on the effectiveness of the retrofitted 

AWHP system.   

It should be acknowledged in this point that the contribution of the auxiliary heater in 

the case of the modelled system might be more significant if compared with actual 

AWHP installations, which usually employ reverse cycling to account for defrosting 

(rather than direct use of electric heating).  

 

Figure 4-18: Hourly electric input of the AWHP and auxiliary heater for a mid-terrace house 

with U-value < 0.50 and volume lower than 180.0 m3 (category A, see Figure 4-17) 
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Figure 4-19: Hourly electric input of the AWHP and auxiliary heater for a detached house with 

U-value > 1.50 and volume greater than 390.0 m3 (category B, see Figure 4-17) 

Figure 4-20 illustrates the average effectiveness of the AWHP and auxiliary electric 

heater per various house categories. This is expressed as follows: 

𝑺𝑷𝑭𝑨𝑾𝑯𝑷𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒎 =  
𝑯𝑨𝑾𝑯𝑷+𝑯𝑨𝒖𝒙𝒊𝒍𝒂𝒓𝒚 

𝑬𝑨𝑾𝑯𝑷 + 𝑬𝑨𝒖𝒙𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒓𝒚 
,     (Equation 4-4) 

where HAWHP and HAuxiliary is the heating output of the AWHP and auxiliary electric 

heater, respectively. As seen, this ranges from 2.0 for mid-terrace houses with high 

insulation level (Uvalue < 0.5) and volume lower than 180.0 m3 to 2.5 for detached 

houses with no wall insulation and volume greater than 390.0 m3. Again, the fact that 

the effectiveness of the AWHP system decreases as the heating demand of the house 

decreases reflects the impact of the frost-protection technique.  
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Figure 4-20: Average effectiveness of AWHP and auxiliary electric heater per house category 

Figure 4-21 illustrates the effectiveness of the entire modelled heating system per 

various house categories; this includes the AWHP, auxiliary electric heater and DHW 

immersion heater and is defined as follows: 

𝑺𝑷𝑭𝑾𝒉𝒐𝒍𝒆𝑺𝒚𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒎 =
𝑯𝑨𝑾𝑯𝑷+𝑯𝑨𝒖𝒙𝒊𝒍𝒂𝒓𝒚 +𝑯𝑫𝑯𝑾,𝑰𝒎𝒎𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 

𝑬𝑨𝑾𝑯𝑷 + 𝑬𝑨𝒖𝒙𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒓𝒚 +𝑬𝑫𝑯𝑾,𝑰𝒎𝒎𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 
,    (Equation 4-5) 

where HDHW, Immersion and EDHW, Immersion is the heating output and electric input of the 

DHW immersion heater, respectively. As expected, the effectiveness of the system 

further decreases when the contribution of the DHW immersion is also considered due 

to the fact that its effectiveness is lower than 1.0 (as also happens in the case of the 

auxiliary electric heater). Generally, the effectiveness of the entire heating system in 

this thesis is found to be lower when compared with previous works. For example, as 

mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the SPFH4 for 15 ASHPs measured during the EST heat-

pump field trials is found to be in the range 2.2 - 3.6 with an average of 2.45 (Dunbabin 

et al., 2013).  
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Figure 4-21: Average effectiveness of the entire heating system per house category  

 Level of under-heating 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 - Appendix G introduces the term unmet load hours, 

which are defined as follows: “any hours of operation when conditioned spaces are 

outside the throttling range for heating or cooling controls. That is, they are the hours 

in a year that the HVAC system serving a space cannot maintain space set-point. If 

unmet load hours for multiple spaces coincide (occur in the same hour), they are 

counted as only one unmet load hour for the building” (ASHRAE, 2016). It should be 

noted that for heating set-points, throttling range is the permitted temperature 

difference below the set-point temperature before the system switches-on. In the case 

of this thesis, the throttling range is considered to be equal to 0.50oC, which means 

that when the set-point temperature of a zone is 21.0oC, the system does not switch-on 

until the zone temperature falls below 20.5oC. Thus, for each house archetype, the 

annual unmet load hours are the total number of hours throughout the entire heating 

season, where mean indoor air temperature is lower than 0.5oC below the selected set-

point temperature in at least one thermal zone. In other words, one unmet load hour is 

considered when mean air temperature is lower than 20.5oC in the living-zone (living-

room) or lower than 17. oC in the rest of the conditioned spaces (or both). The annual 
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unmet load hours are calculated in order to investigate the extent of under-heating in 

the modelled house archetypes.  

To identify whether a house archetype is eligible for the AWHP retrofit in terms of 

under-heating, a maximum acceptable limit should be imposed to the annual unmet 

load hours. ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007- Appendix G recommends that when 

designing a heating and/or cooling system, unmet load hours should not exceed 300 

per year. However, this Standard is not applicable to low-rise residential buildings 

(ASHRAE, 2016). To the extent of the author’s knowledge, current standards (that are 

applicable to domestic buildings) do not impose a maximum number of hours 

throughout the year that zone air temperature can be lower than the heating set-point 

temperature. More specifically, existing standards and guidelines (such as the BS EN 

15251:2007 Standard, CIBSE Environmental Guide A, WHO, SAP etc.) only include 

minimum limits for mean air temperature without further specifying the maximum 

acceptable number of hours that mean air temperature can be lower than recommended 

values. Therefore, in the absence of a suitable guideline, under-heating will be 

evaluated (in this thesis) using the limit of 300 hours as recommended by ASHRAE 

Standard 90.1-2007.  

To conclude, the AWHP retrofit is considered to be effective (in terms of under-

heating) if unmet load hours are equal to or lower than 300 annually. It should be noted 

that in the case of this thesis, the selected house archetypes are not considered to have 

any cooling system and thus, the unmet load hours do not include any over-heated 

hours.  

Figure 4-22 illustrates the number of unmet load hours per house category. Each value 

shown in the figure represents the average  number of unmet load hours of all houses 

lying in each particular house category, while the colour of each box indicates the 

range to which the unmet load hours of each house category belongs (see colour-bar). 

As seen, the average annual unmet load hours for all house categories is less than 300 

and thus, the AWHP retrofit appears to be effective in terms of under-heating 

performance. However, four detached house archetypes with no wall insulation and 
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conditioned volume greater than 390.0 m3 were found to have more than 300 unmet 

load hours throughout the year.  

 

Figure 4-22: Average number of unmet load hours per house category 

 Thermal comfort conditions    

This section focuses on assessing the conditions of thermal comfort in the modelled 

house archetypes. Thermal comfort is evaluated in terms of PMV and operative air 

temperature for the living-zone of each house archetype, which is considered to 

accommodate only the living-room (lounge) of the house. The selection of the living-

room is based on the assumption that people tend to spend most of their time in there 

(when they are at home). In addition to that, the conditions of thermal comfort in 

bedrooms (while sleeping) cannot be determined using the PMV model for two main 

reasons. First, the ASHRAE 55 - Standard states as follows: “when a person is sleeping 

or resting in a reclining posture, the bed and bedding may provide considerable 

thermal insulation” and people tend to adjust their bedding according to their personal 

preferences. Thus, the clothing insulation value (clo) may considerably vary from one 

person to another while sleeping or resting (ASHRAE, 2004). In addition to that, ISO 

Standard 7730 recommends using the PMV model when metabolic rate ranges from 
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0.80 met to 4.0 met (from 46.0 W/m2 to 232.0 W/m2) with this being 0.7 met (around 

40.0 W/m2) during sleeping (BS EN ISO 7730:2005, 2006).1  

For each house archetype, the annual PMV index (and operative air temperature) is 

calculated as the average hourly PMV index (and operative air temperature) 

throughout the entire heating season considering only the periods that space-heating is 

scheduled to be ON in the living-zone  (from 07:00 to 09:00 and from 16:00 to 23:00 

during the weekdays and from 07:00 to 23:00 during the weekend) (see Figure 2-10) 

and correspond to 2,633 hours annually.  

4.6.1 Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) index 

Figure 4-23 illustrates the annual PMV index of the living-zone per house category. 

Each value shown in this figure represents the average annual PMV index of all houses 

lying in each particular house category. The colour of each box indicates the range to 

which the PMV index of each house category belongs (see colour-bar). As seen, PMV 

index generally decreases (becomes “more negative”) as the dwelling’s volume and 

U-value increases and the house becomes “more detached”. However, for the house 

archetypes with relatively high insulation levels (U-value < 0.50W/m2K), the PMV 

index does not vary according to dwelling’s size. For example, the lowest PMV (-0.59) 

is reported for mid-terrace houses with volume in the range of 320.0 m3 to 390.0 m3. 

This could happen due to the low number of houses being included in some of the 

categories (see Figure 3-9), which does not always allow a strict comparison between 

them. As seen, the PMV index can be as low as -0.95 for detached houses with no wall 

insulation (U-value>1.50 W/m2K) and volume higher than 390.0 m3. Based on the 

PMV thermal sensation scale, the average annual PMV index is in the range neutral 

to slightly cool direction for all the examined categories (ASHRAE, 2004).  

 
1 The metabolic rate of a seated person is considered to be equal to 1.0 corresponding to 58.0 W/m2. 
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Figure 4-23: Average annual PMV index of the living-zone (living-room) per house category 

Based on BS EN 15251:2007, which is used in this thesis to evaluate comfort, the 

PMV index should not be outside the range of -0.70 and +0.70 in existing dwellings; 

this complies with moderate comfort conditions (Category III-see Table 2-1). Further, 

BS EN 15251:2007 reports that the PMV index can also be considered acceptable 

when being outside this range, but this should only occur for limited periods (Category 

IV). In this work, the houses that are considered to be eligible for the AWHP retrofit 

in terms of PMV index are those that achieve an average PMV index in the range of -

0.7 to +0.7. For the current weather scenario, these houses are as follows: 

• semi-detached and mid-terrace houses with high wall insulation levels (U-

value < 0.50) and volume lower than 390.0 m3 (8 categories in total) 

• mid-terrace houses with medium wall insulation levels (0.5 < U-value < 1.5) 

and volume lower than 180 m3 (only 1 category).         

Figure 4-24 illustrates the average percentage of heating hours (per house category), 

where the hourly PMV is either lower (more negative) than -0.70 or higher than +0.70 

in the living-zone of the modelled house archetypes. As seen, even for those house 

categories presenting an average PMV index higher than (less negative) or equal to     -

0.70 (see Figure 4-23), the percentage of the annual heating hours that are outside 

comfort band is generally high. For example, although the average PMV index is 

reported to be -0.60 for mid-terrace houses with U-value < 0.50 W/m2K and volume 
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lower than 180.0 m3, the hourly PMV index is found to be outside the indicated 

comfort band for 34.0 % of the annual heating hours.  

 

Figure 4-24: Average annual percentage of heating hours per house category where the PMV 

index for the living-zone is outside the range of -0.7 to +0.7  

Following that, it would be interesting to investigate whether the deviation of the 

hourly PMV index from the comfort band is marginal or significant during the hours 

that PMV is not satisfied and how this may differ between house archetypes belonging 

to different categories. Figure 4-25 illustrates the distributions of the hourly PMV 

index throughout the entire heating season for two different house archetypes (House 

A and House B). More specifically, House A belongs to the category of mid-terrace 

houses with volume lower than 180.0 m3 and high insulation levels (U-value < 0.50), 

whereas House B  belongs to the category of detached houses with volume greater than 

390.0 m3 and without wall insulation. For House A, the PMV index is found to be 

within the indicated comfort band for 1713 hours throughout the year (corresponding 

to 65.1 % of the total annual heating hours). For the rest of the time (where PMV is 

more negative than -0.70), this ranges between -0.7 and -1.0 for a total of 825 hours, 

while this is more negative than -1.0 for only 115 hours (corresponding to just 4.3 % 

of the annual heating hours). This means that although there is a significant number of 

hours, where PMV index requirement is not satisfied, its deviation from the threshold 

of -0.7 is for most of these hours in the range of 0.3 degrees with PMV still ranging 

from the neutral towards slightly cool direction of the thermal sensation scale. On the 
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other hand, for House B, the PMV is found to be less (more negative) than -1.0 for 982 

hours throughout the year corresponding to 37.3 % of the total heating hours with this 

being, in some cases, lower than -2.5.  

 

Figure 4-25: Distribution of the hourly PMV index  (throughout the entire heating season) for 

two selected house archetypes (House A and House B) 

It is evident from the previous example that the assessment of PMV index using just 

the constraint of -0.7 (based on BS EN 15251:2007) may not fully capture the thermal 

comfort conditions of a house. It is suggested that future guidelines should address 

issues of marginal deviations from the recommended PMV index thresholds.  

4.6.2 Operative air temperature 

The PMV index is calculated for each simulation timestep by E+ using six individual 

factors as follows: mean air temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, 

indoor air velocity, clothing insulation value and metabolic rate. For the living-zone 

of all the simulated house archetypes, indoor air velocity, clothing value and metabolic 

rate are user-specified values and were set equal to 0.137 m/s (default value), 1.0 clo  

(CIBSE, 2006 - Table 1.5) and 1.1 met corresponding to 63.8 W/m2, respectively. The 

selected metabolic rate, in particular, corresponds to the amount of energy that is 

considered to be used by a person performing a sedentary activity in the living-room 

of the house (CIBSE, 2006 - Table 1.5). Mean air temperature, mean radiant 

temperature and relative humidity are calculated for each simulation timestep by E+ 

and thus, they vary between the different house archetypes.  
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Figure 4-26 illustrates the annual operative air temperature for the living-zone per 

house category. Each value shown in this figure represents the average annual 

operative air temperature for all houses lying in each particular house category. 

Although the operative air temperature itself is not a direct input for estimating PMV 

index, it combines the mean and radiant air temperature with both these variables being 

direct inputs for estimating PMV index. More specifically, in the present thesis, the 

operative air temperature for each simulation timestep is modelled to be the average 

between mean and radiant air temperature. The comparison between Figure 4-23 

(illustrating the distribution of PMV index across the stock) and Figure 4-27 reveals 

that PMV and operative air temperature have an identical variation across the entire 

modelled housing stock. It can be observed that as operative air temperature increases 

between the different house categories, PMV index increases (becomes “less negative”) 

as well.  

 

Figure 4-26: Average annual operative air temperature of the living-zone per house category 

 

In fact, the variation of operative air temperature appears to be the main reason for the 

respective variation of PMV across the stock. This is further supported by the strong 

positive correlation found between the hourly PMV index and hourly operative air 

temperature throughout the entire heating season for a specific semi-detached house 

archetype with average characteristics in terms of wall insulation levels and total 
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conditioned volume (see Figure 4-27). More specifically, Spearman rank correlation 

factor equals to 0.955 between PMV and operative air temperature, while this equals 

to 0.410 between PMV and mean air temperature and 0.653 between PMV and relative 

humidity. 

 

Figure 4-27: Correlation between PMV and operative air temperature, mean radiant 

temperature, zone air temperature and relative humidity for an “average” house archetype 

In addition to the recommendations regarding the minimum and maximum acceptable 

limit for PMV index, the BS EN 15251:2007 Standard also recommends that operative 

air temperature should be no less than 18.0oC in existing buildings; this also complies 

with moderate thermal comfort conditions (Category III - see Table 2-1). As seen in 

Figure-26, the average operative temperature is higher than 18.0oC for all the 

examined house categories and thus, the operative air temperature constraint is found 

to be satisfied across the modelled stock.  
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 Chapter summary 

In Chapter 4, the applicability of the AWHP retrofit was evaluated for 756 house 

archetypes selected to represent the housing stock of the NE region of England. The 

heating performance of the selected house archetypes with the integrated AWHP 

system was studied using the E+ simulation tool for a current weather scenario. The 

distribution of energy use, level of under-heating and degree of thermal discomfort 

across the stock was investigated by categorising houses based on their built form, 

exposed-wall insulation level and size (represented by the range of dwelling’s total 

conditioned volume) (45 house categories in total). 

In Section 4.2, the method of selecting AWHP size was presented. Then, the most 

frequently selected size per house category was found and the discussion focused on 

the extent to which this can be considered representative and directly used by AWHP 

installers (and homeowners). First, some of the categories include a very low number 

of houses and this limits the level of confidence to recommend the AWHP size as 

representative. Second, the analysis proved that there is a wide variation in AWHP’s 

size within some of the categories proving that the size of the system should be 

determined by precisely calculating the house’s peak heating load. 

In Section 4.3, the distribution of the annual energy use and SPF of the AWHP itself 

was explored. The one-minute variation of COP for two houses belonging to different 

categories was compared during a typical winter day. One of the key findings is that 

the COP can be reduced up to 20.0 % when AWHP runs under part-load conditions. 

The discussion concluded that guidelines about sizing should account for the extent to 

which the matching of nominal heating capacity with the peak heating demand power 

of the house results in operating the AWHP under part-load conditions (which, in turn, 

results in COP degradation).  

In Section 4.4, the distribution of the amount of supplementary electric heating (as a 

result of the AWHP retrofit) was investigated across the modelled stock. The energy 

consumption of the auxiliary electric heating was found to be significant for all houses. 

This, however, results from the limitation of the modelled AWHP system to account 
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for defrosting through reverse cycling. The effectiveness of the AWHP and storage 

tank’s auxiliary heater was found to range from 2.0 - 2.5 across the stock, while this 

range reduces to 1.7 – 2.3 when the contribution of the DHW immersion heating is 

also considered.  

In Section 4.5, the distribution of the under-heating level across the modelled stock 

was investigated. This was evaluated through the calculation of the unmet load hours 

throughout the entire heating season. Apart from 4 detached houses with no wall 

insulation and volume greater than 390.0 m3, the AWHP retrofit was found to be 

effective to maintain unmet load hours in acceptable levels for the rest housing stock 

(less than 300 hours annually).  

In Section 4.6, the effectiveness of the AWHP retrofit to maintain occupants’ comfort 

was evaluated across the modelled stock. The average annual PMV index was found 

to be outside comfort band for a very significant number of houses. The only houses 

for which the AWHP retrofit manage to achieve an average PMV in the range of -0.7 

to +0.7 are as follows:  

• semi-detached and mid-terrace houses with high wall insulation levels (U-

value < 0.50) and volume lower than 390.0 m3  

• mid-terrace houses with medium wall insulation levels (0.5 < U-value < 1.5) 

and volume lower than 180 m3.         
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Results 2: Impact of future weather 

scenarios on the applicability of AWHPs 

 Introduction 

Based on the latest and Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel 

on  Climate Change (IPCC), global temperature has risen 0.85oC over the period 1880 

to 2012, while the difference between the average temperature of the 1850-1900 period 

and 2003-2012 period is estimated at 0.78oC (IPCC, 2014). Especially in the UK, 

temperature is reported to be on average 0.3oC warmer over the 2009-2018 period 

compared to 1981-2010 period (Met Office, 2019). The study of various emission 

scenarios led to the conclusion that global warming is more likely to be in the range of 

1.5 oC to 2.0 oC by the end of the 21st century. The dominant cause of the observed 

warming over the last few decades is associated with the increased concentration of 

greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere arising mainly due to the economic and 

population growth. The most significant changes in weather conditions are associated 

with reductions in cold temperature extremes, increases in warm temperature extremes, 

increases in sea level and appearance of more intense precipitation events (IPCC, 

2014). The biggest challenge over the following years is to limit warming to below 

2.0oC (relatively to pre-industrial levels) and to do so, governments should aim at 
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tremendous emissions reductions and urgently move towards the adoption of the net-

zero CO2 emission concept. The definition of robust and up-to-date future weather 

scenarios is considered to be a key factor by the UK Government to mitigate climate 

change (Street et al., 2009). In the context of BPS, future weather scenarios are 

recently used to inform decision-making for climate change adaptation (Herrera et al., 

2017).  

Chapter 5 investigates the heating performance of AWHPs under future weather 

scenarios. The existing housing stock of the NE region of England (consisting of 756 

house archetypes) with the integrated AWHP model has been simulated with the E+ 

simulation tool using various future weather files including probabilistic climate 

change projections for 2050 and 2080. First, the different future weather scenarios that 

are used in this thesis are presented (Section 5.2). Then, the implications of using 

future weather scenarios for the existing building stock are discussed and the impact 

of future weather scenarios on the heating performance of the AWHP system is 

evaluated in terms of energy use, level of under-heating and thermal discomfort 

through the comparison with the current weather scenario (Section 5.3).  

 Definition of future weather scenarios  

In this thesis, the evaluation of the heating performance of the AWHP retrofit under 

future weather scenarios is carried out using CIBSE’s 2016 TRY future weather files 

(see section 3-6). More specifically, in 2016, CIBSE released weather files 

incorporating future probabilistic projections of climate change based on the UK’s 

national climate scenario projections of 2009 (UKCP09) (CIBSE, 2019). However, it 

should be noted that since then, the Meteorological Office (Met Office) supported by 

BEIS and the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) published 

new climate projections (November 2018 – UKCP18) (Met Office, 2018). As a result, 

the weather files used in this thesis are based on the previous and not the latest 

projections of climate change (CIBSE has not yet updated the 2016 weather files based 

on the latest climate change projections) (Eames and Mylona, 2018; CIBSE, 2019).  

file:///C:/Users/cvpv4/Desktop/Thesis%20contents_31.docx%23_Simulations
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5.2.1 CIBSE weather files 

The future weather files created by CIBSE contain a set of hourly weather variables 

representing climatic projections for 2020 (covering the period 2011-2040), 2050 

(covering the period 2041-2070) and 2080 (covering the period 2071-2100) under 

different emissions scenarios, which are defined as low, medium and high. More 

specifically, there is only a high emissions scenario for 2020, a medium and high 

emissions scenario for 2050 and a low, medium and high emissions scenario for 2080. 

In addition to that, for each different emissions scenario, the UKCP09 defines three 

different cumulative distribution function percentiles as follows: 10th percentile, 50th 

percentile and 90th percentile (CIBSE, 2019). In statistics, the values representing the 

10th and 90th percentile of a dataset are those specific values below which is the 10.0 % 

and 90.0% of all values included in that dataset, respectively. In this case, using the 

10th percentile (regarding e.g. a temperature value) implies that there is a 10.0% chance 

that actual (future) temperature will be less than this value. In a similar way, using a 

value representing the 90th percentile implies that there is a 90.0% chance that actual 

(future) temperature will be less than this value. In other words, using a weather file 

representing the 10th percentile implies that actual (future) weather data are unlikely 

to be less than the values included in it. Likewise, using a weather file representing the 

90th percentile implies that actual (future) weather data are unlikely to be greater than 

the values included in it. Finally, the 50th percentile weather files represent the median 

or central estimation. The transition from weather files that are based on a fixed 

(standard) weather scenario to probabilistic climate projections was a key step to 

increase the level of confidence with which future weather files can be used for BPS. 

The use of probabilistic climate change projections enables the quantification of the 

uncertainty associated with natural variability and future emissions levels. 

In this thesis, the weather scenarios for 2050 and 2080 are used. They are represented 

by five different weather files including a medium and a high emissions scenario for 

2050 as well as a low, a medium and a high emissions scenario for 2080. For each of 

these five future weather scenarios, three separate weather files are provided by CIBSE 

with each file corresponding to the 10th, 50th and 90th percentile (10%, 50% and 90% 

probability level). Thus, in total 5x3 (=15) future weather files are used. The main 
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effects of climate change that can have an impact on buildings’ performance are 

connected with changes in air temperature, wind speed (and direction), solar radiation 

and relative humidity. It should be noted at this point that the 2020 weather scenario 

is not studied in this thesis. In fact, weather for 2020 comes at a time when there has 

been limited heat-pump roll-out up to now. Hence, future scenarios are more 

informative for deciding future roll-out policies for heat-pumps.  

5.2.2 Weather variables 

The generation of future weather files suitable to be used for BPS is conducted using 

weather generators or following a so-called ‘morphing’ procedure, which is the 

method applied to construct the CIBSE weather files. Morphing involves the 

utilization of suitable scaling factors to modify current to future weather variables 

based on climate projections derived from either global or regional climate models. In 

the case of the CIBSE weather files, UKCP09 climate projections were used; these 

refer to changes in the monthly mean values of selected weather variables. Morphing 

is based on the following operations: a) shifting, b) stretching or c) combination of 

shifting and stretching. Shifting is used when the change of a specific variable for the 

future is reported as an absolute change to the mean. Stretching is used when a change 

of a specific variable for the future is reported as a percentage or fraction concerning 

either the mean or variance of the average monthly variable. Stretching is also used 

when a specific variable has to be off at specific periods (e.g. solar radiation should 

always be 0 at night). A combination of shifting and stretching is used when both the 

mean and variance of a variable are reported to be changed (Belcher et al., 2005).  

The following pages focus on presenting and discussing the distributions of the dry-

bulb outdoor air temperature (DBT) for the different weather scenarios throughout an 

entire year. DBT is considered to play a very important role in the operation and 

thermal performance of the modelled AWHP system as amongst others, it determines 

the ON/OFF periods of the AWHP unit and influences its COP and consequently the 

amount of electricity input.  
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Figure 5-1 illustrates the histograms of the hourly DBT for the current and 15 future 

weather scenarios. The above histograms are constructed to depict the distribution of 

the hourly DBT only for those hours that the modelled AWHP is scheduled to be ON 

(5:00 am-9:00 am/2:00 pm-11:00 pm during weekdays and 5:00 am-11:00 pm during 

weekends). For the future weather scenarios, in particular, different emission scenarios 

are presented, while each emission scenario includes three probabilities of climate 

change. For each histogram, the mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of the distribution 

are displayed, while the red vertical line indicates the median (central estimation) of 

the distribution. As seen, there is no significant difference between the distributions of 

the medium and high carbon emissions scenario of 2050. This occurs due to the fact 

that the lifetime of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is about 100 years and hence, 

atmospheric concentrations for earlier projections are considerably governed by past 

emissions (Belcher et al., 2005). The range of the mean DBT rise for the 2050 and 

2080 medium emissions scenarios (compared to the current weather conditions) is 

estimated to be in the range 0.3oC - 1.4oC and 0.7oC – 2.7oC, respectively, between the 

10% and 90% probability levels. Additionally, the range of the respective mean DBT 

rise for the 2050 and 2080 high emission scenarios is estimated in the range 0.4oC - 

1.5oC and 1.0oC – 3.3oC, respectively, between the 10% and 90% probability levels.  

It can be observed from the histograms that the shape of the distributions of DBT are 

similar between the different emissions scenarios with the difference that they tend to 

be more negatively skewed as the future weather conditions move towards a higher 

carbon emissions scenario and the probability of climate change moves from the 10th 

to 90th percentile. The negative skewness indicates that the frequency of higher 

temperatures increases, whereas the frequency of lower temperatures decreases. 

However, although the frequency of lower temperatures decreases for all the studied 

future weather scenarios, it can be observed from the above histograms that there are 

still similar ‘cold snaps’ as those observed in the current weather conditions. More 

specifically, for all the examined future weather scenarios, there are periods where 

DBT ranges between -2.5oC and 0.0oC, whereas for few of them, there are periods, 

where DBT can be as low as -5.0oC. This fact indicates that although the heating 

demand is expected to decrease as the mean DBT is expected to increase within the 

following decades, the peak heating load is not expected to significantly reduce. As a 
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result, the installed capacity of the selected heating plant, which in the case of this 

study is the AWHP, will not be significantly influenced. (It should be recalled at this 

point that the selection of the size of the AWHP that is considered to be retrofitted in 

each house archetype was carried out based on the peak heating load of the house, see 

Section 3.5.2) Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged the fact that the composition 

of the building stock will most probably change within the next decades due to the 

progressive introduction of new-built houses and the application of refurbishments to 

the old stock. As a result,  the heating demand of houses is expected to further decrease 

and therefore, the installed capacity of the heating plant will probably be influenced 

(Levermore et al., 2012); this is further discussed in the following section of this thesis.  
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Figure 5-1: Distributions of DBT under various weather scenarios 
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Table 5-1 shows the annual number (and percentage) of heating hours, where DBT is 

lower than 2.0oC for the various weather scenarios; the limit of 2.0oC is selected as the 

minimum DBT below which the modelled AWHP is controlled to switch-off in order 

to avoid the accumulation of frost on its evaporator (frost-protection technique, see 

Section 3.5.1). As seen in the above table, the number of hours with DBT below 2.0oC 

presents negligible differences between the 2050 medium and 2050 high emissions 

scenarios that correspond to the same probability level. However, compared to the 

current weather conditions, the number of hours with DBT lower than 2.0oC presents 

an apparent decrease even for the scenarios corresponding to the 10% probability level. 

Regarding the various future weather scenarios for 2080, the number of hours with 

DBT below 2.0oC is significantly influenced by the amount of carbon emissions. For 

example, the 2080 low emission scenario that corresponds to the 50% probability level 

is reported to present 50.8% less hours with DBT below 2.0oC compared to the current 

weather scenario and 11.3% and 25.3% more hours with DBT below 2.0oC compared 

to the 2080 medium and 2080 high emissions scenario, respectively. The reduction of 

the annual number of hours with DBT below 2.0oC is expected to significantly reduce 

the total energy use of the retrofitted AWHP system for two reasons. First, the AWHP 

itself is expected to operate more effectively due to the milder outdoor air temperatures 

and more importantly, the operation of the auxiliary electric heater is expected to be 

limited as the DBT will not force the AWHP to switch off.     
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Table 5-1: Annual number and percentage of heating hours, where DBT is below 2.0 oC under 

current and future weather scenarios 

Weather scenario 

Number of 

heating hours 

below 2.0oC [-] 

Percentage of 

heating hours  

below 2.0oC [%] 

Current 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 

378 10.8 

331 9.4 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 240 6.9 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 176 5.0 

2050 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 330 9.4 

2050 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 239 6.8 

2050 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 173 5.0 

2080 Low emission scenario, 10th percentile 288 8.2 

2080 Low emission scenario, 50th percentile 186 5.3 

2080 Low emission scenario, 90th percentile 121 3.5 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 275 7.9 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 165 4.7 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 91 2.6 

2080 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 255 7.3 

2080 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 139 4.0 

2080 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 46 1.3 

   

 Heating performance of AWHP under future weather 

scenarios 

Having discussed the distribution of energy use, under-heating and thermal discomfort 

(resulting from the AWHP retrofit) across the housing stock for a current weather 

scenario (Chapter 4), this section now focuses on evaluating the impact of various 

future weather conditions resulting from 15 different future weather scenarios on the 

heating performance of the AWHP retrofit. More specifically, the housing stock of the 

NE region of England at its current state (without considering the application of any 

refurbishment measure) with the integrated AWHP system is dynamically simulated 

using E+ simulation engine under various future weather scenarios and the “sensitivity” 

of AWHP’s thermal performance on these weather conditions is discussed.   

It is acknowledged that the building stock is not expected to remain ‘static’ within the 

following few decades. Various changes are expected to occur concerning the adoption 

of energy efficiency strategies aiming to reduce buildings’ energy use; the replacement 

of some of the existing stock by new; the construction of more thermally efficient 
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buildings; and the overall increase of the building stock. The latter, in particular, arises 

due to the expected population growth (Levermore et al., 2012). However, any 

provision associated with the composition of the future housing stock is outside the 

scope of this thesis and it involves many sources of uncertainty mainly arising from 

the unknown number of new-built houses and the fact that any assumed change of the 

existing houses would be based on current and not future building regulations. 

Thus, the estimates included in this present section aim to assess the impact of weather 

conditions on the operation and effectiveness of the AWHP irrespectively of any 

changes in the condition of the building stock. The energy use of the AWHP and 

auxiliary electric heating as well as the degree of under-heating and level of thermal 

discomfort resulting from the simulation of the housing stock of the NE region of 

England is estimated for future weather scenarios and is compared with the current 

weather scenario. However, since the energy demand of the housing stock is expected 

to decrease within the following few decades, the utilization of the AWHPs is expected 

to be even more favourable than presented in this chapter. In other words, the 

combination of the existing housing stock with future weather scenarios can be 

considered as a conservative or even a worst-case scenario for the applicability of 

AWHPs in the future.  Studying the applicability of AWHPs for the existing stock, this 

work will attempt to identify those houses that need further retrofit in order to benefit 

from the AWHP retrofit. As a result of the analysis, this thesis aims to indicate those 

houses that should be on the focus of upcoming retrofit policies in order for the 

AWHPs to be smoothly and widely accepted as a heating solution for the UK 

residential sector in the near future.     

In the following pages, the percentage difference of AWHP’s electric input, auxiliary 

heater’s electric input and unmet load hours between the current and those future 

weather scenarios referring to 50 % probability level are shown as average values per 

house category. Further, the average value of PMV index per house category is also 

shown for those future weather scenarios referring to 50 % probability level. (For the 

categorisation of the examined house archetypes, see Section 3.4.2.) Due to the very 

large amount of simulation data, for the rest future weather scenarios referring to 10 % 

and 90 % probability level, the distributions of the electric input of the AWHP and 
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auxiliary heater as well as the distributions of unmet load hours and PMV index across 

the entire housing stock of the NE region of England are shown in the Appendix  A 

(from Figure A-3 to Figure A-7).  

5.3.1 AWHP energy use  

Section 5.3.1 discusses the distribution of the percentage difference of the AWHP’s 

electric input across the modelled housing stock between the current and various 2050 

and 2080 weather projections incorporating different carbon emissions scenarios.  

Figure 5-2 illustrates the average percentage difference of the annual AWHP’s electric 

input per house category between the current and selected future weather scenarios. 

The electricity input of the AWHP for the current weather conditions has been shown 

in Figure 4-5. In Figure 5-2, five different weather scenarios are included (medium 

and high emissions scenario for 2050 and low, medium and high emissions scenario 

for 2080), all referring to 50% probability level. Negative percentages mean that the 

AWHP’s electric input is expected to decrease in relationship with that estimated for 

the current weather scenario. For example, the average reduction of the amount of 

AWHP’s electric input between the current and 2050 medium emissions scenario for 

semi-detached houses with no wall insulation and volume lower than 180.0 m3 is 

estimated at 7.2 %.  

As seen in Figure 5.2, the amount of the annual AWHP’s electric input is expected to 

reduce in relationship with that corresponding to the current weather scenario for all 

the examined house categories and under all the selected future weather scenarios. 

More specifically, under both the 2050 medium and high emissions scenarios, the 

reduction of the AWHP’s electric input varies from 6.0 % to 9.0 % for most house 

categories, while for the 2080 weather scenarios, this reduction can be from 11.0 % to 

26.0 % per house category depending on the assumed carbon emissions levels. This 

shows that the utilization of AWHPs is expected to become more favourable in terms 

of AWHP’s electricity use over the century resulting from the continuously rising trend 

of the ambient temperature (this is shown in Figure 5-1). Further, it is evident from 

Figure 5-2 that under a specific weather scenario, the percentage reduction of the 
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AWHP’s electricity input does not present significant differences between the various 

house archetypes. For example, considering the 2080 medium emission scenario, the 

percentage reduction of AWHP’s energy use ranges between 14.0 % and 20.9 % for 

all the house categories, while this range is even more limited for the 2050 high 

emission scenario with the percentage reduction of AWHP’s electricity input 

fluctuating between 5.9 % and 9.9 % for all the examined house categories.  
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Figure 5-2: Percentage difference of AWHP’s electric input between the current and future 

weather scenarios (only the scenarios corresponding to 50% probability level are included here) 
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Generally speaking, the reduction of AWHP’s electric input is more limited compared 

to the reduction of auxiliary electric input (see Figure 5-3, in the following pages). 

This is due to the fact that the expected ambient temperature rise in the future is 

inevitably accompanied by a reduction in the number of hours, where DBT is below 

2.0oC (see Table 5-1). Therefore, the number of hours, where the operation of the 

AWHP is restricted due to the application of the frost-protection technique reduces 

compared to the current weather scenario. In other words, even if the amount of 

AWHP’s electric input reduces for the future weather scenarios due to the milder 

winter conditions, this reduction is limited (compared to the reduction of auxiliary 

electric input) due to the fact that the AWHP itself is forced to be OFF for a shorter 

period of time throughout the heating season as DBT is predicted to drop below 2.0 oC 

for a shorter period of time throughout the heating season as well.  

Table 5-2 presents the average electric input of the AWHP for the entire housing stock 

of the NE region of England under the various future weather scenarios (for each 

weather scenario, three probability levels of climate change are included in this table). 

As seen, the average AWHP’s electricity input presents very limited differences 

between almost all the future weather scenarios (this further supports the limited 

percentage differences across the stock discussed previously). A relatively significant 

difference is only observed for the 2080 medium and high emissions scenarios 

corresponding to 90 % probability level. The distributions of the AWHP’s electric 

input are illustrated for each different weather scenario in Figure A-3 in the Appendix.  
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Table 5-2: Average electric input of the AWHP for the entire housing stock of the NE region of 

England under current and future weather scenarios 

Weather scenario 
Average annual AWHP’s 

electric input [MWh] 

Current 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 

1.3 

1.2 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 1.2 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 1.1 

2050 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 1.2 

2050 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 1.2 

2050 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 1.1 

2080 Low emission scenario, 10th percentile 1.2 

2080 Low emission scenario, 50th percentile 1.1 

2080 Low emission scenario, 90th percentile 1.0 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 1.2 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 1.1 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 0.9 

2080 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 1.1 

2080 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 1.0 

2080 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 0.8 

  

5.3.2 Need for auxiliary electric heating  

Section 5.3.2 discusses how the need to provide auxiliary electric heating (to top up 

the heating supplied by the AWHP itself) varies across the modelled housing stock as 

a result of various future weather scenarios and, in comparison with the current 

weather scenario. 

Figure 5-3 illustrates the average percentage difference of auxiliary heater’s electric 

input between the current and selected future weather scenarios per house category (all 

the future weather scenarios included in this Figure refer to 50% probability level). For 

the current weather scenario, the average annual amount of auxiliary electric input is 

illustrated per house category in Figure 4-16. It is evident from Figure 5-3 that the 

amount of the auxiliary electricity input significantly reduces for all the future weather 

scenarios and for all the examined house categories. More specifically, its percentage 

reduction (from the current weather scenario) ranges from (around) 40.0 % for the 

2050 weather scenarios to (around) 66.0% for the 2080 high emissions scenario.  

In addition to that, it can be observed that for each specific future weather scenario, 

the amount of the auxiliary electric input reduces at the same percentage for most 
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house categories. For example, the reduction of the auxiliary electric input between 

the current and 2050 weather scenarios is found to be in the range of 40.0 % to 42.0 % 

for almost all the different house categories. The limited range of the percentage 

difference of the auxiliary electric input between the different house categories can be 

justified considering the applied control strategy of the auxiliary electric heater. More 

specifically, for those AWHP units that have enough capacity to meet even the peak 

heating demand of the house, the modelled auxiliary electric heater does only operate 

when the DBT is below 2.0oC (application of the frost-protection technique). As a 

result, since the modelled AWHP system operates under the same heating pattern for 

all the selected house archetypes (same heating periods and set-point temperatures), it 

is fairly reasonable that any change in the number of hours during which DBT is lower 

than 2.0oC will have the same impact on the electricity use of the auxiliary heater.  On 

the other hand, for the category including detached houses with no wall insulation and 

volume higher than 390.0 m3, the percentage difference of the auxiliary electric input 

between the current and 2050 medium emissions scenario is estimated at 35.5 %; this 

is outside the range 40.0% - 42.0 % in which most house categories are found. This is 

due to the fact that this particular house category does contain a large number of houses 

with under-sized AWHPs. In this case, the auxiliary electric heater does not only 

operate when the DBT is below 2.0oC, but also when the energy provided by the 

AWHP is insufficient to meet heating demand of the house. This shows that for this 

particular category the heating demand of the included houses is too high even when 

the 2050 future weather scenarios are considered. In this case, the auxiliary electric 

heater operates at its maximum heating capacity (as this is the case for the current 

weather scenario as well) to meet houses’ heating demand and thus, the “benefit” from 

future weather scenarios is more limited compared to the other categories.  

Figure 5-4 illustrates the ratio of AWHP’s to auxiliary heater’s electric input for the 

various weather scenario. Comparing its distribution with Figure 4-17 (referring to the 

current weather scenario), it can be seen that it increases in the range of 0.10-0.15 

depending on the weather and emissions scenario.  
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Figure 5-3: Percentage difference of auxiliary electricity input between the current and future 

weather scenarios (only the scenarios corresponding to 50% probability level are included) 
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Figure 5-4 Average ratio of AWHP’s to auxiliary heater’s electric input various future weather 

scenarios (only the scenarios corresponding to 50% probability level are included).  
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Table 5-3 presents the average electric input of the auxiliary electric heater for the 

entire housing stock of the NE region of England under the various future weather 

scenarios (for each weather scenario, three probability levels of climate change are 

included). The distributions of the auxiliary electric input are illustrated for each 

different weather scenario in Figure A-4 in the Appendix. 

Table 5-3: Average electric input of the auxiliary heater for the entire housing stock of the NE 

region of England under current and future weather scenarios 

Weather scenario Average annual auxiliary 

electric input [MWh] 

Current 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 

0.8 

0.7 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 0.4 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 0.3 

2050 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 0.6 

2050 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 0.4 

2050 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 0.3 

2080 Low emission scenario, 10th percentile 0.6 

2080 Low emission scenario, 50th percentile 0.3 

2080 Low emission scenario, 90th percentile 0.2 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 0.5 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 0.3 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 0.2 

2080 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 0.5 

2080 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 0.3 

2080 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 0.1 

  

5.3.3 Level of under-heating  

Section 5.3.3 discusses the impact of various future weather scenarios on the level of 

under-heating; under-heating is evaluated using unmet load hours.  

Figure 5-5illustrates the average percentage difference of the annual unmet load hours 

per house category between the current and selected future weather scenarios (all the 

future weather scenarios that are included in this Figure refer to 50% probability level). 

For the current weather scenario, the average number of the annual unmet load hours 

has been illustrated per house category in Figure 4-22. (The unmet load hours are the 

total number of hours (throughout the year) during which the mean indoor temperature 

is less than 0.5oC below the selected set-point temperature in at least one thermal zone 

of the house; for the definition, see Section 4.5).  
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It is evident from Figure 5-5 that the number of the unmet load hours is predicted to 

be considerably lower for 2080s than 2050s and it further decreases as the amount of 

carbon emissions moves toward the “high” emissions scenario. Further, it can be seen 

that for a particular weather scenario, the magnitude of the reduction of the annual 

unmet load hours may significantly differ from one house category to another. For 

example, the percentage difference of the annual unmet load hours between the current 

and 2080 high emissions scenarios varies from -31.0 % to as high as -68.0%. 

Comparing Figure 4.22 and Figure 5-5, it can be observed that as the absolute number 

of the unmet load hours increases between the various house categories for the current 

weather scenario, the percentage difference of the unmet load hours between the 

current and each particular future weather scenario increases as well. In other words, 

those house categories that were found to have a comparatively high number of unmet 

load hours for the current weather scenario present a comparatively high percentage 

reduction of unmet load hours between the current and any future weather scenario.  

However, it should be note at this point, that the unmet load hours has been found to 

be less than 300 hours for all the examined house categories even when the current 

weather scenario is considered, which, as discussed in Section 4.5, means that the 

AWHP retrofit is viable in terms of under-heating for the entire stock. More 

specifically, only 4 houses were reported as not being suitable for the AWHP under 

the current weather scenario and without any fabric interventions, whereas all houses 

were found to be suitable for an AWHP under all the future weather scenarios included 

in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-5: Percentage difference of unmet load hours between the current and future weather 

scenarios (only the scenarios corresponding to 50% probability level are included) 
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Table 5-4 presents the average number of unmet load hours for the entire housing stock 

of the NE region of England under the various future weather scenarios (for each 

weather scenario, three probability levels of climate change are included). The 

distributions of the annual unmet load hours are illustrated for each different weather 

scenario in Figure A-5 in the Appendix. 

Table 5-4: Average number of unmet load hours for the entire housing stock of the NE region of 

England under current and future weather scenarios 

Weather scenario 
Average annual unmet load 

hours [hours] 

Current 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 

79 

68 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 48 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 37 

2050 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 67 

2050 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 47 

2050 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 33 

2080 Low emission scenario, 10th percentile 59 

2080 Low emission scenario, 50th percentile 39 

2080 Low emission scenario, 90th percentile 28 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 10th percentile 56 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 50th percentile 35 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 90th percentile 23 

2080 High emission scenario, 10th percentile 52 

2080 High emission scenario, 50th percentile 31 

2080 High emission scenario, 90th percentile 18 

 

 

  

5.3.4 Thermal comfort conditions  

Section 5.3.4 discusses the distribution of the PMV index (for the living-zone) across 

the modelled housing stock for various future weather scenarios.  

Figure 5-6 illustrates the average PMV index of the living-zone per house category 

and for selected future weather scenarios. The colour of each box indicates the range 

to which the average PMV index of each separate house category belongs based on 

the colour-bar. As discussed in Section 2.7.2, the PMV index should not be lower than 

-0.70 and greater than 0.70 in existing houses (Category III-see Table 2-1) (BS EN 

ISO 7730:2005, 2006). In Figure 5-6, those house categories that fail to achieve an 

average PMV index between -0.70 and 0.70 for each separate future weather scenario 
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are shown with a black circle. For the current weather scenario, the average PMV index 

per house category has been illustrated in Figure 4-23. 

Under the current weather conditions, only few house categories achieve an average 

PMV in the range of -0.7 to +0.70, all of which include only house archetypes with 

relatively high wall insulation levels (U-value < 0.50 W/m2K). However, as seen in 

Figure 5-6, the milder future weather scenarios appear to have a positive impact on 

the thermal comfort conditions by significantly increasing the number of house 

categories, the PMV index of which is higher (less negative) than or equal to -0.70. 

More specifically, it can be observed that almost all the house categories including 

houses with relatively high wall insulation levels as well as a significant number of the 

house categories with medium wall insulation levels (0.50 W/m2K < U-value < 1.50 

W/m2K) have an average PMV higher than or equal to -0.70 when both the 2050 

medium and high emissions scenarios are considered. When the 2080 high emissions 

scenario is considered, thermal comfort conditions appear to become acceptable in 

terms of average PMV index in all house categories apart from those categories 

including detached houses with no external-wall insulation (U-value > 1.50 W/m2K). 
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Figure 5-6: Average PMV index of the living-zone for various future weather scenarios (only the 

scenarios corresponding to 50% probability level are included). Circles correspond to 

house categories with average PMV below 0.7 
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Table 5-5 presents the average PMV index for the entire housing stock of the NE 

region of England under the various future weather scenarios (for each weather 

scenario, three probability levels of climate change are included). The distributions of 

the average PMV index and percentage of discomfort in terms of PMV are illustrated 

in the form of histograms for each different weather scenario in Figure A-6 and Figure 

A-7, respectively (see Appendix A).  

Table 5-5: Average living-zone’s PMV index for the entire housing stock of the NE region of 

England under current and future weather scenarios 

 

Weather scenario 
Average PMV 

index [-] 

Current 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 10th perc. 

-0.75 

-0.73 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 50th perc. -0.70 

2050 Medium emission scenario, 90th perc. -0.67 

2050 High emission scenario, 10th perc. -0.73 

2050 High emission scenario, 50th perc. -0.70 

2050 High emission scenario, 90th perc. -0.66 

2080 Low emission scenario, 10th perc. -0.71 

2080 Low emission scenario, 50th perc. -0.67 

2080 Low emission scenario, 90th perc. -0.62 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 10th perc. -0.70 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 50th perc. -0.65 

2080 Medium emission scenario, 90th perc. -0.59 

2080 High emission scenario, 10th perc. -0.69 

2080 High emission scenario, 50th perc. -0.63 

2080 High emission scenario, 90th perc. -0.55 

   

 Chapter summary  

This chapter investigated the impact of future weather scenarios on the simulated 

performance of AWHPs. The selected future weather scenarios incorporated 

probabilistic climate change projections for 2050 and 2080 under different carbon 

emissions scenarios (low, medium and high emissions scenario). The characteristics 

of these future weather scenarios were described in Section 5.2 with the discussion 

focusing on the implications of DBT rise for the operation and sizing of the modelled 

AWHP retrofit. In Section 5.3, the simulated performance of AWHPs was evaluated 
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for the housing stock of the NE region of England in terms of energy use, need for 

supplementary electric heating, level of under-heating and degree of thermal 

discomfort. The modelled housing stock is considered to be at its current condition 

with the assumption of a “static” housing stock constituting a conservative scenario 

for the applicability of AWHPs in the future. Considering this conservative scenario 

for the future condition of the modelled building stock, the results showed that the 

applicability of AWHPs is expected to be more favourable in the future. More 

specifically, considering the 2050 weather scenarios, both the AWHP’s and auxiliary 

heater’s energy use were found to decrease on average 7.5 % and 40.0 % across the 

stock compared to the current weather scenario, respectively. Moreover, considering 

the 2080 scenarios, the AWHP’s and auxiliary heater’s energy use were found to 

further decrease in the range 13.0 % - 20.0 % and 53.0 % - 66.0 % compared to the 

current weather scenario, respectively. The range of reduction corresponds to the 

different carbon emissions levels with the energy use decreasing as the emissions level 

moves for the low towards the high emissions scenario.  

However, even if energy use reduces (mostly for supplementary electric heating) 

across the entire stock, thermal discomfort still persists for a significant number of 

houses. Considering that houses should achieve at least an average PMV index of -

0.70, the results showed that almost all categories including houses with no wall 

insulation (independently of building’s size and built-form) do not satisfy this PMV 

threshold for the 2050 weather scenarios. Apart from the houses with completely 

uninsulated walls, the results also showed that thermal comfort conditions fail to be 

achieved for detached houses with medium wall insulation levels (0.50 < U-value < 

1.50). The conditions of thermal comfort were found to significantly improve across 

the stock under the 2080 weather scenarios. However, if for AWHPs are to be widely 

deployed across the stock and become a major part of the UK’s decarbonisation 

pathway, action should be urgently taken to “prepare” the existing stock for this 

transition. Hence, the “predictions” of AWHP’s applicability for the 2050 weather 

scenarios should be considered in order to identify those house types that should be 

targeted by future policies within the next few years; this will be further discussed in 

the following chapter (see Section 6.3.2). 
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Discussion 

 Introduction 

Chapter 6 presents a summary of the work undertaken for the purposes of this thesis 

with a focus on highlighting its achievements and how these addressed its aim and 

objectives. The discussion provides an overview of the employed housing stock 

modelling approach (Section 6.2), describes the proposed AWHP system model, its 

implications to be widely deployed in domestic retrofit applications as well as the 

wider implications of using AWHPs within the UK context (Section 6.3), explains how 

the results of the thesis can be used to assess the applicability of AWHPs at the stock 

level and how the analysis undertaken can further reveal paths for fabric retrofit targets 

combined with the AWHP retrofit (Section 6.4), presents general implications of 

retrofit (Section 6.5), makes clear the contribution to knowledge (Section 6.6) and 

summarizes the limitations of the research (Section 6.7).  

 The housing stock modelling approach 

This section discusses how the research addressed the first of objective of the thesis as 

presented in Section 1.2. The discussion focuses on justifying the selection of the 
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HSEM used (Section 6.2.1) and evaluating the approach that was followed to verify 

the housing stock modelling approach (Section 6.2.2).  

6.2.1 The selected HSEM 

Retrofitting the existing housing stock is a key infrastructure priority in order for the 

UK to achieve its long-term carbon emissions commitment (net zero emissions by 

2050). In recent years, a variety of HSEMs have been developed, these being widely 

used to assess the applicability of various retrofit scenarios at the local, regional or 

national level and provide some connection to the development of relevant policy. 

In Section 2.6, HSEMs were reviewed and categorised with the focus being on data 

sources and models developed and used within the UK context. The review concluded 

that although HSEMs exist for the UK, most are based on steady-state calculation 

methods and as such, they do not allow for the transient response of building structures 

to be captured. Thus, although a steady-state model can be used to estimate the annual 

of even monthly energy use of buildings, it cannot provide insights into the extent to 

which thermal discomfort and underheating persists with these being of particular 

importance when studying the performance of heating systems such as heat-pumps. 

Instead, the adoption of dynamic calculation methods enables the extraction of hourly 

(or even minutely) patterns of variables such as COP, energy use, internal temperature, 

thermal sensation index, etc., thus allowing for a holistic investigation of a system’s 

performance. The number of hours that the set-point temperature is not satisfied or the 

number of hours that thermal sensation is outside comfort bands are all important 

factors to evaluate the effectiveness of energy efficiency interventions for houses.   

Considering the above, the present thesis employed a bottom-up HSEM capable of 

dynamically modelling the energy demand of large areas of the built environment. The 

model was used to investigate the applicability of AWHPs for 756 unique house 

archetypes representing the housing stock of the NE region of England, this being used 

as the case study area for the purposes of this research. Deriving information from the 

CHM (which, in turn, derives data relating to geometry and houses’ physical properties 

from the national EHS), the employed HSEM can automatically generate house 
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models that are suitable to be studied using E+. A similar housing stock modelling 

approach was followed by Swan and Ugursal (2009) with their model being used later 

by Asaee et al. (2017) to assess the applicability of AWHPs to some 17,000 Canadian 

houses.  

It is worth mentioning at this point that in contrast to models accessing data relating to 

houses’ geometry through EPCs or data sets equivalent to the EHS, there is an 

increasing number of urban stock models using GIS to derive the geometric 

characteristics of the stock. These might follow either an archetype modelling 

approach similarly to this thesis (Mastrucci et al. (2014), Rosser et al. (2019) and 

McCallum et al. (2020)) or a house-by-house modelling approach (Gupta and Gregg 

(2018) and Steadman et al. (2020)).  GIS-based models have recently gained ground 

as decision-making tools offering advantages in the spatial identification of suitable 

areas for the application of energy efficiency interventions combined with their 

advanced visualisation capabilities.  

6.2.2 Model verification 

An inter-model comparison technique was applied in order to verify the selected 

HSEM’s suitability to represent the diversity of the energy demand across the housing 

stock (Objective 1: to verify the suitability of a dynamic bottom-up HSEM to be used 

for representing the diversity of the energy demand across the housing stock). The 

annual space-heating energy demand of each of the 756 house archetypes as predicted 

by the dynamic E+ simulation engine was compared against CHM predictions with the 

latter following the BREDEM calculation methodology.  

In the absence of (real) measured data, the application of comparative tests between 

different models can be used instead as a model verification technique (He et al., 2014; 

Badiei, 2018). However, it should be clarified at this point that the (potential) 

agreement between two different models (or modelling approaches) does not imply 

that both models are correct. Instead, although they do agree, both could be wrong. 

Hence, any agreement obtained between different models just increases the level of 
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confidence that models are correct (especially in the case that the compared models 

are based on completely different calculation approaches e.g. steady-state vs dynamic).  

For the case of this thesis, the shape of the distribution of the predicted space-heating 

energy demand across the stock was found to be almost identical when the 756 house 

archetypes were modelled by either the dynamic E+ simulation engine or the steady-

state CHM (see Section 3.3). This increases the level of confidence that the employed 

modelling approach is suitable for representing the variations of the heating energy 

demand across the stock. Again, this conclusion is valid following the definition and 

principles of the inter-model comparison technique based on which the similarity of 

the distribution between CHM and E+ increases the possibility that both models are 

capable of representing the diversity of the heating energy demand across the stock.  

In previous works, models employing dynamic BPS tools to predict energy demand 

were compared against BREDEM-based models such as SAP and CHM. Having 

matched the boundary conditions between the two, BREDEM-based models were 

generally found to overpredict space-heating demand in the range of 1.0 % - 17.0 % 

(Badiei, 2018) to as high as 34.4% (He et al., 2014) compared to the E+ dynamic 

simulation tool. Contrary to Badiei’s and He’s work, where the authors processed input 

data so that both SAP and E+ models have an equivalent representation of boundary 

conditions (weather and occupancy), construction and thermal mass for the modelled 

buildings, the present thesis did not focus on matching E+ to CHM input data and E+ 

was found to under-predict space-heating energy demand by 54.0 %. The following 

paragraphs discuss possible reasons for this under-prediction and summarise the 

reasons for the under-prediction of the heating energy demand by E+ even when 

boundary conditions between the two models are matched using findings from 

Badiei’s work.  

The heating demand calculations performed for the purposes of the CHM are based on 

a monthly balance of heat losses and gains determined in steady-state conditions. On 

the other hand, E+ is a dynamic simulation engine modelling the heat transfer, air flow 

and system thermodynamics performance of a building for hourly weather conditions 

and accounting for thermal mass effects. In Badiei’s work, the differences in the 
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treatment of thermal mass, in particular, were found to have the most significant 

impact on the variations between SAP and E+ (Badiei, 2018).  

A preliminary comparison of the results obtained from this thesis for a single semi-

detached house showed that annual solar gains from E+ are almost two times greater 

than predicted by CHM. This could be associated with both the weather data used and 

the calculations followed by the two different modelling approaches. More specifically, 

although CHM/SAP requires average monthly values for ambient temperature, wind 

speed and solar radiation, E+  uses detailed weather files including hourly data for 

ambient temperature, solar radiation, wind speed/direction, atmospheric pressure and 

relative humidity throughout an entire year. Badiei (2018) used a simplified method to 

make the hourly weather data used for the case of E+ simulations to SAP equivalent. 

As a result of this process, the monthly averages estimated by the E+ weather file could 

be in the range of 0.35 – 1.17 times different for solar radiation than those used by 

SAP with this indicating that the amount of the solar radiation can be almost three 

times lower for SAP compared to E+ weather data (this range for ambient temperature 

and wind speed was found to be 0.84 - 1.30 and 0.83 – 1.45, respectively). In addition 

to that, in CHM/SAP, all windows are located on the east/west orientated façades of 

the dwelling, whereas in the E+ models, the glazed area has been equally distributed 

across the non-sheltered façades of the house (these being orientated N, S, E, and W). 

This means that even if the global solar radiation was the same for the two models, the 

amount of solar gains could significantly vary between the two. Further, in case that 

the sum of solar and internal heat gains is high relatively to the house’s heating load, 

a utilisation factor is used in CHM/SAP to reduce their contribution. Lastly, CHM/SAP 

applies a shading factor to all the windows (20-60% obstruction), which further 

reduces the contribution of solar heat gains (SAP, 2014), while in the E+ models, all 

the windows were considered to be unshaded (this is the default assumption unless the 

user provides information for the existence of shading due to vegetation, blinds, etc). 

All the above factors could justify the disagreement for solar heat gains between CHM 

and E+, which could, at some extent, justify the significant under-prediction of heating 

energy demand by E+. 
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Another factor that could contribute to the differences between the two modelling 

approaches is the definition of a zone’s set-point temperature. For the case of 

CHM/SAP model, the user has to define the set-point temperature only for the living-

room (living-zone). The set-point temperature for the rest of the house is then based 

on living-room’s temperature and heat loss parameter of the building with the latter, 

in particular, varying on a monthly basis (BRE, 2011).  

In conclusion, based on the above discussion and the results obtained from the inter-

model comparison, it should be acknowledged that the absolute values of energy use 

might have been under-predicted in this work (and similarly, comfort indices might 

have been over-predicted). However, the similarity of the heating loads’ distribution 

between E+ and CHM gives confidence that E+ can give a good (and similar to reality) 

prediction of the variation of heating loads across the stock.  

 The AWHP retrofit 

Having generated the 756 E+ house models (incorporating geometry, materials, 

internal heat gains, etc.), the thesis then focused on investigating the effectiveness of 

a particular retrofit scenario applied to all the selected house archetypes. More 

specifically, an AWHP coupled with supplementary electric heating was selected to 

be integrated in each individual house archetype to meet its space-heating and hot 

water demand throughout the winter heating months. This section presents how the 

second and third objective of the thesis were addressed (Section 6.3.1) and discusses 

the wider implications of the modelled AWHP system and heat-pumps (in general) to 

be adopted within the UK context (Section 6.3.2).  

6.3.1 The selected AWHP system 

A review of actual AWHP systems (provided by various manufacturers across the UK) 

led to the identification of representative AWHP systems (in terms of system’s 

configuration, capacity and COP range, control regime, etc.) that are suitable for UK 

domestic applications. These were applied to construct an AWHP system model in E+, 
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which was then integrated in each of the 756 house archetypes (Objective 2: to model 

an AWHP coupled with thermal energy storage using a previously established 

dynamic BPS engine; the configuration and control of the AWHP model will be 

representative of actual AWHP systems that are available and sold in the UK market). 

The model comprised an AWHP unit and a capacity-limited electric heater with the 

AWHP being the primary heat source and the electric heater operating as a secondary 

heat source to top-up the energy provided by the AWHP. Both the AWHP unit and 

auxiliary electric heater were linked to a storage water tank through which the heat is 

transferred to the radiators and DHW tank of each house (see Figure 3-10). The 

architecture of the AWHP system modelled for the purpose of this thesis is similar to 

that used in previous works (Kelly et al., 2014; Asaee et al., 2017).  

The modelled AWHP unit was controlled to switch-OFF when ambient temperature is 

lower than 2.0oC and in this case, heating was solely provided by the auxiliary electric 

heater. This was selected as a frost-protection technique as the adopted E+ AWHP 

model does not support reverse-cycling operation with the latter being the common 

practice for defrosting in actual installations (Madonna and Bazzocchi, 2013; Di Perna 

et al., 2015; Kelly et al., 2014; Asaee et al., 2017). The adopted frost-protection 

technique was found to significantly increase the use of supplementary energy use and 

consequently, reduce the effectiveness of the entire system. 

Following the recommendations of the MIS 3005, the heating capacity of the 

retrofitted AWHP unit was selected separately for each house archetype so that the 

AWHP itself (without the contribution of the auxiliary electric heater) is capable of 

meeting 100% of the house’s peak space-heating power demand (Objective 3: to 

investigate the size (represented by nominal heating capacity) of the AWHP that 

should be retrofitted in various houses covering a wide range in physical 

characteristics). The results revealed that matching heat-pump’s heating capacity with 

the house’s peak heating load results, in many cases, in operating the system under 

part-load conditions for a significant amount of time throughout the heating season, 

thus resulting in COP degradation. This was also shown in other studies proving that 

the maximum system’s SPF is achieved when the heat-pump is sized in the range of  

59%-72% of the house’s peak heating load (Bagarella et al., 2016). Based on the above, 
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the MIS 3005 (being the official UK’s guidance for the design and installation of heat-

pumps) should revise sizing recommendations by accounting for the extent to which 

100% peak load coverage by the AWHP itself results in reducing system’s overall 

performance.  

6.3.2 Implications of AWHPs within the UK context 

Space: 

The fact that the proposed heat-pump system includes two different tanks (TES and 

DHW tank) might be a limiting factor for its large-scale deployment due to the space 

required for such an installation. A significant number of the existing UK houses have 

very limited free space, this being even more crucial for the case of flats. The presence 

of a basement or alternatively, a mechanical room might be necessary for considering 

the proposed heating system. The CHM does provide the floor area of basement for 

the included houses (if present), but there is no further information regarding the 

presence of a mechanical room (this usually exists for houses that were previously 

heated by oil boilers). The space required for installing a heat-pump (both air and 

ground source) combined with its increased upfront cost and high electricity rate 

(compared to gas) constitute significant barriers for the roll-out of the technology. 

Contrary to heat-pumps, combi-boilers can heat water directly from the water mains 

and therefore, they do not require a hot water cylinder. Generally speaking, heat-

pumps lose ground to combi-boilers in both new-built houses and dwelling 

refurbishment applications with UK gas boiler sales reaching 1.67 million in 2019 (an 

increase of 1.8% compared to 2018) (Foster, 2020) and leaving heat-pump market with 

some 20-30 thousand installations per year far behind.  

Role of policy: 

In Section 2.5 of the present thesis, best practice regarding the large-scale deployment 

of heat-pumps has been identified across Europe and discussed within the UK context. 

The role that policy can play in the transition from gas boilers to heat-pumps is very 

challenging in countries such as the UK, where not only gas is the dominant fuel (85% 

of houses are connected to the gas grid), but also consumers are generally satisfied 
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with gas central heating and thus, reluctant to consider alternatives (Kozarcanin et al., 

2020). Lessons from other European countries that already have a developed heat-

pump market have shown that the concerted effort of government, utilities, industry, 

research institutes, manufacturers and installers network is a necessity in order for 

AWHPs to widely penetrate domestic heating and be a key contributor to the UK’s 

decarbonization path (Hanna et al., 2016).  

Current UK Government’s financial incentives such as the RHI have failed to meet the 

UK Government’s expectations on the deployment of low-carbon heating. More 

specifically, the government’s initial ambitions has recently reduced by 65.0% for 

renewable heat production and 44.0% for carbon emissions savings through the RHI 

(National Audit Office, 2018). Uncertainty regarding the stability and continuity of the 

RHI augmented by the repeated delays on its implementation have been identified as 

important factors for both consumers’ and industry’s inertia to accept heat-pumps (and 

other low carbon heating systems) as alternatives to the conventional fossil-fuel-based 

systems (Hanna et al., 2016). In addition to that, the lack of a trained and certified 

installers network has led to common failures during the design and installation stage 

(failure to select the right heating capacity, defective pipework and wiring connections 

etc.) with these resulting in increased running costs and further deteriorating heat-

pumps’ publicity (Gleeson and Lowe, 2013). Finally, the very limited evidence from 

in-situ performance of heat-pumps combined with very few information campaigns 

about low-carbon heating do significantly contribute to consumers’ lack of awareness 

for heat-pumps and the associated benefits of the low-carbon living concept.  

Demand flexibility: 

A potentially large-scale electrification of the heat and transport sector should be 

planned alongside with the expansion and reinforcement of the existing electricity grid 

infrastructure in order to ensure stability and limit events of RES curtailment. In this 

direction, increasing demand flexibility might be a means to address current grid 

constraints and ensure reliability for consumers. Previous studies have shown that 

coupling heat-pumps with TES is a powerful strategy to increase demand flexibility 

through the shifting of heating loads from high-demand to low-demand periods of the 
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day. Load-shifting has a three-fold purpose: maintain grid’s stability; address the 

intermittent nature of RES; and reduce consumers’ electricity bills if combined with 

suitable pricing programs.  

The required storage volume to achieve an effective load-shifting was found to be in 

the range of 800L to 1200 L (Arteconi et al., 2013; Kelly et al., 2014; Le et al., 2020) 

or in some cases, this might exceed the 2500 L (Eames et al., 2014) depending on both 

the storage capacity of the building itself as well as the adopted electricity tariff. 

Nevertheless, the utilisation of such high-volume tanks might be impractical for the 

case of UK domestic buildings. In addition to that, as also mentioned in Section 2.3.2, 

the traditional E7 and E10 electricity tariffs (offering low electricity rates mainly 

during the night) were found to be ineffective for the case of heat-pumps. More 

specifically, operating the heat-pump during off-peak periods as defined by the E10 

tariff was found to increase electricity bills by 30.0% (Kelly et al., 2014). In this 

context, the adoption of dynamic Time of Use (ToU) tariffs might be a means to 

address the drawbacks of conventional UK electricity tariffs. Dynamic ToU tariffs are 

usually updated on a daily basis and provide hourly or even sub-hourly electricity 

prices reflecting on the real-time cost of energy on the grid. A dynamic ToU tariff 

might charge up to 2x higher than conventional electricity tariffs during typical peak 

consumption periods (usually between 4-7 pm in the UK), while for the rest of the day, 

rates are significantly lower or they might even be negative implying that consumers 

are paid for using electricity (Octopus Energy, 2020). The AWHP system developed 

for the purposes of this thesis employs a storage water tank and can be further extended 

to study the load-shifting potential of AWHPs and the impact of this on the system’s 

annual running costs (Vatougiou et al., 2020).   

Considering all the above, the large-scale deployment of heat-pumps is subject to 

various techno-economic factors. Alongside with the ban of fossil fuel for new built 

houses, the UK should focus on creating a mature and competitive heat-pump market 

with this being expected to not only provide high-standard services and support to 

consumers but also reduce capital costs (as a result of the greater competition). These 

are significant steps in order for heat-pumps to be able to compete the well-established 

gas and oil-fired boilers in the UK. 
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 Applications  

Significant effort was made in this thesis in order for the simulation outputs to be 

communicable to multiple reader groups including consumers, stakeholders and policy 

makers. This resulted in a novel visualisation way, where results were mainly 

presented in simplistic (informative though) graphs illustrating data for all the 

modelled dwellings simultaneously (these graphs resemble the traditional heat maps, 

where values are presented in a colourful matrix with each colour corresponding to a 

certain range of the illustrated values). 

Each graph refers to a specific simulation output (e.g. annual energy use, annual under-

heating hours, etc.) and consists of three individual plots with each plot including those 

house archetypes with uninsulated, medium-insulated and highly-insulated external 

walls, respectively. The house archetypes included in each of the three plots are further 

categorized in 15 smaller categories based on their total conditioned volume (5 

categories) and built form (3 categories). The selected simulation output is then 

illustrated as the average value for all those house archetypes belonging to each smaller 

category. In other words, each graph contains information for 45 different house 

categories (3 wall U-value ranges x 5 conditioned volume ranges x 3 built forms). 

Section 3.4.2 provided a detailed description and justification for the implemented 

categorization of the studied house archetypes. With the houses being separated in 

different categories using typical physical properties (insulation level, built form and 

conditioned volume), homeowners can very easily and quickly identify what is the 

estimated annual energy use or thermal comfort perspective resulted for a particular 

retrofit measure. In a similar way, policy makers can identify which house types should 

be targeted first or for which house types a particular energy efficient intervention is 

eligible.  

The developed methodology including this novel graphical representation of the 

simulation results can be applied to create a tool that will be used to evaluate the 

applicability of various energy efficiency measures at the stock level. Section 6.4.1 

presents how the results obtained from this work can be used to assess the applicability 

of AWHPs at the stock level (thus addressing the fourth and fifth objective of the 
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thesis). Section 6.4.2 then focuses on presenting how the results can be further 

exploited to assess AWHP retrofit linked with fabric retrofit targets for the modelled 

houses.  

6.4.1 Applicability of AWHPs at the stock level 

Using the visualization way explained above, the distribution of the simulated system’s 

energy use, level of under-heating and degree of thermal comfort discomfort were 

explored at the stock level for both current and future weather scenarios in Chapter 4 

and Chapter 5, respectively (Objective 4: to investigate the distribution of the energy 

use, level of under-heating and degree of thermal discomfort across the housing stock 

as a result of the AWHP retrofit & Objective 5: to investigate the impact of future 

weather scenarios on the distribution of the energy use, level of under-heating and 

degree of thermal discomfort across the housing stock (as a result of the AWHP retrofit) 

and to discuss implications for future retrofit policy design; the future weather 

scenarios result from detailed weather files incorporating data for various climate 

change projections). The E+ models were simulated for the current and future weather 

scenarios throughout an entire year using one-minute timestep. The simulations carried 

out result in a large volume of outputs containing numerous temperature and energy 

time-series for the modelled houses and integrated heating system.  

Current weather scenario: 

Under the current weather scenario, only few house archetypes were found to achieve 

an average PMV index in the range of -0.7 to +0.7 after the application of the AWHP 

retrofit (PMV refers to the dwellings’ living-room only and not to the whole house). 

The indicated PMV range of -0.7 to +0.7 was determined based on the BS EN 

15251:2007 Standard and corresponds to moderate comfort conditions, which are 

considered to be acceptable for the case of existing dwellings. The thermostat of the 

modelled houses was controlled to be at 21.0oC for the living-room with this 

temperature referring to the air temperature. An alternative modelling approach could 

be based on controlling thermostat based on operative temperature or PMV index, this 

being an option provided by E+ and a recommended future application of the 
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methodology developed for the purposes of this thesis. Preliminary tests showed that 

if thermostat was modelled so that the heating system switches ON and OFF based on 

a PMV set-point equal to 0 (corresponding to neutral comfort conditions), air 

temperature would be in the order of 25.0oC for the modelled houses. In this case, the 

conditions of thermal comfort would have been significantly improved for most of 

houses, but the system’s required heating capacity and total energy use would have 

been increased.  

Based on the above, several different modelling approaches would be reasonable and 

justifiable with all these having a profound effect on the results and consequently, the 

applicability of AWHPs at stock level. It should then be clarified that the results 

obtained in this thesis are subject to the control of the modelled system including the 

selected water and air temperature setpoints with the latter being based on SAP 

recommendations. However, previous works proved that models using the 

recommended temperatures and heating patterns provided by standards such as SAP, 

CIBSE or the WHO do not necessarily reflect the living-room temperature of actual 

English dwellings (Huebner et al., 2013). The same authors also showed that weekday 

and weekend heating patterns do not differ (contrary to what is suggested by SAP) and 

indicated that there might be significant variability in the applied heating regimes 

between different dwellings. Factors such as dwelling’s age of construction, built form, 

energy efficiency as well as household’s income were all found to be important 

determinants of indoor temperature variations (Wilkinson et al., 2001; Oreszczyn et 

al., 2006; Hamilton et al., 2017).  

Future weather scenarios: 

The selected house archetypes at their current condition (without considering any 

energy efficiency intervention) were also simulated with the integrated AWHP system 

using 15 different weather files corresponding to probabilistic climate change 

projections for 2050 and 2080 under three emissions scenarios (low, medium and high). 

However, as the housing stock is expected to become more energy efficient in the 

future with a percentage of the old houses being replaced with new or retrofitted to 

higher energy standards, studying the impact of future weather scenarios for the 
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existing housing stock constitutes a conservative scenario for the applicability of  

AWHPs in the future. The aim of this exercise can be then summarised as identifying 

the sensitivity of AWHPs’ heating performance on climatic conditions and not 

attempting to predict what will be the future performance of AWHPs across the stock. 

The results showed that although the system’s energy use decreased, thermal 

discomfort still persists for a significant number of houses with this further supporting 

that fabric upgrade needs to be planned alongside with the large-scale deployment of 

heat-pumps.  

6.4.2 Assessing AWHPs linked with fabric retrofit 

The way that the results were presented offers the advantage for readers to assess 

different fabric retrofit options in conjunction with the application of an AWHP. By 

just moving horizontally across graphs, readers can determine for a specific dwelling 

(e.g. a detached uninsulated house with conditioned volume of less than 180 m3) what 

is the expected reduction of annual energy use or under-heated hours resulting from 

the upgrade of wall insulation to either a medium or a high level combined with the 

AWHP retrofit. In a similar way, readers can get an estimation of how the size of the 

retrofitted AWHP (represented by the nominal heating capacity) can change for a 

specific dwelling by upgrading its wall insulation (see Figure 4.3). For example, there 

are specific house categories that were found to need a 14.0 kW AWHP, when they 

have no wall insulation, while they need an 11.2 kW when their wall insulation is 

upgraded to medium levels (0.50 < U-value < 1.50) or even an 8.5 kW unit when their 

wall insulation is upgraded to a high level (U-value < 0.50). This might have several 

implications on retrofit cost. More specifically, the capital cost of heat-pumps 

increases as the installed heating capacity increases (the increase per kWh, though, is 

usually lower as moving from small to larger heating capacities). Based on this and 

considering also running costs, homeowners might decide that it is more cost-effective 

to upgrade wall insulation and as a result, select a lower capacity AWHP rather than 

make no fabric interventions and select a higher capacity unit. This might be the case 

for cavity walls, where the upgrade of insulation is a relatively low cost fabric 

intervention. 
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Future applications of the employed graphical representation strategy can focus on the 

effect of other fabric energy efficient measures in conjunction with AWHPs (or other 

heating systems). More specifically, instead of categorizing houses based on the 

condition of their exposed-walls, categorization can be based on loft insulation 

thickness, ground-floor insulation level, infiltration rate, type of glazed-area (single, 

double, mix-glazed). The reader can then determine the impact of investing on 

loft/ground insulation upgrade, draught proofing measures or glazing upgrade.  

All the above applications can lead to the development of a simple online tool to 

support retrofit decision-making. An important aspect is to include capital and running 

costs in order for consumers to determine the real benefit of energy efficiency 

interventions and for policy to target those houses that need further attention.  

 Further implications of retrofit 

The applicability of energy efficiency measures to existing dwellings has been proved 

to be less cost-effective for occupants than expected. This could be explained by two 

distinct concepts known as the rebound and prebound effect, both dealing with the 

same phenomenon but examining it from a different perspective.  

The rebound effect is a well-established issue recognized by policy and mainly 

associated with the fact that consumers were actually found to have increased comfort 

expectations following a thermal upgrade (comfort-taking) with this resulting in 

increased internal temperatures and therefore, lower actual savings than predicted 

(Barker et al., 2007; Galvin and Sunikka-Blank, 2016). This is even more evident for 

houses with low SAP ratings (Kelly, 2011) or low-income and fuel poor households, 

where occupants might see no cost benefit from retrofit interventions as they usually 

end up spending cost savings to increase comfort (Milne and Boardman, 2000).  

On the other hand, the prebound effect was firstly introduced by Sunikka-Blank and 

Galvin (2012) and involves the over-estimation of energy-saving potential during the 

design stage (before the application of an energy efficiency intervention) due to the 

fact that the dwellings’ estimated energy consumption is far less than the actual. In 
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their attempt to explain prebound effect, these authors mentioned as follows: “As 

retrofits cannot save energy that is not actually being consumed, this has implications 

for the economic viability of thermal retrofits” highlighting that the estimated pre-

retrofit energy consumption of dwellings is usually less than the actual pre-retrofit 

consumption and therefore, the economic feasibility of a retrofit measure (often 

expressed by the payback period) is over-estimated. This was the case with the Green 

Deal policy, which provided income to households for the implementation of energy 

efficiency interventions. The analysis carried out by Galvin and Sunikka-Blank (2016) 

showed that there were cases, where although the consumption of the house was 

estimated to reduce from 200.0 kW/m2 to 100.0 kW/m2 after the application of retrofit, 

pre-retrofit actual consumption of the house was even lower than 100.0 kW/m2. 

The above discussion confirms again that Standards’ recommendations used to 

estimate energy consumption of buildings do often fail to reflect the reality. This is 

more apparent for the case of houses, where occupants interact with the environment 

in a more complicated and unpredictable way than, for example, in office buildings. 

Thus, the utilisation of standardized temperature recommendations might have several 

implications on the simulation results. In this direction and based on all the above, it 

is worth mentioning that the absolute values of the simulated output variables provided 

in the thesis (e.g. energy use) might (significantly or not) differ from the reality. 

However, in respect with the purpose of this thesis, the use of typical temperature 

recommendations provided by national or international standards does still allow for a 

reasonable and fair comparison between the houses even if the considered and 

modelled internal temperatures are different from the actual ones.  

 Contribution to knowledge 

This work has contributed to knowledge in two different ways. Firstly, the thesis 

presented a methodological approach that was developed to enable the evaluation of 

AWHPs linked with fabric retrofit options at the stock level; to the author’s knowledge, 

such an approach has not been explicitly studied for the UK housing stock to date. 

Furthermore, the results presented can be easily exploited by both stakeholders and 
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homeowners, thus contributing to a better understanding of AWHPs’ applicability for 

houses covering a wide range in physical characteristics (size, built form, insulation 

level).  These two aspects are expanded upon as follows. 

6.6.1 A stock-based approach 

A number of previous studies have already proved that electrically-driven AWHPs is 

a high potential retrofit heating solution for UK residential buildings with most of them 

investigating their applicability from a single-building perspective. However, this 

work recognises the necessity to adopt a stock-based methodological approach in order 

to establish a better understanding of the extent to which UK Government policy can 

rely on AWHPs’ viability for the refurbishment of the UK housing stock.  

The originality of the methodology presented in the  thesis lies in the number of houses 

considered, the fact that these houses represent real UK houses and the fact that these 

houses are studied using a dynamic simulation engine. The methodology presented 

consists of an inter-linked modelling and analysis framework, which is suitable to be 

applied to all housing stocks across the UK. The data of the houses used for the 

purposes of this thesis (all of which are included in a simple csv file) can be easily 

updated and enriched without a restriction on the number of houses included. This 

means that although the present thesis focuses on the applicability of AWHPs to the 

housing stock of the NE region of England, future work can follow this approach as 

presented, to study the entire or even, other parts of the UK housing stock. This is a 

straight-forward procedure as the data required to construct UK house archetypes 

models are available by the EHS and updated on an annual basis. However, this might 

not be the case for housing stocks outside the UK. For example, other countries have 

different building regulations standards and thus, the approach that this thesis followed 

to assign U-values might be no be valid to be extrapolated. In this case, alterations 

need to be made in the original C# code for constructing the required house models. 

In addition to that, the way that this thesis models the geometry of houses might need 

to change in the absence of equivalent to EHS data sets.  
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Pursuing a housing stock-based approach for studying the effectiveness of AWHPs 

within the UK context and establishing a communicable results visualisation 

framework is an additional innovation. The results obtained from this thesis allow for 

the development of a simple tool that can be used in the future as an indication of 

AWHP’s applicability based on house characteristics. In this tool, the user 

(homeowner, stakeholder, policy maker) could input a detailed set of house 

characteristics (e.g. age of construction, construction of external-wall, roof, and floor, 

glazing type, infiltration rate, number of occupants, etc.) and obtain the required size 

(nominal heating capacity) of the AWHP that should be installed for that particular 

house, identify the predicted energy consumption of this installed heating system, etc. 

The tool could be also used to assess fabric retrofit in conjunction with the application 

of an AWHP as explained in Section 6.4.2. This opportunity given by the adopted 

dynamic stock-based approach is of particular interest for AWHP installers, who 

currently rely on a high-level inspection of a house in order to select the size of the 

installed AWHP. In contrast, the results included in this thesis have been obtained 

using a well-established and validated dynamic simulation engine and follow national 

Standards and guidelines.  

6.6.2 Recommendations to stakeholders; driving future policy 

Housing stock 

The study of AWHP’s applicability under future weather scenarios in this thesis has 

clearly shown that the expected milder winter temperatures are an additional and 

significant driver to establish AWHPs as the main heating system of the future UK 

housing stock. However, one of the key messages for future policy is that the planning 

of a large-scale deployment of AWHPs needs to be alongside with upgrading building 

fabric in order for thermal comfort conditions to be maintained. This thesis comes to 

highlight that the effective integration of AWHPs in a house is significantly associated 

with the condition of the house itself. The results showed that thermal comfort appears 

to be an issue for a large number of houses across the examined stock even when the 

2050 weather scenarios were considered. Therefore, if AWHPs are to be widely 

deployed in the domestic building stock up until 2050, the “preparation” of the stock 
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for this transition needs to be the main focus of upcoming policies. The large number 

of houses studied in this thesis with these covering a wide range in physical properties 

enables the identification of certain house types that need to be thermally upgraded in 

order to be eligible for the AWHP retrofit until 2050. Based on the 2050 future weather 

scenarios, the house types that do not achieve an average PMV in the range of -0.7 to 

+0.7 when being retrofitted with an AWHP system are categorised as follows: 

• All houses with no exposed-wall insulation (independently of house size 

and built form)  

(These houses were also found to contain the lowest level of loft insulation 

across the stock). Based on the characteristics and composition of the housing 

stock of the NE region of England, around 38.0 % of these uninsulated houses 

belong to these “hard to treat” houses consisting of solid walls and have been 

built before 1966. It is true that this part of the stock is challenging when it 

comes to improve its energy efficiency due to the higher upfront costs 

associated with insulating solid walls. As such, policymakers should work 

towards the issue of sophisticated schemes and financially effective incentives 

that especially target “hard to treat” houses and provide extra benefits in order 

to persuade consumers to invest in energy efficiency measures  

The remainder 62.0 % of these uninsulated houses have cavity-walls and have 

been built before 1982. The installation of wall insulation in this case is an 

easier and less expensive task. However, the current rate of upgrading wall and 

loft insulation in the existing UK houses is very low with this being in 2017 at 

5.0 % of the peak market delivery in 2012 (CCC, 2019c). The existing policy 

seems to fail in driving even cost-effective and “easy-to-apply” retrofits such 

as the installation of loft and cavity-wall insulation.  

 

• Detached houses with either uninsulated or medium-insulated 

(independently of house size) 

Among those house categories including detached houses, only these having 

highly insulated exposed-walls (U-value < 0.50) were found to maintain 

thermal comfort conditions. In fact, due to the higher heat losses through their 

fabric (compared to other built forms), detached houses need to be insulated at 
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high standards. Future building standards are encouraged to target detached 

houses separately so that a higher level of thermal insulation is required.      

 

• Uninsulated or medium-insulated houses with volume higher than 390.0 

m3 (independently of built form) 

Assuming an average storey height of 2.5 m, these houses correspond to floor 

areas of more than 156.0 m2. In this case as well, fabric heat losses are higher 

than usual and thus, high insulation levels are required in order to ensure energy 

efficiency. 

Technical  

As a result of this thesis, gaps were identified in current policies regarding the 

provision of a clear guideline for selecting the “right” heat-pump size. These gaps may, 

unfortunately, lead to increased running (and probably installation) costs and reduced 

reliability of this technology in the eyes of consumers. Current guidelines for AWHP’s 

sizing recommend that AWHP’s heating capacity should be selected so that the AWHP 

itself is capable of meeting the peak space-heating demand of the house; this is the 

strategy followed in the present thesis. However, the results revealed that such an 

approach might lead to a considerable deterioration of the system’s effectiveness due 

to the fact that the AWHP operates far from its full-load conditions for a significant 

amount of time. This introduces a significant and unwanted cycling of the system, 

which reduces COP and consequently, results in high energy costs. This thesis 

highlights the need for the formulation of a more nuanced guideline aiming to inform 

heat-pump manufacturers and designers for the “right” installation of heat-pumps with 

a particular focus on overcoming sizing issues. 

 Limitations of the research 

This section discusses the limitations of the research presented in this thesis; these can 

be broadly distinguished in two separate categories concerning the representation of 

the modelled housing stock and the characteristics of the retrofitted AWHP system. 
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6.7.1 The housing stock 

• Data  

One important limitation is associated with the data set that has been used in this 

thesis; this represents the housing stock of the NE region of England and thus, any 

findings should not be directly extrapolated for the entire UK housing stock. 

Although the composition of the housing stock of the NE region of England was 

found to be representative of the UK housing stock (in terms of the distribution of 

houses’ age band, level of insulation, size and built form), the location and climatic 

conditions of Newcastle (which has been used to represent the climatic conditions 

of this region) are considered to be important factors that could have a significant 

impact on a building’s heating demand and consequently, on the applicability of 

AWHPs across the different UK regions. However, the methodology presented 

offers the means to carry out evaluations for housing stocks in other parts of the 

UK. 

• Geometric representation 

Further, the geometric representation of the modelled house archetypes is 

associated with some assumptions (discussed in Section 3.2.2), which could have 

an impact on the results. Firstly, the data set used does not include any information 

for the orientation of the house archetypes and thus, an east/west orientation is 

considered for all the modelled houses. In addition to that, no information is 

included about the location of windows on the facades of the house. It has been 

considered that windows are distributed equally in the exposed facades of the 

building envelope. However, this assumption could result in misrepresentation of 

the amount of solar heat gains.  

• Categorization 

The categorisation of the examined stock in 45 groups (with each group including 

houses of the same built form, range of total conditioned volume and range of 

insulation) has enabled a more comprehensive communication of the thesis’ results. 

Nevertheless, the disaggregation of the modelled stock at this level has resulted in 
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having a very limited number of house archetypes in some of the categories and 

this fact implies that a strictly statistical comparison of the results is not possible. 

The low number of houses included in some of the examined categories does not 

permit to implement suitable statistical tests to identify the statistical significance 

of the results for those categories (e.g. one-sample t-test).  

• Occupancy-related factors 

Heating patterns (including selection of set-point temperature, duration of heating 

and start/end time of daily heating periods) were considered to be the same for all 

the modelled house archetypes. Therefore, this thesis does not account for the 

impact of occupants’ behaviour, which is amongst the most significant factors of 

a house’s heating energy demand.   

6.7.2 The AWHP system model 

• Frost protection method 

The adopted (E+) model of the AWHP system does not account for reverse cycling 

under low ambient temperatures, which was identified in the literature as the 

common practice in actual AWHP systems in order to avoid frost accumulation on 

the evaporator side of the AWHP. To account for this, a “frost-protection technique” 

has been employed; AWHP switches-OFF when DBT is below 2.0oC and the 

auxiliary electric heater becomes automatically available to meet the entire house’s 

heating demand. However, it was shown that this resulted in operating the auxiliary 

heater for longer periods than in actual AWHP installations, which, in turn, 

resulted in increased energy use and reduced overall effectiveness of the retrofitted 

heating system.  

• Distribution heating system 

The distribution heating system of each house was modelled as a set of convective 

baseboard heaters with each individual heater serving on thermal zone of the house. 

In addition to that, the heat emission capacity of each heater was auto-sized by E+ 

so that the heater was capable of delivering the maximum heat output of the 
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retrofitted AWHP. This, obviously, implies that this thesis considers that the 

distribution heating system of the houses will be retrofitted in order to be suitable 

for serving a low-inertia heating system such as heat-pumps. Nevertheless, this is 

not always the case in actual AWHP retrofit applications, where the common 

practice is to install the new AWHP system whilst maintaining the current 

distribution heating system, which consists of high temperature radiators in most 

UK houses. Previous studies proved that this practice is not effective for the 

applicability of AWHPs and this is the reason why this thesis recommends that 

AWHPs should be coupled with a suitable distribution heating system in order to 

provide their maximum potential. However, in order to evaluate the viability of 

replacing the current distribution heating system, a detailed analysis of capital and 

operational costs should be implemented (estimation of pay-back periods, etc.) and 

this needs to be studied in a future work. Occupants’ disturbance should be also 

considered in this case. 

 Chapter summary 

This chapter provided a discussion on five main aspects of the thesis: the developed 

modelling approach; its applications; retrofit implications; contribution to knowledge; 

and research limitations. 

In Section 6.2, the justification of the housing stock modelling method was recapped 

alongside with the applied model verification technique. The possible reasons for the 

under-prediction of heating energy demand resulted from the employed modelling 

approach were discussed in relationship with previous works in the field. In Section 

6.3, the main characteristics of the modelled AWHP system were pointed out with a 

particular focus on discussing its implications to be widely adopted in UK dwelling 

refurbishment applications. The discussion, then, focused on summarizing the wider 

implications of heat-pumps’ deployment within the UK context. The more and more 

increasing penetration of combi-boilers in domestic heating was identified to pose a 

significant barrier to the development of the UK heat-pump market. The discussion 

also referred to the need of increasing demand flexibility through the combination of 
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load-shifting with suitable electricity tariffs as a strategy to make electrified heating 

systems a viable solution from a technical and economic perspective. Section 6.4 

discussed the applications of the developed methodology as presented in this thesis. 

The discussion was also expanded to highlight possible future applications including 

the development of an online tool to support retrofit decision making. In Section 6.5, 

the impact of rebound and pre-bound effects on the simulation results was assessed. 

Finally, Section 6.6 and Section 6.7 focused on summarizing the contribution to 

knowledge and the research limitations, respectively.  
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Conclusions 

 Introduction 

This thesis has described the development of a methodology for using stock-level dynamic 

building energy modelling to assess heating system retrofit linked with fabric upgrade 

targets for UK dwellings. The developed methodology has been applied to investigate the 

effectiveness of AWHPs to be used as a retrofit heating solution across the range of 756 

unique house archetypes selected to represent the housing stock of the NE region of 

England. The houses with the integrated AWHP system have been simulated and studied 

throughout the winter heating months considering both current and future weather 

scenarios. The analysis then, including a novel graphical representation of the simulation 

results, has revealed paths for evaluating fabric retrofit and showed how this can contribute 

to enhancing the applicability of AWHPs in terms of the system’s energy use, extent of 

underheating and level of thermal discomfort. This final chapter focuses on summarizing 

the main conclusions of this thesis (Section 7.2) and providing extensions of the present 

work and recommendations for future research in the field (Section 7.3).  

 Main conclusions 

The review of academic papers including simulation works and field trial studies 

revealed that there is limited evidence regarding the applicability of heat-pumps at the 
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stock level within the UK context. Although several works focused on investigating 

the heating performance of common and advanced heat-pumps systems for existing 

UK residential buildings, most studied that from a single-building perspective. 

However, as the ability of heat-pumps to maintain comfort conditions is highly 

dependent on the condition of the house itself, research should focus on exploring 

which houses need further retrofit in order for heat-pumps to be a viable solution across 

the range of the UK housing stock. This thesis contributes to addressing this need by 

developing a suitable methodology and presenting its application to the housing stock 

of the NE region of England. The following sections summarize the main 

methodological conclusions (Section 7.2.1) as well as the conclusions made with 

respect to the results obtained from this work (Section 7.2.2). 

7.2.1 Methodological conclusions 

The developed methodology is based on the employment of a bottom-up HSEM used 

to study the simulated performance of houses within a dynamic simulation 

environment. The core of the methodology is the approach followed to represent 

houses covering a wide range in physical properties and the construction of an AWHP 

system capable of meeting the houses’ space-heating and DHW demand. The main 

conclusions of this process are summarised upon as follows.     

• The employed HSEM was found to be in good agreement with the steady-state 

CHM with both models resulting in a very similar distribution of the heating 

energy demand across the stock. The Spearman Rank Correlation coefficient 

for the two predicted space-heating energy demands is 0.94 with this revealing 

a very close positive correlation between the results obtained by the CHM and 

E+. 

 

• The employed HSEM was found to under-predict the absolute value of space-

heating energy demand at an average of 54.0.% compared to CHM predictions. 

However, this significant under-prediction might be subject to variations in the 

input data (such as weather data) between the two models (the thesis did not 

focus on matching boundary conditions between the two). 
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• Selecting the nominal heating capacity of the AWHP to match 100% of the 

house’s peak heating load results in COP degradation in the order of 20%. 

More sophisticated sizing approaches should be developed and adopted in the 

future to account for the extent of the heat-pumps’ part-load operation.  

 

• The developed methodology benefits from the fact that: 

➢ models real UK houses, the geometry and physical properties of 

which were derived from the national EHS 

➢ presents no restrictions on the number of houses studied  

➢ uses dynamic simulations, thus allowing for the identification of the 

hourly or even minutely patterns of variables such as system’s 

effectiveness, comfort-related factors (such as PMV), internal 

temperatures, etc. with this being impossible for the commonly 

adopted steady-state-based approaches  

➢ is generic and directly applicable to either the entire or any part of 

the UK housing stock 

➢ employs a novel visualisation way of the simulation results 

allowing for the identification of energy use/under-heating/thermal 

discomfort patterns across the stock as a result of heating system 

retrofit solutions (in this case applied to AWHPs) linked with fabric 

retrofit targets for dwellings 

7.2.2 AWHPs’ applicability 

This section provides the main conclusions regarding the applicability of AWHPs 

across the modelled stock considering current and future weather scenarios. It should 

be clarified that the conclusions presented below are subject to the selected housing 

stock, house modelling choices as well as architecture and control of the modelled 

AWHP system.  
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Considering a current weather scenario 

• The SPF of the AWHP itself (without the contribution of fan and 

supplementary electric heaters) was found to be in the order of 3.0 across the 

modelled stock; this being comparable with previous field trials carried out 

within the UK context.  

 

• The energy use of the auxiliary electric heater was found to be significant for 

the modelled AWHP due to the adoption of the frost-protection technique 

(AWHP was modelled to be OFF under low ambient temperatures and heat 

was solely provided through the auxiliary electric heater). The overall 

effectiveness of the system ranges from 2.0 to 2.3 across the modelled stock.  

 

• The level of under-heating was found to be within acceptable limits (less than 

300 unmet load hours) for 752 out of the 756 house archetypes. 

 

• The evaluation of thermal comfort conditions revealed that only few houses 

managed to achieve an average annual PMV index within the range of -0.7 to 

+0.7. These are either: 

semi-detached and mid-terrace houses with external-wall U-value < 0.50 

and conditioned volume < 390.0 m3 (~160.0 m2); or  

mid-terrace houses with external-wall U-value < 1.50 and conditioned 

volume < 180.0 m3 (~72.0 m2). 

Considering future weather scenarios 

• The annual electric input of the AWHP was found to decrease in the range of 

6.0 %-9.0 % and 11.0 %-26.0 % across the stock for the 2050 and 2080 weather 

scenarios, respectively, depending on the carbon emissions level. 

 

• The annual electric input of the auxiliary heater was found to decrease at an 

average of 40.0 % for the 2050 weather scenarios, while this reduction was 

found to be in a range 55.0 %-66.0 % for the 2080 weather scenarios, again 

depending on the emissions level. 
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• All house archetypes were found to present less than 300 unmet load hours 

annually for all the examined future weather scenarios. 

 

• Thermal discomfort was identified to still persist for a significant number of 

houses when the 2050 weather scenario was applied (under a medium 

emissions scenario). These are: 

all houses with no exposed-wall insulation (independently of house size 

and built form); 

detached houses with either uninsulated or medium-insulated 

(independently of house size); and 

uninsulated or medium-insulated houses with volume higher than 390.0 

m3 (~160.0 m2) (independently of built form) 

 Extensions and recommendations for future work 

As a result of this work, this final section includes a number of recommendations for 

future research that can further improve the adopted modelling techniques and analysis 

and consequently, add further value to the effectiveness of the stock-based approach 

developed in this thesis to be used to inform policy and industry. The following bullet 

points highlight some proposed areas for further research. 

• For the purposes of this work, the adopted modelling approach was verified 

against the predictions of the CHM and it was found adequate to represent the 

distribution of heating demand across the stock. An important area for future 

work would be to compare predictions with measurements in order to calibrate 

the developed house models to provide accurate results representing the reality.  

 

• The representation of occupancy-related factors was based on a deterministic 

approach; occupants’ presence in the house, heating periods, duration of 

heating, selected set-point temperatures as well as patterns for internal heat 
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gains were modelled using recommendations from national guidelines and 

standards. Future research should focus on accounting for the diversity of 

occupants’ behaviour adopting a stochastic approach for the determination of  

occupancy-related factors This would overcome (to some extent) the issues of 

high uncertainty associated with occupancy that have been found in previous 

works to have a significant impact on the energy use. With the increasing use 

of smart controls in homes, the employed modelling approach should be further 

developed to account for temperature variations throughout the day in response 

with weather data and occupants’ profile, presence at home and occupants’ 

preferences.  

 

• An extension of the present work would be to expand the analysis and assess 

the economic feasibility of the AWHP retrofit across the stock. This would 

include the consideration of capital, installation, maintenance and running cost 

as well as the comparison with current heating systems to ensure the viability 

of investing in such a retrofit solution. In this context, AWHP’s modelling 

should be combined with the application of suitable DSM strategies (such as 

load-shifting and dynamic ToU tariffs) to ensure that consumers can make the 

most of heat-pumps from both a technical and economic perspective. 
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Figure A- 1: Ground-floor layout variations for rectangle and L-shaped house archetypes 
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Figure A- 2: Living-room location in L-shaped and rectangular house archetype 

For the main rectangle: MW: Main Width, MD: Main Depth, For the additional rectangle: AW: 

Additional Width, AD: Additional Depth, For the living-room:  LRW: Living-Room Width, LRD: 

Living-Room Depth 
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Figure A- 3: Distribution of AWHP’s electric input for the entire housing stock under current 

and various future weather scenarios (the red line depicts the median of each distribution) 
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Figure A- 4: Distribution of auxiliary heater’s electric input for the entire housing stock under 

current and various future weather scenarios (the red line depicts the median of each 

distribution) 
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Figure A- 5: Distribution of unmet load hours for the entire housing stock under current and 

various future weather scenarios (the red line depicts the median of each distribution) 
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Figure A- 6: Distribution of PMV index for the entire housing stock under current and various 

future weather scenarios (the red line depicts the median of each distribution) 
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Figure A- 7: Distribution of percentage of discomfort in terms of living-zone’s PMV for the 

entire housing stock under current and various future weather scenarios (the red line depicts 

the median of each distribution)
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